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The purpose of this qualitative, longitudinal, holistic case study was to explore 
one secondary preservice science teacher’s (Elise) identity content and structure as she 
participated in a year-long clinical placement and to gain an understanding of how the 
context of her clinical placement triggered science teacher identity changes or 
persistence.  Moreover, the study explored how one preservice science teacher’s 
incoming teacher identity influenced her teaching practice and sought to understand how 
science teacher identity changed or persisted in the context of her first semester as a 
professional science teacher.   
Guided by the meta-theoretical framework of the Dynamic System Model of Role 
Identity, teaching observations, reflections, narrative writing prompts, class assignments, 
surveys, and semi-structured interviews were analyzed to determine changes in identity 
content and structure and to determine the contextual influences that triggered changes or 
persistence in identity components.  Elise's identity components (i.e., self-perceptions, 
beliefs, purpose and goals, action possibilities) changed throughout the clinical 
experience depending on the context of the clinical placement.  The mentor/mentee 
relationship, misalignment between professional and personal experiences, the length of 
the clinical placement, and freedom to practice being a science teacher triggered changes 
in Elise's identity development.  At times, her residency placement context strengthened 
her identity while at other times weakened her sense of self and career satisfaction and 
outlook. 
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Elise' entered professional teaching with a student-centered, reform-minded 
incoming teacher identity, which included hands-on instruction and an emphasis on 
teaching science as a process, which influenced her teaching practice.  She was able to 
teach in ways that aligned with her incoming science teacher identity, which included 
instruction that involved experimenting, investigating, and learning the skillsets of 
scientists while forming strong interpersonal relationships with her students. With the 
support of colleagues, she was able to develop a strong science teaching identity at the 
end of her first semester of teaching, and she was fulfilled with her science teaching 
career and had a positive career outlook on her teaching future. 
Science teacher identity research has been mostly unexplored in science 
education, especially in the context of a yearlong clinical placement and into the first year 
of teaching.  A greater understanding of science teacher identity development gleaned 
from this dissertation will provide the knowledge needed to better support novice 
teachers throughout teacher preparation and professional practice, ultimately leading to 
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Learning to teach is a complex, complicated process for pre-service and early-
career teachers.  Learning to teach requires learning to think, know, feel, and act like a 
teacher (Feiman-Nemser, 2008), and teacher preparation and induction programs are 
faced with the challenge of supporting new teachers during this difficult developmental 
process. Beginning teachers have to not only acquire knowledge and skills of how to 
teach, but they must also answer the questions of “Who am I as a teacher?” and “Who do 
I want to become?” (Beijaard et al, 2004).    
The process of becoming a teacher can be described as forming a teacher 
professional identity which “provides a framework for teachers to construct their own 
ideas of ‘how to be,’ how to act,’ and ‘how to understand’ their work and their place in 
society” (Sachs, 2005, p. 15).  Teacher identity provides a useful framework for 
understanding teacher learning and development as it is a “multidimensional and 
comprehensible construct” and is as an effective way of viewing the process of becoming 
a teacher (Avraamidou, 2016, p.3), which allows researchers to more holistically 
understand how teachers learn and develop (Avraamidou, 2014; Akkerman & Meijer, 
2011).  
Researchers over the last two decades have found it challenging to define 
professional teaching identity (Beijarrd et al., 2004) because a teacher’s identity is 
complex.  Teaching identity includes the knowledge, beliefs, and competencies that 
teachers possess (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011), but it is also a concept that includes the 
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complexities of becoming a teacher (Olsen, 2016).  Identity includes many constructs, 
such as the concept of self, self-efficacy, agency, values, emotions, and motivation 
(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Beijaard et al., 2004; Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019; Rogers 
& Scott, 2008).  Most researchers in the field of teacher identity agree that it is an 
ongoing, dynamic process that is continuously changing; it shifts and re-shifts through 
contextual influences and is negotiated through experience (Beijaard et al., 2004; Flores 
& day, 2006; Kaplan & Garner, 2018; Smagorinsky et al., 2004). 
Theoretical Framework 
For this research study, the meta-theoretical framework called the Dynamic 
Systems Model of Role Identity (DSMRI) was used as the guiding framework for 
studying teacher identity.  Kaplan & Garner (2018) describe the DSMRI and how it can 
be used within teacher identity research. 
The Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity (DSMRI) reflects the intuitive 
 understanding that a teacher acts in order to achieve goals on the basis of his or 
 her beliefs about the situation about him- or her- self as a teacher in that situation. 
 In the DSMRI, these beliefs, goals, self-perceptions, and actions are continuously 
 emerging and integrated to reflect who the person is and how he or she acts as a 
 teacher-- the teachers’ role identity. (p.72) 
 Science teacher identity is the unit of analysis for this research study and is 
defined as ones’ beliefs, purpose and goals, self-perceptions and self-definitions, and 
perceived action possibilities relevant to science teaching.  The science teacher identity 
components involve science-teaching related knowledge (i.e., content knowledge, 
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knowledge of instructional strategies, knowledge of one-self), emotions that are tied to 
specific assumptions about teaching science (i.e., goals, teaching-related self-
perceptions), and motivation to teach science (Kaplan & Garner, 2018).  
Research Problem 
In the United States, teachers are leaving the profession at a higher rate than 
teachers in other countries that have high-achieving school systems including Finland, 
Singapore, and Canada (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017).  Ninety percent of 
the nationwide annual demand for teachers is the result of teachers leaving the profession 
with two-thirds leaving for reasons other than retirement (Carver-Thomas & Darling-
Hammond, 2017).  There has been a steady increase in teacher attrition over the last 
twenty years with beginning teachers having the highest rate of turnover (Ingersoll & 
Merrill, 2017).  
Teacher attrition in the United States is concerning as it is a contributing factor to 
the teacher shortage in the nation (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017); 
subsequently, understanding teacher identity development and its impact on sustaining 
teachers’ professional careers is essential. Focusing specifically on the development of a 
science teaching identity is especially critical when one considers that science teachers 
have a higher teacher turnover rate than almost any other area (Carver-Thomas & 
Darling-Hammond, 2017; Ingersoll et al., 2014).  Science teachers have a predicted 
turnover rate of 37% greater than that of elementary teachers, and the turnover rate is 
70% greater in Title 1 schools than in non-Title 1 schools (Carver-Thomas & Darling 
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Hammond, 2017).  After just the first year of teaching, 18% of science teachers left the 
profession (Ingersoll & Merrill, 2014). 
Teachers cite a number of reasons for leaving the profession including external 
factors (e.g., testing and accountability pressures and lack of support from administration) 
and internal factors (e.g., dissatisfaction with the teaching career and working conditions) 
(Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017).  Although much attention is paid to 
changing policies and practices in order to change external factors influencing teacher 
attrition, there is also a need to focus on internal factors, specifically dissatisfaction with 
the teaching career, which is often the result of contextual influences that challenge the 
nature and stability of teachers’ sense of teaching identity (Day, 2018).  
The stability of one’s teaching identity is challenged when a teacher’s incoming 
beliefs, purpose and goals, teaching philosophies, and expectations conflict with the 
realities of teaching (Flores & Day, 2006; Olson, 2008; Pearce & Morrison, 2011; 
Schutz, Nichols, & Schwenke, 2018).  When one’s incoming teaching beliefs and goals 
are not met in the context of their lived experiences in the workplace, emotional episodes 
often result which can cause beginning teachers to question their perceptions of 
themselves as teachers leading to feelings of stress and failure that can ultimately 
contribute to a teacher’s decision to leave the profession (Nichol et al., 2017; Pearce & 
Morrison, 2011).  Confrontations with the realization of teaching demands in the first 
year of teaching can result in a “crisis of identity” (Flores and Day, 2006, p. 226). 
A core defining feature of teacher professionalism is a positive sense of 
professional identity; however, beginning teachers work in constantly changing 
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professional contexts (e.g., implementation of new state and federally mandated testing; 
changing administration; limited resources) that presents challenges to their sense of 
identity and professionalism (Day, 2018; Saka et al., 2013).  Forming a strong teaching 
identity is vital for new teachers because a professional teaching identity can impact how 
they will teach and how they will respond to educational changes that will continuously 
arise throughout their careers (Beijaard et al., 2004).  
Recently, there has been increased attention given to understanding the 
development of teacher’s identity during teacher preparation and into the induction years 
of teaching (Schutz, Francis, & Hong, 2018) because the development of a strong sense 
of identity can sustain teachers’ interest in teaching (Izadinia, 2018) and impacts their 
motivation to teach, career decision making, commitment to teach, and enhanced teacher 
resilience (Hong, Schutz, Francis, & Hong, 2018; Horvath et al., 2018; Johnson et al., 
2010; Richardson & Watt, 2018). Additionally, a poorly developed identity can lead to 
emotional burnout, lower quality teaching, and dropping out of the teaching profession 
(Hong, 2010).  
Moreover, teaching identity has been increasingly used in the last decade 
specifically in science teacher education (Avraamidou, 2014a; Leuhman, 2007) and is 
considered a useful construct in understanding the development of a science 
teacher.  Avraamidou (2016) states that “science teacher identity, more than any other 
construct used to explore science teacher learning and development, can give meaning to 
the notion of a process in becoming a science teacher” (p. 12). Teaching disciplines tend 
to have particular cultures of their own which may affect identity (Beauchamp & 
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Thomas, 2009; Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019); consequently, it is essential to consider 
teacher identity formation specifically within the science discipline. A strongly developed 
science teaching identity influences and impacts the decisions a science teacher makes 
including the instructional practices implemented in the classroom (Luehmann, 2016).   
Research contends that a well-developed science teaching identity allows science 
teachers to persist in the profession (Hong, 2010) and is essential in securing their 
commitment to their work (Hammerness et al., 2005). With the high turnover rate of 
science teachers, it is essential to understand the factors that facilitate or hinder the 
process of becoming a science teacher and the development of one’s science teacher 
identity. 
With the concerns of teacher attrition in mind, there is a need for more research 
into how teacher preparation and induction programs can support beginning teachers to 
develop strong teaching identities that can sustain them in teaching (Clandinin et al., 
2013; Schaefer et al., 2012).  Although there has been an increase in the literature 
regarding general teaching identity development, “researchers are still in the early stages 
of understanding how teacher identity is formed, the factors that influence changes of 
identities, and the role these identities play in students’ and teachers’ motivation for 
learning” (Schutz, Francis, & Hong, 2018, p. 3).   
Additionally, teacher identity has often not been the focus of teacher preparation 
(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Horvath et al., 2018).  There is a need for longitudinal 
studies of teacher identity development to explore how identity development during 
teacher preparation impacts the early years of teaching including their satisfaction with 
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the profession, their commitment, and sustained motivation to teach (Richardson & Watt, 
2018).  Identity intersects with motivation (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; Schutz, Francis, & 
Hong, 2018), and a lack of a coherent identity is a significant barrier to teachers’ 
motivation to teach (Kaplan & Garner, 2018).   
Research indicates that preservice teachers begin to shape their professional 
teaching identity during the preservice stage, and it is continuously shaped through the 
context of their experiences as they move through their careers (Hong, 2010).  Prior 
research on beginning teachers has often left out the complexity of identity negotiation 
between individual and contextual factors, and there is a need for future research that 
“inquires into both contextual conceptualizations and individual conceptualizations in 
simultaneous ways” (Schaefer et al., 2012, p. 116).  
Research into the developing teacher identity of preservice and early career 
teachers has also failed to focus on specific disciplines including science teaching 
(Ingersoll & Merrill, 2014), and literature on teacher identity in the field of science 
education is limited (Avraamidou, 2014a).  After reviewing the literature on science 
teaching identity, Avraamidou (2014a) recommends that future research needs to be 
conducted to determine the experiences that are critical for science teacher identity 
development and should also “be directed towards case studies of science teachers’ 
identity trajectories” (p. 168).  There are limited studies that combine both aspects of 
science teacher preservice education and the induction years to explore how identity 
development influences the transition between the two, an essential area of research 
needed to support newly hired science teachers (Luft, 2007; Luft et al., 2015).  The 
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transition from preservice to in-service science teacher is challenging and exploring this 
time in a science teacher’s life is an essential area of research for science teacher attrition 
and retention (Loughman, 2014; Luft, 2007).  Research has focused on either the personal 
conditions (the teacher) or the professional aspects (work conditions) that predicts a 
science teacher’s decision to leave, but research needs to be conducted into the conflicts 
between their goals and expectations (components of their identity) and their lived 
experiences in their teaching position, which is often more influential in a teacher’s 
decision to leave the profession (Rushton & Criswell, 2015). 
There is another gap in the science education literature on how science teacher 
identity is enacted in the classroom and how this influences teaching practice 
(Avraamidou, 2014a).  Avraamidou (2014a) argues that: 
Gaining an understanding about how and why teachers enact their identities, what 
 constraints they face in doing so, and what kinds of shifts occur in their identities 
 as they attempt to translate them into practice, can be an important input for both 
 teacher preparation as well as professional development programmes.  What kinds 
 of procedures, processes, contexts, discourses and interactions support or rupture 
 the enactment of a teachers’ identity in practice are important questions for 
 science education, which so far remain largely unanswered. (p. 165) 
 In-depth case studies of preservice and early-career science teacher identity 
development can provide opportunities for exploring how science teacher identity 
changes translates into their teaching behaviors and practices (Izadinia, 2013).   
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Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this qualitative, longitudinal, holistic case study is to explore one 
secondary preservice science teacher’s identity content and structure as she participated 
in a year-long clinical placement and to gain an understanding of how the context of her 
clinical placement triggered science teacher identity changes or persistence.  Moreover, 
the study explored how one preservice science teacher’s incoming teacher identity 
influenced her teaching practice and sought to understand how science teacher identity 
changed or persisted in the context of her first semester as a professional science teacher.   
Research Questions 
 In order to develop a greater understanding of the development of a science 
teacher identity during the yearlong clinical experience of a science teacher preparation 
program into the first semester of the induction year of science teaching and the impact of 
science teaching identity on professional practice, this study sought to answer the 
following research questions: 
 1.  How does one preservice science teacher’s identity content and structure 
 change or persist throughout a yearlong clinical residency placement? 
 2.  How does the clinical placement context trigger changes in her science  teacher 
 identity or reaffirm and support her identity? 
 3.  How does her incoming science teacher identity influence her teaching 
 practice in the first semester of professional teaching? 
 4.  How does her science teacher identity content and structure change or persist 
 within the context of her first semester as a professional teacher? 
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Significance of the Study 
Understanding the experiences and contexts that influence the formation of a 
science teaching identity is essential to consider for science teacher education.  The 
knowledge garnered from this study can be used to expand knowledge of how to prepare 
science teachers for the identity changes they may experience in the context of their 
student teaching placement and into their professional practice.  Through this knowledge, 
we can develop and structure preservice and induction programs to better support new 
science teachers as they experience the challenges of classroom realities that challenge 
their teaching identity (Schutz Nichols, & Schwenke, 2018, p. 57).   
Formation of a teacher identity is a critical process in teacher development 
(Gaudelli & Ousley, 2009); therefore, it is essential to have a complete understanding of 
teaching identity which "could enhance the ways in which teacher education programs 
are conceived" (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 176).  It is essential for teacher 
education programs to better understand preservice teachers' identity formation and the 
struggles that exist in its creation as part of preparing preservice teachers for a successful 
future in the profession (Clandinin et al., 2013).    
Research indicates that pre-service programs have had a relatively weak influence 
on teaching identity formation because the programs have not focused on the construction 
of teaching identity as part of the curriculum (Flores & Day, 2006).  Teacher preparation 
programs tend to focus only on content and pedagogy and fail to address the “complex 
processes that promote the professional role identity development that drives teachers to 
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learn, develop, and sustain strong commitments to new practices and to the profession” 
(Kaplan & Garner, 2016, p. 5).   
   Identity work is often an overlooked aspect of induction programs and this 
knowledge can be used to help develop induction programs that can better support newly 
hired teachers and help to sustain them in the profession (Webb, 2015).  It is critical that 
preservice teacher preparation and induction programs consider the complex components 
of teacher identity and the contexts that influence it (Day, 2018). By understanding how 
the context of teacher preparation programs positively and negatively affects a beginning 
teacher’s sense of identity, programs can begin to address how to help them develop a 
strong sense of identity (Day, 2018).   
 Additionally, results from this research study can inform preservice and induction 
teacher programs how to engage early-career teachers in critical discussions about 
identity formation and provide a supportive community for them to resolve conflicts and 
tensions that may arise during their teaching identity formation (Beauchamp & Thomas, 
2009; Edwards & Edwards, 2017; Flores & Day, 2006; Lamote & Engels, 2010; Pillen et 
al., 2013; Ticknor, 2014; Timuštšuk & Ugaste, 2010).  Initial training that provides 
student teachers with a solid teacher identity can help student teachers to make sense of 
themselves as teachers that can sustain them throughout their future profession.  
 Professional identity is not developed the same way in all subject areas, so the 
focus of this research contributes to the knowledge base of teacher identity development 
specific to the science discipline (Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019) and how science teacher 
identity development in preservice teachers translates to professional teaching practice in 
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their first year of science teaching, an often overlooked area of induction programs 
specifically for science teachers (Avraamidou, 2014a; Luft, 2015).   
Organization of the Dissertation 
 Chapter 1 has presented an introduction to the research study including the 
theoretical framework that will guide this study, a statement of the problem, the purpose 
of the study, research questions, and the significance of the study.  Chapter 2 provides an 
extensive review of the literature related to teacher identity research including common 
theoretical frameworks used, an explanation of the theoretical framework chosen for this 
study, followed by a discussion of empirical studies in preservice and early career science 
teacher identity development.  A detailed description of all aspects of the research design 
and qualitative methodology used in the study will be presented in Chapter 3.  Chapter 4 
presents the findings of this study through a narrative case study report, followed by 
Chapter 5 that contains an in-depth synthesis of the findings in light of the study’s 
research questions, theoretical framework, and review of the literature along with a 
discussion of any findings that were not anticipated or contradicted by the literature.  
Chapter 6 provides a summary of the research study’s findings and implications for 
science teaching education and future research are discussed.  
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CHAPTER 2:  REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
 
This chapter provides a review of the literature that offers a background into the 
construct of teacher identity by defining teacher identity and discussing the most 
commonly used theoretical frameworks guiding teacher identity research. Additionally, a 
discussion of a newly emerging theoretical framework known as the Dynamic Systems 
Model of Role Identity will be included, which was used to guide this research 
study.  Next, a synthesis of the literature of research on pre-service teachers’ teacher 
identity development while learning to teach will be discussed followed by research on 
early-career teachers.  
Introduction to Teacher Identity 
Although many research studies have been published in the last 20 years on 
teacher identity, very few studies have attempted to define it or did not do so adequately 
(Beijaard et al., 2004; Izadinia, 2013; Rogrigues & Mogarro, 2019).  The difficulty with 
defining teaching identity stems from the unstable nature of teacher identity as it is 
complex, multifaceted, and changeable (Beijaard et al., 2004; Rodrigues & Mogarro, 
2019).  Identity is the framework for which teachers must construct ideas about ‘how to 
be,’ ‘how to act,’ and ‘how to understand’ their work (Sachs, 2005, p. 15) and comprises 
many different components.   
Beijaard et al. (2004) focused on teachers’ professional identity formation and the 
characteristics of it.  Through their review of 22 studies on teacher identity, they 
identified four features of teacher identity that are essential to consider, and many 
researchers have continued to focus on these essential features over the last fifteen years 
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(Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Luehman, 2007; Izadnia, 2013; Sutherland et al., 2010; 
Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019).  
The first essential feature of professional teaching identity is that it is an on-going, 
dynamic process that is continuously changing (Beijaard et al., 2004).  Second, 
professional teaching identity implies person and context (Beijaard et al., 2004).  For 
example, teachers have professional obligations such as mandatory state testing, but they 
deal with these obligations depending on the value they place on them.  Although 
teachers have similar professional characteristics and obligations, each teacher will place 
different values on those obligations (Beijaard et al., 2004). Third, professional teaching 
identity consists of sub-identities that relate to the various contexts and relationships 
within teachers' experiences (Beijaard et al., 2004).  Last, agency is an essential 
component of identity (Hong, Francis, & Schultz, 2018).  Teachers have to be active in 
the process of their professional teacher development (Beijaard et al., 2004).  
Professional identity is not something a teacher can possess but instead is something they 
use to make sense of themselves as a teacher (Beijaard et al., 2004).  
Defining Teacher Identity 
Seminal pieces in the field of teacher identity in education are extensive reviews 
of the literature conducted in an attempt to arrive at a consensus on how to define teacher 
identity (Beauchamp et al., 2009; Beijaard et al., 2004; Izadinia, 2013; Rogrigues & 
Mogarro, 2019). Beijarrd et al. (2004) and Rogrigues & Mogarro (2019) each reviewed 
22 studies of teacher identity while Izadinia (2013) reviewed 29 empirical 
studies.   These literature reviews indicate professional teaching identity includes “sense 
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of agency, self-awareness, voice, confidence, and relationships with colleagues, pupils, 
and parents, as shaped by their educational contexts, prior experiences and learning 
communities” (Izadinia, 2013, p. 708).  Identity shifts and re-shifts as a result of 
contextual influences and is negotiated through experience (Beauchamp & Thomas, 
2009) and through interactions with others (Izadinia, 2013).   
In defining identity, the concept of self also seems to be essential (Beijaard et al., 
2004) as identity is a negotiated experience of self (Wenger, 1998). The self is thought to 
be revealed through personal stories where self is the “meaning maker” and identity is the 
“meaning made;” identity is the story and self is the storyteller (Rodgers & Scott, 2009, 
p. 739).  Teachers’ sense of self shapes the type of teacher they will be and how they will 
teach (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010).  Self-concept in identity formation refers to the 
personal self and the professional self and both of these selves are intertwined.  The self, 
self-concept, and identity can be considered nested components (Oyserman et al., 2011). 
Teachers make sense of themselves in relation to other people and in various contexts 
(personal self) and have to combine their personal self-image with their teacher roles 
(professional self) (Beijaard et al., 2004).  Identity and the self forecasts “what people are 
motivated to do, how they think, and make sense of themselves and others, the actions 
they take, and their feelings and ability to control and regulate themselves” (Oyserman et 
al., 2012, p. 70). 
Self-efficacy is a component of teaching identity that considers how confident 
teachers feel about their ability to engage students, maintain classroom management, 
implement instructional strategies, and work successfully as a teacher (Nickel & Zimmer, 
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2010; Hong, 2010; Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001).  Many researchers focus 
on self-efficacy as an important construct of teacher identity development (Hong, 2010; 
Lamote & Engels, 2010; Nicke & Zimmer, 2019; Settlage et al., 2009).  For example, 
self-efficacy beliefs are often high for student teachers just beginning their teacher 
education because they often underestimate the complexity of teaching; this often drops 
once they engage in workplace experience.  The reality of the classroom is eye-opening 
for student teachers (Gaudelli & Ousely, 2009), and their self-efficacy for managing a 
classroom drops and becomes the focus of their teaching concerns (Anspal et al., 2012; 
Hong, 2010).  Lower self-efficacy is tied to negative emotions around teaching and 
impacts the image a student teacher has of themselves as a teacher. 
Task orientation is another component of teaching identity that refers to teachers’ 
personal theories they use in regard to their work and includes a teacher’s personal 
teaching philosophy (Lamote & Engels, 2010; Nickel & Zimmer, 2019).  Task 
orientation includes the educational goals, instructional emphasis, and pedagogical 
relationship between teacher and students.  For example, a teacher’s task orientation 
answers the question of “What do I want to achieve with my students?” and “How do I 
want to accomplish this?” (Lamote & Engels, 2010; Nickel & Zimmer, 2019).  
 Emotions are a major component of identity and play a crucial role in identity 
formation (Geijsel & Meijers, 2005; Hong, Francis, & Schutz, 2018; Nichols et al., 2017; 
Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019; Saka et al., 2013; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010).  A fear of 
failure related to one’s teaching performance is a common feeling for student teachers 
(Anspal et al., 2010; Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010), and 
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worries and fears increase as student teachers realize the many duties required of them in 
teaching.  Other negative emotions such as frustration may come from a perceived lack of 
control in the classroom. Conversely, positive emotions such as a feeling of happiness 
may come from a successful teaching day. These negative and positive emotions affect 
how preservice and early-career teachers view themselves as teachers and can serve as 
“reference points for navigating teacher identity” (Nichols et al., 2017, p. 
411).  Emotional episodes serve to confirm or disrupt teaching identities especially early 
in a teacher’s career (Nichols et al., 2017).  
Rogrigues and Mogarro (2019) sought to determine a definition of professional 
teaching identity constituted during initial teacher education that encompasses the many 
components of teacher identity such as the concept of self, self-efficacy, agency, 
emotions, and values.  After reviewing 22 empirical studies, they determined the 
following working definition that seems to most thoroughly include all of the components 
of teaching identity: 
According to our analysis, professional identity comprises the perceptions, 
meanings, images, and self-knowledge individuals have of themselves.  It is 
therefore, a fragmented, unstable, dynamic, multidimensional, changeable and 
intersubjective process, which is constantly being interpreted and reinterpreted by 
student teachers in their continuous discourses and through the relationships they 
establish within professional contexts.  Related to self, it involves agency...and is 
influenced by personal values, emotions, beliefs, (scientific and didactic) 
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knowledge and (pedagogical) skills.  It is also influenced by (past and present) 
experiences and historical, sociological and cultural factors.  (p. 11) 
 Teacher identity has remained an elusive construct; therefore, it is essential to 
recognize the interconnectedness of the components that constitute teacher identity in 
order to have a better understanding of it (Izadinia, 2013).   Teaching identity consists of 
many individual components, however, there is interplay among the components and 
social contexts and experiences within the various contexts shape and re-shape teacher 
identity formation (Beauchamp & Thomas 2009; Chen & Mensah, 2018; Flores & Day, 
2006;  Teacher identity is a complex, dynamic system of understanding and “is constantly 
being developed throughout time in a continuous learning process where behavior, 
meaning making, and social context interact” (Rodrigues & Mogarro, 2019, p. 11). 
Many researchers in the field of teacher identity often choose to focus on one or 
more constructs of teacher identity such as self-efficacy, emotions, and task orientation; 
focusing on particular constructs can be valuable to researchers who seek to gather 
empirical findings for understanding specific aspects of a teacher’s identity development 
(Kaplan & Garner, 2016).  However, concentrating on specific constructs is “limited by 
its reduction of the complexity of teacher identity to simple, linear, and deterministic 
relations among few specific variables”, and this method often fails to capture the 
contextualized, dynamic nature of teaching identity (Kaplan & Garner, 2016, p. 6).   
Because teaching identity consists of multiple components and constructs and is a 
dynamic, socio-cultural process, researchers in the area of teacher identity often decide to 
focus on teachers’ lived experiences (e.g., Alsup, 2006; Anspal, 2012; Avraamidou, 
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2014b; 2018; 2019) and provide rich descriptions of teacher identity formation that 
“captures the contextualized, dynamic and social nature” of teacher identity instead of 
using the construct-approach (Kaplan & Garner, 2016, p. 6).  Researchers who use this 
socio-cultural approach to examining teacher identity development are able to investigate 
teacher identity processes across groups of teachers in multiple, diverse contexts 
(Avrramidou, 2014a; Beijaard et al., 2009; Luehman, 2007).   
Educational researchers rely on several theoretical frameworks to guide their 
research on teacher identity, and many frameworks have been influential in identity 
research and are most often used.  A discussion of the most common theoretical 
underpinnings of teacher identity research will be discussed next including a discussion 
of the theoretical framework chosen as the foundation for this research study.  
Theoretical Underpinnings of Teacher Identity 
 When using teaching identity as a lens for understanding teacher learning and 
development, researchers in the field of education often use a theoretical framework to 
conceptualize identity, although Izadinia (2013) found in her review of literature that 13 
of the 29 studies made no explicit reference to a theoretical framework. The most popular 
theoretical frameworks found in the research from this review of literature are Gee’s 
theory of identity (2000), Wenger’s (1998) community of practice and Lave and 
Wenger’s (1991) theory of becoming (1999), Connelly and Clandinin’s (1999) narrative 
inquiry theory of stories to live by, and Marius and Nurius (1986) possible selves 
theory.  Additionally, a novel meta-theoretical framework, Kaplan and Garner’s (2016; 
2017; 2018) Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity (DSMRI), has emerged as a useful 
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framework for studying teacher identity change and is the framework that will guide this 
study.  A brief discussion of the theoretical frameworks will be discussed followed by a 
more comprehensive discussion of the DSMRI and the reasons for choosing the DSMRI 
over other more commonly used theoretical frameworks in teacher identity research. 
Gee’s Identity Theory 
 James Gee’s identity theory is based on the premise that identity is socially 
situated and illustrates the multiple identities people take on in different practices and 
contexts. Gee (2000) defines identity as being recognized as a “certain kind of person” in 
a given context (p. 99).  He offers four perspectives on what it means to be a “certain 
kind of person” including the nature-identity, institution-identity, discourse-identity, and 
the affinity-identity.  The first perspective of the nature-identity (or N-identity) refers to a 
state developed from forces in nature (i.e., genes) and are only identities because they are 
recognized by self and others (Gee, 2000).  For example, the N-identity of being a female 
science teacher in a predominantly male physics department may result in the female 
science teacher being treated differently than her colleagues resulting in her being seen as 
a “certain kind of person” when she is at work.  
 The institution-identity perspective (or I-identity) refers to a position that has to 
do with higher authority within an institution and is the result of personal efforts (Gee, 
2000).  In the female science teacher example, the I-Identity of being a high school 
science teacher is a source of power in the school that the teacher obtained from being 
hired by the principal (the authority). The power of being a teacher in the school was not 
a force of nature but rather a force of authorities.   
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The discourse-identity (or D-Identity) is an individual trait recognized in the 
discourse and dialogue that occurs with other individuals (Gee, 2000).  For example, the 
female science teacher interacts with students and colleagues who may recognize her as a 
student-centered teacher in their talk and treatment of her.  Students in her class may tell 
other students that she never lectures and always has fun activities planned; consequently, 
the identity of being student-centered continues to be sustained by the teacher because 
she is recognized in this certain way.   
The last perspective of the affinity identity (or A-Identity) refers to the 
experiences shared by affinity groups with others who share similar interests (Gee, 2000). 
For example, the newly hired science teacher may have a relationship with her university 
professor from college whom she admires so she tries to emulate the professor’s teaching 
practices.  The source of power of this identity is not nature or institution but occurs from 
being part of an affinity group, in this case, a mentor teacher. 
 Several educational research studies on teacher identity use Gee’s theory of 
identity and consider it a useful framework for studying teacher identity (Alsup, 2006; 
Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Rodgers & Scott, 2008), and many researchers specifically 
in the area of science teacher identity have adopted the framework to guide their research 
methodologies (e.g., Avvraamidou, 2014a; Avraamidou, 2014b; Luehman, 2007; Settlage 
et al., 2009; Saka et al., 2013; Ticknor, 2014).   
Lave and Wenger’s Social Theories of Learning 
 When using teacher identity as a framework for understanding the development of 
a teacher in teacher preparation programs, several researchers have relied on Wenger 
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(1998) and Lave and Wenger (1991) theoretical frameworks (e.g., Avraamidou, 2014b; 
Chen & Mensah, 2018; Izadinia, 2013; Sachs, 2005; Skott, 2018; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 
2010).  Wenger’s (1998) and Lave and Wenger’s (1991) frameworks are social theories 
of learning which view learning as a social participation in a community of practice and 
the process of becoming (or constructing an identity) occurs in the context of the 
community of practice.   
 Wenger’s (1998) concept of learning is often used to explore the complex process 
of becoming a teacher and includes the concepts of meaning, practice, community, and 
identity.  Meaning refers to learning as experience and includes the ability to experience 
one’s life as meaningful.  For example, preservice teachers may describe positive 
experiences leading classroom instruction during student-teaching when their students are 
engaged in the lesson.  As a result, these experiences are often said to be the most 
meaningful in their student teaching placements (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010).   
 Practice refers to learning as doing while community refers to learning as 
belonging to a social community in which activities are recognized as valuable.  
Preservice science teachers are learning to become teachers in their student teaching 
experience as they engage in teaching practices like planning instruction, teaching 
content to students, and assessing students (practice).  Additionally, the preservice 
teacher and their mentor teacher may also be a part of a professional learning community 
within the school in which they collaborate with other teachers to reflect on their teaching 
practices and analyze evidence of students’ learning (community).   
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Finally, identity refers to learning as becoming and includes an understanding of 
how learning in the context of community affects and molds us.  Wenger (1998) posits 
that there is a “profound connection between identity and practice” as the “formation of a 
community of practice is also the negotiation of identities” (p.94).   For example, 
participating in a community of practice such as a professional learning community at 
their placement school provides an opportunity for the renegotiation of the preservice 
teacher’s teaching beliefs and practices and therefore, their teaching identity.  Teachers 
develop a teaching identity when they become a valid member of a community of 
practice where learning happens through their relationships with others. 
 Wenger’s theory (1998) postulates that it is useful to consider three modes of 
belonging in order to make sense of identity formation and learning: engagement in the 
community, imagination that allows participants to see themselves as members of the 
community, and alignment which occurs when participants see themselves as having an 
authentic identity within a broader social context (Wenger, 1998; Williams, 2013).  For 
example, for preservice science teachers to construct a teaching identity in which they see 
themselves as full members of the science teaching profession (imagination), they must 
engage in social practices such as team planning with other science teachers (engagement 
in the community) and be recognized by other science teachers as valuable members of 
the profession (alignment). 
Connelly and Clandinin Narrative Inquiry Framework 
 Connelly and Clandinin’s (1999) narrative inquiry framework suggest that human 
beings come to understand and give meaning to their lives through the stories they tell, 
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and teacher identity can be interpreted in terms of “stories to live by” (p. 4).  An 
individual’s experience, described in their stories, is a “central lens for understanding a 
person” (Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002, p. 331).   Connelly and Clandinin (2000) 
explain that the narratives teachers share about teaching and learning situations are built 
on both the personal experiences that reflect one’s life histories and the social 
experiences that reflects the professional context.  
  Connelly and Clandinin (2000) developed a three-dimensional space narrative 
that is often used to understand teacher identity in terms of the stories teachers tell.  The 
three-dimensional narrative inquiry space includes interaction, continuity, and situation.  
The interaction dimension of the three-dimensional narrative inquiry space refers to the 
personal (looking inward to desires, feelings, and hopes) and the social (looking outward 
in the environment with other people and their intentions, purposes, and points of view) 
aspects of experiences (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Connelly & Clandinin, 2000).  For 
example, a preservice science teacher’s story may include narratives about their 
relationship with a university science methods instructor who they consider influential in 
shaping who they want to become as a science teacher. The continuity dimension refers 
to the temporal aspects of experiences and the idea that experiences have a past, present, 
and future reference.  For example, a teacher may tell a story about learning science from 
a science teacher in high school they found to be funny and exciting or they may recall an 
influential moment learning science during their elementary science methods course.  The 
situation dimension refers to the context where the experiences take place (Clandinin & 
Connelly, 2000).  A science teacher’s story that includes not having the appropriate 
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resources in their school to implement inquiry-based instruction would be characteristic 
of the situation dimension. 
 Several researchers have used Connelly and Clandinin’s narrative inquiry theory 
when studying teacher identity (e.g., Anspal et al., 2012; Alsup, 2008; Avraamidou, 
2018; Avraamidou, 2014c; Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Gaudelli & Ousley, 2009; 
MacGregor, 2009; Yuan & Lee, 2016).  The relationship between teachers’ stories and 
their professional identity is a “sound theoretical basis for researching teachers’ 
professional identity” (Beijaard et al., 2004).   
Markus and Nurius Possible Selves Theory 
 Markus and Nurius’s possible-selves theory (1986) has recently been used by 
some researchers in teacher identity development (e.g., Hamman et al., 2013; Hamman, 
Coward, et al., 2013; Hamman et al., 2010; Hong & Greene, 2011; Lee & Schallert, 
2016).  Possible-selves theory represents the “individual’s ideas of what they might 
become, what they would like to become, and what they are afraid of becoming, and thus 
provide a conceptual link between cognition and motivation” (Markus & Nurius, 1986, p. 
965). Some researchers contend that when considering the self in identity formation of 
student teachers, what is most essential to consider is the possible self (Beauchamp & 
Thomas, 2009).  A possible self is the future-oriented self that represents what one would 
like to become (hoped-for self) with what one wants to avoid (feared-self) (Hamman et 
al., 2010).  For example, a preservice science teacher may have a hoped-for possible self 
that they are an expert in biology content and a feared possible self that they will be 
ineffective classroom managers. Researchers in the field of possible selves and teacher 
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development contend that a consideration of the possible self provides the link between 
identity and the self over time by including “anticipatory, or future-oriented, goal-
directed behavior” (Hamman et al., 2010, p. 1357).  The hoped-for possible self and the 
feared possible self becomes a type of roadmap of who the teacher wants to become or 
avoid becoming. 
Many researchers use Gee’s (2000) or Wenger’s (1998) conceptualizations of 
identity and Connelly and Clandinin’s narrative inquiry theoretical frameworks when 
researching teacher identity (Avraamidou, 2014; Izadinia, 2013), although the possible-
selves theory seems to be gaining interest in recent years (Hamman et al., 2010).  
Although these theoretical frameworks have been useful guides for teacher identity 
research, this research study will use a new theoretical framework called the Dynamic 
Systems Model of Role Identity as its foundation. 
Kaplan and Garner’s Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity 
Kaplan and Garner’s (2017; 2018a) Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity 
(DSMRI) is a new theoretical framework that has emerged for studying teacher learning 
as teacher identity change and has only been used in a few research studies on teaching 
identity in general education research (e.g., Gunersel et al., 2016; Henry, 2016) 
and specific to science education contexts (e.g., Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Vedder-Weiss et 
al., 2018; Hathcock et al., 2020).  
Although few researchers have identified the DSMRI as a conceptual framework 
guiding their research, the DSMRI framework was chosen as the guiding framework for 
this research study for several reasons.  First, the DSMRI encompasses several of the 
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common theoretical underpinnings guiding education research on teacher identity 
including Gee’s socially situated identity (2000), Wenger’s (1998) sociocultural 
understanding of learning as integrated with identity in a community of practice, and 
Markus and Nurius (1986) possible-selves theory (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & 
Garner, 2018).   Moreover, many of the theoretical frameworks used in teacher identity 
work have focused on sociocultural conceptions of identity but have not considered 
psychologically oriented theories of identity development (Rodgers & Scott, 2008); 
however, the DSMRI considers a person’s psychosocial identity.  The DSMRI integrates 
socio-cultural, social-psychological, and psychosocial perspectives on identity and its 
development that aims to “capture the holistic and rich content, structure, and process of 
identity and its formation within social-cultural contexts” (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a, p. 
2040).    
Additionally, the literature on teacher identity often offers a vague definition of 
teaching identity and fails to use a framework that conceptualizes identity in a manner 
that integrates all the components of identity including the mechanisms involved in its 
development (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; 2018; Garner & Kaplan, 2019), but this is 
considered in the DSMRI framework. Traditionally, researchers have either focused on 
specific constructs such as beliefs, self-efficacy, and emotions or they have focused 
broadly on lived experiences to capture the dynamic and social nature of identity without 
focusing on particular constructs (Kaplan & Garner, 2016).  Focusing on specific 
constructs does not fully capture the complexity of teacher identity and the interrelated 
nature of the constructs within it and fails to recognize the contextualized nature of 
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identity; however, focusing on the dynamic, contextual nature and failing to address 
particular constructs makes it difficult to measure teacher identity changes across groups 
of teachers (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a).  The DSMR combines the construct approach to 
researching teacher identity because it incorporates many constructs such as self-efficacy, 
motivation, emotions, and beliefs while also incorporating the contextualized, dynamic 
nature of teacher identity (Kaplan & Garner, 2016; 2017a; 2018).   
The DSMRI views identity development with a Complex Dynamic Systems 
(CDS) approach that has been developing in the past few decades in the social sciences 
(Kaplan & Garner, 2017a).  A CDS approach considers identity as a network of 
interdependent elements that connect to each other in non-linear ways; consequently, a 
change in one element is reciprocal and interdependent and affects all the other elements 
in the system (Kaplan & Garner, 2017).  A complex system like identity cannot reach 
equilibrium or stasis, is constantly in motion and is “in a continuous state of ‘becoming” 
(Kaplan & Garner, 2017a, p. 2037).  The change of a complex dynamic system is an 
iterative process in which the state of the system that emerges is based on the previous 
state of the system and is the basis for the future state of the system (Kaplan & Garner, 
2017a).  Although a complex dynamic system is constantly changing and does not reach 
stasis, it does have certain states in which the system is more stable than others; stable 
states are called attractors and unstable states are called repellors (Kaplan & Garner, 
2017a).  The DSMRI highlights learning to teach as identity formation and is a model 
that considers teacher identity formation as a complex dynamic system. 
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According to the DSMRI, teacher identity is a complex system that consists of 
four interconnected components: 1) ontological and epistemological beliefs of teaching, 
2) purposes and goals in teaching, 3) self-perceptions and self-definitions in teaching, and 
4) perceived action possibilities in teaching that are based on Maehr’s (1984) Personal 
Investment Theory (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; 2018).   
Ontological and Epistemological Beliefs 
 Ontological beliefs refer to the knowledge and emotions the teacher has 
constructed from their personal, formal learning, informal learning, and vicarious 
experiences and includes knowledge, assumptions, and beliefs about how students learn, 
including which instructional strategies are effective in certain contexts and for certain 
students (Kaplan & Garner, 2018).  Epistemological beliefs refer to the teacher’s “sense 
of certainty, complexity, and the credibility of sources of their ontological beliefs” (p. 11) 
and the emotions associated with these beliefs (Garner & Kaplan, 2019).  For example, a 
science teacher may believe that all students learn science best when they engage in 
inquiry activities (ontological beliefs); however, they may be uncertain if they can 
implement inquiry-based teaching in a classroom of students with low motivation 
(epistemological beliefs).  
Purposes and Goals in Teaching 
 Purposes and goals refer to the teacher’s knowledge and emotions about their 
purpose for teaching and the more specific personal goals and objectives in teaching that 
may include intrinsic and extrinsic goals and mastery and performance goals (Garner & 
Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 2018).  For example, a teacher’s goal in teaching may 
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be that every student understands how science is relevant in the real world outside of 
school no matter whether their future occupation is in science or not.   
Self-perceptions and self-definitions   
Self-perceptions and self-definitions concern the teacher’s knowledge and 
emotions “regarding his or her own personal and social attributes and characteristics that 
are relevant to teaching” (Kaplan & Garner, 2018, p. 73).  Included in this component are 
self-efficacy, values, interests, personality attributes, and the teacher’s social group 
membership (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 2018).  Statements about the 
self and how these relate to the teaching role are categorized as self-perceptions and self-
definitions.  For example, statements like “I didn’t really understand the concepts until I 
had to teach them” (Garner and Kaplan, 2019, p. 23) or “I became a science teacher 
because science has always come easily for me in school” are examples of self-
perceptions. 
Perceived action possibilities   
Perceived action possibilities concern the “teacher’s perceptions, intentions, and 
emotions that concern what the teacher can and cannot do to achieve their goals in 
teaching in light of ontological and epistemological beliefs, self-perceptions, and self-
definitions (Garner & Kaplan, 2019, p. 11).  Perceived action possibilities also refer to 
the actions the teacher perceives as being available or unavailable to them in pursuing 
their teaching goals in light of reality and how they see themselves in that reality 
(Vedder-Weiss et al., 2018).  For example, a science teacher who spends hours on the 
weekend planning lessons for their students that provides them with opportunities to 
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make real-world connections is implementing a behavioral strategy (planning on the 
weekend) appropriate for their ontological belief (real-world context is essential in 
science learning).   
The four components of ontological and epistemological beliefs, self-perceptions 
and self-definitions, purposes and goals, and action possibilities are interdependent, 
overlapping, and interrelated, and each of these integrates teacher knowledge (the 
traditional way of considering teacher identity) with perceptions, emotions, and 
knowledge of the self that also anchor teaching identity. Figure 1 represents a schematic 
of the DSMRI that depicts action in the role identity system as central to the four 
components and anchors the teacher role identity system (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a, 2018; 
Garner & Kaplan, 2019). 
  
Figure 1. The dynamic systems model of role identity. (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a). 
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 The action is the central component of the model because the teacher will act in a 
particular situation in order to achieve their teaching goal in light of their perceived 
reality and themselves in that reality (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; 2018).  The “objective” 
of the role identity is action in the role, reflects a particular state of role identity, and 
feeds back and influences future role identities (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a, p. 2040).  For 
example, a teacher’s actions of deciding to spend several hours planning a teaching unit 
with a colleague when the school day ends over going out with friends after work is a 
specific action that may be the result of the teacher’s personal goal to teach engaging 
lessons (purpose and goals) and their ontological belief that well-planned lessons will 
help them to meet that goal (ontological belief).  As a result of teaching several engaging 
lessons (action possibilities), their behavior may affirm to themselves and others a certain 
kind of teacher (e.g., engaging and dedicated science teacher) resulting in a committed 
teacher role identity. The interdependence of the components conveys teacher identity 
formation as a complex dynamic system and “understanding teacher identity and action 
cannot be reduced to one component but needs to be considered together across system 
components” (Kaplan & Garner, 2018, p. 74).   
Additionally, as shown in Figure 1 above, the teacher role identity is framed by 
social and cultural contexts, dispositions, and the domain.  For example, the process of 
identity change that occurs in teacher learning is influenced by social context (i.e., social 
interactions with other teachers at the school), culture (i.e., cultural norms and values), 
the personal dispositions of the teacher (i.e., personality and temperament), and the 
subject domain (i.e., science) (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; 2018; Garner & Kaplan, 2019).   
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Content, Structure, and Process in the DSMRI 
The DSMRI framework considers the teacher’s professional role identity as the 
unit of analysis.  The teaching role identity “refers to the person’s self-description as a 
teacher; that is, the extent to which the person has established a personal commitment to 
the teaching profession and considers being a teacher an important aspect of who he or 
she is” (Kaplan & Garner, 2016, p. 5).   In addition to teaching commitment, the teacher 
role identity also refers to the content, structure, and process of identity formation 
(Kaplan & Garner, 2016, 2017a, 2018).  Just like commitment, the aspects of content, 
structure, and process of role identity vary between teachers and within teachers over 
time and within different contexts (Kaplan & Garner, 2016). 
Content. The content of the teacher role identity refers to the knowledge, 
assumptions, goals, emotions, beliefs, and perceptions one has about teaching and what is 
important to the person in their teaching role (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; 2018).  Teachers 
differ in the amount, kind, and complexity of the knowledge, assumptions, goals, 
emotions, beliefs, and action possibilities they have for teaching (Kaplan & Garner, 
2016).  For example, one teacher may believe that through hard work and practice, they 
can become a good teacher while another teacher may believe that because of a calling to 
teach, they will become a good teacher (Garner & Kaplan, 2019).  Similarly, one teacher 
may have a student-centered role identity and experience pride and happiness when their 
students engage in inquiry activities in the science classroom while another teacher may 
have a teacher-centered role identity and experience similar positive emotions when 
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students demonstrate success on a test of facts that required memorization from lecture 
notes (Kaplan & Garner, 2016, 2017a, 2018).   
Variation in the content aspect of role identity refers to the change or difference 
in the amount, kind, or complexity of content a teacher has or may refer to the change or 
difference in the importance a teacher places on the content (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; 
Kaplan & Garner, 2016).  For example, a teacher with a student-centered role identity 
who believes students learn science best when they engage in inquiry activities in the 
science classroom may change their actions to be more teacher-centered if required to 
team teach at a new school with their colleagues who utilize more traditional teacher-
centered methods such as lecturing with notes.   
Working with colleagues may trigger changes in their student-centered 
ontological beliefs that could lead to a change in their role identity system.  For example, 
the teacher may not receive support from their colleagues when suggesting 
implementation of an inquiry lesson; their personal goal and ontological beliefs (teaching 
with student-centered instructional strategies) are not aligned with the action possibilities 
required in the situation (team teaching with colleagues) which can trigger variation in 
the content of the teacher role identity (Kaplan & Garner, 2016).  Challenging 
components of one’s identity content may result in a tension that results in frustration and 
negative emotions about implementing teacher-centered strategies, or it may activate a 
positive feedback loop in which the content of the role identity becomes more teacher-
centered than student-centered (Kaplan & Garner, 2018). 
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Structure.  The structure of the DSMRI concerns “the level of harmony between 
the elements of the system’s components, the extent of alignment between the four 
components, and the degree of integration between the teacher role identity and other 
central role identities of the person, and the emotions associated with these structural 
features” (Kaplan & Garner, 2018, p. 7).  For example, a teacher may feel alignment with 
their beliefs about their high self-efficacy for classroom management, their personal goal 
of maintaining strict control over the classroom, and their ontological belief that students 
learn best in a quiet learning environment.  In contrast, another teacher may sense 
misalignment and tension when their low self-efficacy for classroom management does 
not allow them to pursue the personal goal of making their classroom fun and engaging 
because student misbehavior prevents them from teaching the lessons they had 
planned.  Similarly, they may have an epistemological belief that students who are 
difficult to manage are not able to effectively participate in collaborative learning groups 
which does not align with their belief that students learn best when they have 
opportunities to learn with and from their peers.   
The structure includes the harmony or tension between the different content 
elements (i.e., knowledge, beliefs, assumptions, action possibilities), the alignment or 
misalignment between the different components of the system, and the integration or lack 
of integration between the different role identities the person holds (e.g., teacher role 
identity, parent role identity) (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a).  Harmony, alignment, and 
integration act as positive feedback loops to the role identity system while misalignment 
and tensions act as negative feedback loops. 
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Process.  The process aspect of the DSMRI refers to the assumption that a 
teacher’s role identity is a complex dynamic system that is continuously emerging in a 
non-linear, non-deterministic way that is highly sensitive to the system’s history, 
characteristics, and contexts (Kaplan & Garner, 2018a, p. 75).  The continuously 
emerging content of a person’s role identity and the structure of the content (i.e., 
harmony, integration, alignment, misalignment) reflects the process of teacher role 
identity (Garner & Kaplan, 2019).  Additionally, the identity formation process takes 
place as a result of social interactions and agency of the teacher who intentionally 
engages in exploring their identity (Garner & Kaplan, 2019). 
Scholars argue that research studies have not fully incorporated the process of 
how teachers develop an identity (Rodgers & Scott, 2008; Hamman et al., 2010), and 
questions such as “why, when, and how does identity develop” will provide integrative 
answers that require an integrative framework for understanding teacher identity (Kaplan 
& Garner, 2017a).  Accordingly, researchers studying teacher identity development have 
focused on understanding the pathways in which identity is constructed and reconstructed 
in various contexts as one considers the teacher learning process (Avraamidou, 2014; 
Geijsel & Meijers, 2005; Nichols et al., 2017).   
A review of the literature that examines teacher identity formation processes in 
various contexts will be discussed next which includes an examination of prior 
experiences, teacher education experiences, and social contexts that facilitate or hinder 
the identity formation process in student teaching in general and science student teaching.  
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Moreover, teacher identity formation in early career teachers during their first years of 
teaching will also be discussed. 
Teacher Identity Development in Pre-Service Teachers 
Research indicates that during teacher preparation, pre-service teachers begin to 
form their professional teaching identity and is a critical period for teacher identity 
development (Gaudelli & Ousley, 2009; Pillen et al., 2013; Olsen, 2016; Rodrigues & 
Mogarro, 2019; Ticknor, 2014; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010).  Pre-service teachers’ 
identities are shaped and reshaped by many influences including personal history, former 
teachers, family and significant others, observations during apprenticeship, university 
coursework, and workplace contexts (Akkerman & Meijer, 2011; Beijaard et al., 2004; 
Flores and Day, 2006; Lamote & Engels, 2010; Pillen et al., 2013).   Prior experiences 
the pre-service teacher had (Flores & Day, 2006), the practicum experiences (Lamote & 
Engels, 2010; Nicke & Zimmer, 2019), and the social context of those experiences (e.g., 
interactions with the mentor teacher, other teachers, and students) (Beijaard et al., 2004; 
Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009; Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2010) shapes identity formation. 
Prior Experiences  
Prior experiences preservice teachers had when they were students plays a strong 
role in the identities new teachers develop (Flores & Day, 2006; Izadinia, 2013). 
Research suggests that experiences in childhood and with family can position a science 
teacher positively towards a science teaching identity.  For example, working on a family 
farm helped one preservice teacher to develop a strong science identity because the 
experiences helped them to “develop an admiration about the natural world and how it 
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works” (Avraamidou, 2019, p. 40).  Other experiences helped shape preservice science 
teachers’ teaching identity including visiting an aunt at work who was a geologist, 
visiting an environmental center with their family as a child, and watching science 
documentaries (Avraamidou, 2019).  
Beginning teachers often decide what teaching should look like based on their 
personal experiences such as remembering how their favorite teacher taught.  If they have 
fond memories of a teacher who taught with a traditional instructional style such as with 
direct instruction, they may find value in teaching in that same manner.  For example, 
most preservice teachers were not taught science with a student-centered approach but 
instead were taught in a more traditional manner of teacher-centered, lecture-driven, 
transmission of information from teacher to student (Luehmann, 2007; Melville, Bartley, 
& Fazio, 2013).  Developing a science teaching identity that is counter to the traditional 
image of science teaching student teachers have experienced is challenging (Luehmann, 
2007; Melville et al., 2013).  
In a study conducted by Wong and Luft (2015), previous educational experiences 
were found to impact science teachers’ beliefs about science teaching.  One teacher had 
traditional school experiences learning science that led him to focus his instruction on 
memorization and learning of facts in his classroom as is traditionally used in science 
teaching; however, another teacher’s experiences conducting field experiments 
influenced his beliefs in using inquiry-based instruction (Wong & Luft, 
2015).  Conversely, some preservice science teachers who were taught to learn science 
passively have been found to use innovative activities in their classrooms and actively 
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engaged students during instruction, an opposite approach to the one they experienced as 
a learner (Avraamidou, 2019).  
Hong and Greene (2011) did a study of 11 preservice science teachers’ possible 
selves to determine the factors that shaped their hoped-for self and their feared 
self.  Their results suggest that negative experience with science education was one of the 
main causes of their imagined feared self and positive experiences in school was often the 
main cause of their hoped-for self.  The authors indicate that “preservice teachers’ prior 
experiences seemed to shape their hopes and fears more than what they experienced 
during teacher education program” (Hong & Greene, 2011, p. 506).  Both negative and 
positive prior experiences are influential to identity formation (Flores & Day, 2006). 
Understanding how prior experiences impact science teacher learning is essential because 
preservice teachers’ prior experiences with learning and engaging in science can impact 
their science teaching beliefs (Luehmann, 2007).   
Teacher Preparation Experiences  
Research into science teacher identity formation indicates that the field experience 
and the science methods course during teacher education impacts science teacher 
development (Avraamidou, 2014b).  Learning to teach occurs through participation and 
engagement in university coursework and professional activities, which strongly 
contributes to teacher identity formation (Horvath et al., 2018).  
         Experiences within the student teaching practicum and the context of those 
experiences are responsible for negotiating and renegotiating the formation of a teaching 
identity and how student teachers see themselves as teachers.  The experiences one has in 
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student teaching during their field experience can result in either confirming a teaching 
identity or influence the renegotiation of that identity (Rots et al., 2012). Student teachers 
often point to a pivotal event during their practicum experiences as the moment they 
began to first feel like a teacher providing evidence that professional identity does 
develop during the student teaching experience (Coward et al., 2015).   
Identity is a “configuration of meanings,” but these configurations change for 
student teachers when they engage in new experiences during their field experiences 
(Geisel & Meijers, 2005, p.425).   Negotiating within the “shifting conceptions of what 
teaching is or should be” (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 185) is a challenge for student 
teachers because it requires them to reconcile their personal experiences with 
professional experiences while simultaneously applying what they have been taught 
through their university coursework (Olsen, 2016; Pillen et al., 2013).  Learning in the 
classroom influences new teachers’ understanding of teaching because new teachers often 
have expectations of what it means to be a teacher, but these expectations often do not 
align with the realities of the classroom experienced in student teaching (Gaudelli & 
Ousley, 2009; Nichols et al., 2017; Rots et al., 2012).  
The student teaching experience is a “critical juncture where the newest teachers 
are provided opportunities to validate, question, challenge, and reexamine their own 
teacher identity” (Coward et al., 2015, p. 217). Horvath, Goodell, and Kosteas (2018) 
surveyed 311 STEM secondary education majors to determine the strength of their 
teacher identity, the quality of their student teaching experience, and their intent to stay in 
the science teaching profession upon graduation.  Results from the study found that 
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preservice teachers that rated the quality of their student teaching experience highly had 
more developed teaching identities and were more likely to enter the science teaching 
profession upon graduation (Horvath et al., 2018). 
         Preservice science teachers often experience negative and positive emotions 
during their field experiences that influence the development of a science teaching 
identity.  Preservice teachers are often faced with teaching concerns for the first time in 
student teaching; their emotions during student teaching provide information about what 
concerns them (Maulucci, 2012), and these emotions help to frame their science teaching 
identity (Tobin & Llena, 2012).  For example, if preservice science teachers experience 
negative emotions as a result of students not being engaged during an inquiry lesson, 
these negative emotions can impact their self-efficacy and consequently their beliefs 
about science teaching. Settlage et al. (2009) found that preservice science teachers had 
high self-efficacy in their methods courses, but found their self-efficacy was significantly 
lower after their student teaching experience when faced with the realities of the 
classroom. 
         However, contradictory findings from Settlage et al. (2009) found little evidence 
that preservice teachers in their study experienced any differences in their emotional state 
throughout student teaching; they “almost uniformly expressed confidence about their 
entirety of their student teacher experiences” (p. 117).  Their findings indicated that the 
preservice science teachers in their study were confident about their ability to teach 
science effectively, but the authors were concerned that their high self-efficacy beliefs 
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were naïve and suggested more self-doubt may promote reflection that could be 
beneficial in developing a stronger science teacher identity (Settlage et al., 2009). 
Social Contexts of Teacher Education  
Identity is constructed within social contexts; “identities develop in concert with 
interactions with other individuals (Settlage et al., 2009, p. 105). The context of 
experiences in learning to teach influences identity development (Coward et al., 2015; 
Flores and Day, 2006). Teaching identities of preservice science teachers are often 
shaped by the interactions with their mentor teacher, the students in the classroom, and 
school administrators (Chen & Mensah, 2018).  
The Mentor Teacher   
Positive relationships with mentor teachers that includes offering support and 
encouragement, providing ongoing feedback, building and maintaining strong 
relationships based on trust, and making time for reflective activities “fosters a positive 
attitude towards teaching and who they can be as a teacher” (Izadinia, 2018). The mentor 
teacher is responsible for creating an environment that either empowers or discourages 
preservice science teachers to participate fully as science teachers; this can positively or 
negatively shift their science teacher identity development (Chen & Mensah, 2018).  
 In a study by Chen and Mensah (2018), preservice science teachers who had a 
relationship with their mentor teacher that positioned them as fellow teachers, allowed 
them to contribute to planning and teaching lessons, and provided encouraging feedback 
was affirming to science teacher identity development.  Conversely, when a preservice 
teacher was eager to implement reform-minded science teaching practices taught in her 
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university methods courses, school expectations of teaching the same curriculum in the 
same manner as the other teachers in the school “restricted her from further developing 
her reform-minded science teacher identity” (Chen & Mensah, 2018, p. 430).   The 
strength of the student teachers’ identity formation in this study depended on how freely 
they were able to practice being a science teacher during their field experiences in the 
classroom (Chen et al., 2018).  
Tensions 
The social context of student teaching includes the interactions and relationships 
the student teacher has with and within the school and these relationships and interactions 
influence identity formation. For example, the practices of the student teacher’s mentor 
teacher may not align with either the pedagogy taught by the university or with the 
student teacher’s personal beliefs; this can confuse beginning teachers as they formulate 
their teaching identity (Rots et al., 2012). Relationships with mentors can be a source of 
tension if the mentor teacher’s teaching practices are incongruent with the student 
teacher’s beliefs of what good teaching should be (Rots et al., 2012). 
Differing views of what teaching should look like can be a tension in the 
formation of the student teacher’s teaching identity which is often frustrating and 
upsetting and leaves the student teacher questioning their ability to teach (Pillen et al., 
2013).  Results from a study conducted by Pillen et al. (2013) found many different 
tensions experienced by student teachers including feeling that they were treated as a 
student versus wanting to take responsibility in the classroom and feeling dependent on 
their mentor teacher versus wanting to be more autonomous and making their own 
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decisions in the classroom. Likewise, Coward et al. (2015) found that if student teachers 
are seen as peers by their mentor teachers in student teaching, they developed a stronger 
sense of self as they were free to make instructional decisions and take on the role of a 
classroom teacher. Consequently, this strengthened the formation of a teaching identity. 
When student teachers were not seen as equal partners in the classroom and were 
encouraged to follow the lead of their mentor teachers and teach in the way the mentor 
teachers did, this context hindered identity development or forced student teachers to 
renegotiate how they saw themselves as teachers (Coward et al., 2015; Flores & Day, 
2006). 
Conversely, other research indicates that tensions within the context of the field 
placement with mentor teachers may actually be more productive for preservice science 
teachers’ learning (Danielowich, 2012). Danielowich (2012) conducted a study where 
preservice science teachers reflected about the field lessons that they taught during a 
methods course taken in the Fall semester that emphasized the use of reform-based 
science teaching practices, including student-centered approaches, the nature of science, 
inquiry, and socio-scientific issues.  More reflections and interviews before and after their 
student teaching experience during the Spring semester were analyzed to locate frictions 
that occurred between their existing practice and their possible practice during their 
student teaching experience.   
Results indicated that intermediate tensions as opposed to higher and lower 
tensions between the identity developed throughout the methods course and the context 
of the field experience was more productive for preservice science teachers who were 
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learning to teach in reform-minded ways (Danielowich, 2012).  For example, two 
preservice teachers who demonstrated stronger reform-minded possible selves during the 
Fall semester by trying out two reform-minded lessons during their field experience had 
intermediate dissonance compared to the other preservice teachers who tried out five 
reform-minded lessons (more dissonance) or no reform-minded lessons (less dissonance).  
The students who had intermediate dissonance during the Fall semester enacted more 
reform-minded practices during student teaching during the Spring semester as opposed 
to the other groups of students that had higher and lower dissonance. The students with 
higher and lower dissonance enacted one or no science-specific reform lessons during 
student teaching (Danielowich, 2012). 
 Interactions with Students  
 Interactions with students in the classroom also influence science teacher identity 
development. When the students in the classroom do not treat the student teacher as a real 
teacher, a negative shift in science teacher identity can occur (Chen, 2018; Saka, et al., 
2013). Additionally, preservice science teachers often measure how successfully they 
teach science in terms of student engagement (Settlage, et al., 2009).  When students are 
engaged through hands-on activities and inquiry learning activities, preservice teachers 
have improved self-efficacy in science teaching which encourages them to continue 
implementing these science teaching practices (Guzey & Ring-Whalen, 2018; Settlage et 
al., 2009).  
Contradictory findings from Coward et al. (2015), however, found that some 
preservice teachers in their study did not experience any substantive change in their 
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teaching identity as a result of positive or negative classroom contexts.  For example, 
when a student teachers’ experiences were consistent with their expectations, their 
identity remained unchanged.  Similarly, when one student teacher’s teaching beliefs 
were challenged by two cooperating teachers who taught differently, the teacher was still 
able to maintain their teacher identity (Coward et al., 2015). 
Teacher identity development begins during teacher preparation and preservice 
teachers’ identity development is influenced during this time by their prior experiences 
learning science in school and in their personal lives, student teaching experiences, and 
the social interactions with students, mentor teachers, and colleagues.  The identity 
developed during preservice teacher education becomes the incoming teacher identity 
that the preservice teacher brings into their first year of teaching; however, this identity 
will continue to be negotiated and renegotiated in the context of their professional 
teaching experiences.    
Teacher Identity Development in Early Career Teachers 
Early career teachers come into their first year of teaching with existing teacher 
identities related to their work already in place (Pearce & Morrison, 2011). Consequently, 
new teachers must attempt to apply their existing identity within the context of their new 
workplace (Pearce & Morrison, 2011).  Contextual influences of the workplace can have 
an influence on stabilizing or de-stabilizing teacher identity (Flores & Day, 2006), and 
results from Nichols et al. (2018) suggest that incoming teacher beliefs serve as reference 
points that teachers use to determine where they are and where they want to be as 
teachers.  When their beliefs are not being met in the context of their classroom, 
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emotional episodes result as early-career teachers struggle to reconcile their incoming 
beliefs and expectations with the realities of their lived experiences (Nichols et al., 2018).  
In a study conducted by Saka et al. (2013), a pre-service science teacher named Nathan 
graduated from university with the identity of a reform-minded practitioner; however, 
once he entered the classroom, his lack of classroom rules prevented him from teaching 
the way he wanted.  Nathan did not implement classroom management skills effectively 
because he wanted to be a champion and friend of the students.  The identity of student 
champion clashed with the identity of a reform-minded science teacher leading to 
emotional exhaustion for Nathan, so he left behind his beliefs that he should teach in 
reform-minded ways (Saka et al., 2013).  
Similar to preservice teachers, emotional episodes can be positive or negative as 
the beginning teacher questions or affirms the perceptions they have of themselves as 
teachers (Nichols et al., 2018). When there is a mismatch between their incoming belief 
and the realities of the classroom, the beginning teacher may attribute the issue to be out 
of their control which then results in an identity adjustment, a form of identity work in 
their teacher development (Nichols, et al., 2018).   
Contextual Influences on Early-Career Teacher Identity 
 Findings from Morrison (2013) suggest that early-career teachers exhibited 
emergent, distressed, and tenuous teaching identities as a result of their teaching 
experiences.  An emerging teacher identity is one in which the beginning teacher saw 
hope and promise with their teaching future and found success in their teaching practice 
(Morrison, 2013).  An emergent teacher identity was the result of professional 
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collaboration and relationships with more experienced colleagues that helped to 
strengthen the new teacher’s sense of purpose.  A distressed teacher identity occurred 
when new teachers had doubts about their capacity to flourish as a teacher and was the 
result of a lack of engagement with colleagues and feeling isolated (Morrison, 2013).  
Consequently, they were insecure and “emotionally vulnerable” (Morrison, 2013, p. 100).  
Tenuous teacher identities occurred when new teachers fluctuated between an emergent 
and a distressed identity.  At times, these teachers felt connected to colleagues, yet other 
times felt disconnected and vulnerable (Morrison, 2013).  The strength of the teacher 
identity of these new teachers was reliant on contextual factors that enhanced or hindered 
their identity development (Morrison, 2013).  
The context of the professional space may not be supportive for a new teacher if 
interactions with colleagues and school administration conflict with their goals and 
beliefs, major components of one’s teaching identity.  For example, if the culture of the 
school is one that is focused on state-mandated tests and test scores, the new teacher may 
not be able to teach with student-centered instructional practices; their colleagues may 
see these practices as too time-consuming when there is an abundance of content to 
cover.  The context of the classroom can have a dramatic influence on a teacher’s 
teaching practice especially when accountability measures are emphasized (Saka et al., 
2013). 
Contextual influences of the workplace environment can shape and re-shape 
teaching identity which in turn, can hinder or facilitate a science teacher to implement 
specific science teaching practices.  Research suggests that it is essential that beginning 
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science teachers have “safe and supportive contexts” that allows novice teachers to try 
out best practices in science education because these teaching practices often are counter 
to the norm and involves assuming risks (Luehmann, 2007).  For example, participating 
in a community of practice that supports the identity development of a reform-minded 
teacher provides the opportunity to have one’s participation as a certain kind of teacher, 
such as a reform-minded science teacher, recognized and interpreted by others and allows 
one to make sense of their own practice (Guzey & Ring-Whalen, 2018; Luehmann, 
2007).  Many school contexts require science teachers to teach an immense amount of 
science standards; consequently, teachers often choose to sacrifice teaching science in a 
way they believe the subject should be taught in order to cover the curriculum mandated 
by their school.   
Participating in a community of practice with other teachers and school 
administrators that supports teaching science in ways that align with the best practices of 
science teaching is an influential factor in developing a strong science teaching identity 
(Guzey & Ring-Whalen, 2018). Early career teachers who demonstrated stronger 
emerging identities than their peers were found to be more resilient, an essential 
characteristic that promotes teacher retention (Johnson, Down, Cornu, Sullivan, Pearce, 
& Hunter, 2014). 
Early-Career Teacher Identity and Resilience 
Johnson et al. (2014) developed a framework of conditions that supported early 
career teacher resilience in the 60 graduates they studied who were beginning their 
teaching career.  Their findings suggest that it is important to recognize the role of the 
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interplay between professional and personal identities of early career teachers, provide 
opportunities for early career teachers to engage in self-reflection, and for teacher 
preparation and induction programs to foster a sense of agency, self-efficacy, and self-
worth in order to promote a stronger teaching identity that allows them to become more 
resilient (Johnson et al., 2014).    
Another research study that emerged from the 60 participants of the Johnson et al. 
(2014) study focused on a specific early career teacher named Norah in order to gain 
insight into how early career teachers engage in identity work and the role identity work 
impacts their resilience (Pearce & Morrison, 2011).  Norah experienced conflict between 
her preferred ways of teaching and those of other teachers in the school that resulted in 
cognitive dissonance, feelings of stress and a lack of enjoyment that made her question 
her decision to become a teacher (Pearce & Morrison, 2011).   
Norah began her first year of teaching as someone with a very clear view of the 
kind of teacher she wants to be– a play-based, hands-on teacher who allows students to 
explore the natural world.  But her social interactions with her work with colleagues who 
did not share her view of teaching worked against her “developing the particular identity 
she seeks” (Pearce & Morrison, p. 53).  Consequently, Norah chose to leave the school 
early because she believes in her teaching philosophies, yet she understands the realities 
of her professional setting will not allow her to enact her teaching beliefs (Pearce & 
Morrison, 2011).   
Norah attempted to overcome the dissonance by leaving and is “fashioning a 
sense of self that reflects the social and institutional expectations of the profession while 
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also enabling her personal self to remain coherent” (Pearce & Morrison, 2011, p. 
55).  The extent to which Norah is able to reconcile that her sense of teaching self may 
not align with other teachers in the profession may compromise her willingness to be 
resilient; consequently, she may not be able to remain in the profession (Pearce & 
Morrison, 2011).   
Summary 
 Teacher identity is a complex, dynamic process in which a person comes to 
understand who they are as a teacher and who they want to become, and encompasses 
many constructs including self, emotions, beliefs, agency, and motivation and is 
constantly shifting and re-shifting as a result of contextual influences.  Theoretical 
frameworks are often used by educational researchers to help guide identity research that 
offer various perspectives on identity development in teacher preparation and teacher 
induction including multiple identities people take on in different contexts (Gee, 2000); 
identity as becoming as one participates in a community of practice (Wenger, 1998); 
identity as revealed in the stories teachers tell (Clandinin and Connelly, 2000); and 
identity represented through one’s possible self (Marius & Nurius, 1986).   
 An emerging teacher identity framework called the DSMRI combines many 
aspects of these theoretical frameworks into one model and includes several multi-faceted 
components (i.e., beliefs, purpose and goals, self-perceptions, action possibilities) that are 
interrelated and compose a teacher role identity.  The DSMRI also considers how the 
social context, dispositions, culture, and the subject domain (science) influence the 
teacher’s role identity. 
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 A review of the literature found several studies on science teacher identity 
development of preservice teachers and the factors that influenced it including their prior 
experiences learning science, field experiences student teaching, and social interactions 
with mentor teachers and students.  Additionally, several researchers have focused their 
research on teacher identity of early career teachers and the contextual influences of the 
workplace environment that facilitated or hindered their teacher identity, although fewer 
of these studies were specific to early career science teachers.   
After conducting an extensive review of the literature, several gaps in teacher 
identity research were noted.  First, there are numerous studies of teacher identity of 
preservice teachers or early-career teachers but very limited research studies that focus on 
preservice teachers and their transition into professional practice.  Second, although there 
are some studies on science teacher identity development of preservice and early-career 
science teachers, most research on teacher identity is not discipline specific, and studies 
on the transition between preservice to in-service science teacher identity is almost non-
existent.   Third, there have been very few studies on science teacher identity 
development in which a meta-theoretical framework as comprehensive as the DSMRI has 
been used that captures the contextualized nature of identity development while also 
including specific, multifaceted constructs such as self-perceptions, purpose and goals, 
beliefs, and actions possibilities.  More research that specifically focuses on science 
teacher identity development and the transition between teacher preparation and 
professional practice using an integrated theoretical framework of the DSMRI will 
contribute to the literature on science teacher identity. 
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CHAPTER 3:  METHODOLOGY 
 The purpose of this study was to explore one secondary science teacher resident’s 
science teacher identity as she participated in a year-long clinical placement and to gain 
an understanding of how the context of her clinical placement influenced identity changes 
or persistence.  Moreover, the study explored how her incoming science teacher identity 
influenced her science teaching practice in her first semester as a professional science 
teacher and sought to understand how science teacher identity changed or persisted in the 
context of her workplace.  This research study pursued the following research questions: 
 1.  How does one preservice science teacher’s identity content and structure 
 change or persist throughout a yearlong clinical residency placement? 
 2.  How does the clinical placement context trigger changes in her science teacher 
 identity or reaffirm and support her identity? 
 3.  How does her incoming science teacher identity influence her teaching 
 practice in the first semester of professional teaching? 
 4.  How does her science teacher identity content and structure change or persist 
 within the context of her first semester as a professional teacher?  
 This chapter begins with a description of the researcher's philosophical worldview 
that serves as the foundation for the research approach used in this study.  Next, the 
rationale for the methodological approach is discussed, followed by the study's context 
and a description of the participant and school settings.  The role of the researcher is 
described, followed by an in-depth explanation of the research plan, including data 
sources, data collection procedures, and data analysis procedures.  Finally, measures 
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taken to enhance the study's trustworthiness, including steps taken to improve the 
credibility and dependability of the study, are discussed. 
Philosophical Worldview 
 The plan to conduct research involves the intersection of the philosophical 
worldview, the research approach, and the research design (Creswell & Creswell, 
2018).  Interpretivism is the philosophical worldview that provides the foundation for the 
qualitative research approach used in this study.  The philosophical assumptions shaped 
the research process and framed the study's design (Creswell and Plano Clark, 
2018).  Within an interpretivist worldview, the researcher views reality as subjective and 
constructed by individuals interacting within their social worlds and their lived 
experiences (Merriam, 1998).   The researcher's role within an interpretivist worldview is 
to grasp the meanings of people’s actions and interpret the world from the point of view 
of the participants (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).   
 In this study, I sought to capture one secondary science teacher’s different 
perspectives and focus on how the different meanings within the social worlds of her 
clinical placement and professional workplace influenced her science teacher identity 
(Yin, 2018).  I wanted to understand the nature of the clinical placement and workplace 
settings, what it meant for the preservice science teacher to be in those settings, what her 
everyday life was like within those settings, and what her reality was in the context of 
those settings (Patton, 1985).  Therefore, it is critical for the researcher to rely on the 
participant’s views of the situation being studied and focus on the specific context in 
which people live and work (Creswell & Creswell, 2018).   As a researcher taking a 
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constructivist approach, I attempted to capture the participant’s different perceptions and 
interpret the effects of the experiences that shaped her multiple realities (Patton, 2015).  
Additionally, as part of the interpretivist worldview, researchers recognize that their own 
backgrounds and experiences shape their interpretation of the research findings (Creswell 
& Creswell, 2018); consequently, it is essential to acknowledge how my experiences and 
personal biases may have influenced the interpretations derived from this research study. 
Subjective Lens of the Researcher 
 An essential feature of this research study is to gain an understanding of the 
phenomenon of interest (science teacher identity development) from the perspectives of 
the participant (preservice secondary science teacher) and not from the researcher’s 
perspectives (Merriam, 1998).  The purpose of a subjectivity statement is to explain why 
the researcher chose their interest of study and to disclose how they are situated in 
relation to the study. My interest in studying science teacher identity development stems 
from my professional experiences teaching the secondary science methods course, the 
science capstone seminar course for preservice secondary science teachers, and the 
teacher residency seminar course.  Teaching preservice secondary science teachers gives 
me insight into the complexities involved in learning to teach science, including the 
tensions, struggles, and emotional episodes that often occur when student teachers begin 
their full-time teaching placements, which influenced my interest in pursuing this 
research into science teacher identity changes during the clinical placement experience. 
In addition to being an instructor of record for science education courses, I am 
also the coordinator for the teacher residency program, a newly implemented program at 
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the university where I conducted the research.  In the teacher residency program, 
preservice teachers complete a year-long, full-time clinical placement instead of a 
semester-long clinical placement in the traditional student teaching program.  As the 
program coordinator, I have a personal bias about the program's success that could 
influence how I interpret the findings from this study since the participant was enrolled in 
the teacher residency program as part of the research study.  Additionally, the participant 
was also a student in two science education courses I taught for the university where we 
formed a close student-teacher relationship, which most likely influenced her willingness 
to participate in the study. 
My professional and personal experiences teaching high school science for 18 
years is another area that could be a potential source of bias that I kept in mind when 
conducting this research.  I have specific beliefs about science teaching, a personal 
science teaching philosophy that guides my teaching practice, and many positive 
experiences teaching science.  Moreover, my start as a teacher was not the result of being 
trained by a teacher preparation program; I was alternatively certified and became a 
teacher through “trial by fire.”  Therefore, I approached this study with several 
preconceived notions in place, including my understanding of the process of learning to 
teach science and my perspectives of what it means to be a “good” science teacher.   
My experiences teaching preservice teachers, working as the teacher residency 
coordinator, and teaching high school science led to my interest in studying how 
preservice science teachers develop science teaching identities; however, these 
experiences could also be considered sources of biases in my research.  Later in this 
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chapter, I will discuss the measures I took to ensure the trustworthiness of this research 
despite my biases. 
Research Approach 
The approach taken for this research study was a qualitative research approach to 
elicit understanding and meaning from one preservice science teacher’s identity 
development in the context of her year-long clinical teaching placement and into her first 
year of teaching with as little disruption of the natural setting as possible (Merriam, 
1998).  Qualitative research is appropriate for this research study because I sought to 
understand the phenomenon of science teacher identity development as it unfolded in the 
specific contexts of the participant’s experiences (Patton, 2015.)  The product of 
qualitative data is “richly descriptive” and focuses on process, meanings, and 
understandings (Merriam, 1998, p. 8), which is essential when exploring a complex 
phenomenon such as science teacher identity. 
Case Study Methodology  
 Case study methodology was the chosen strategy of inquiry for this qualitative 
research study for several reasons.  First, the purpose of case study methodology is to 
investigate a contemporary phenomenon (science teacher identity changes) in-depth and 
within a real-world context (a year-long clinical teaching placement in a science 
classroom) (Yin, 2018).  The real-world context of learning to become a science teacher 
and developing a science teacher identity involves necessary contextual conditions of the 
clinical placement experience and the classroom and school where the participant was 
employed in her first year of teaching (Yin, 2018). Second, case study research is 
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appropriate when the researcher has no control over the behavioral events of the 
participants (Yin, 2018).  In this research study, the participant was observed in her 
clinical field placement into her first year of teaching; however, the researcher had no 
control over any events during this time. Third, case study research is an effective inquiry 
when asking “how” and “why” research questions.  “How” research questions were the 
focus of this research study and required tracing the process of science teacher identity 
over time and in various contexts; subsequently, case study inquiry was the best method 
of answering these questions (Yin, 2018). Because I investigated the development of 
science teacher identity changes over time at various points in development, a 
longitudinal case study design was implemented (Yin, 2018).   
 A holistic, longitudinal, single case study design was implemented in this research 
study because of the complexity involved in learning to teach.  Teacher learning through 
the lens of teacher identity is a complex, dynamic process. To fully understand the 
phenomenon, a single case study is appropriate because multiple sources of information 
(i.e., interviews, observations, reflections, email correspondence) collected from a single 
participant provided a detailed, in-depth understanding of teacher identity development 
over time, which is necessary when studying a complex dynamic system such as teacher 
identity (Henry, 2016).   
 One secondary science teacher resident, Elise, was enrolled in the teacher 
residency program and participated in a yearlong clinical experience where upon 
graduation, she became employed as a science teacher, all features that bind this case 
study.  The unit of analysis that defines the case is science teacher identity.   
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 Yin (2018) suggests that multiple-case designs are preferred over single-case 
methods. A multiple case methodology can provide replication logic when the cases are 
similar or compare when contrasting cases are chosen (Yin, 2018).  A single case design 
was chosen for this research study instead of a multiple case study design for several 
reasons.  The research study involved collecting massive amounts of multiple sources of 
data for two years in order to study the “particularity and complexity of a single case” 
(Compton-Lilly, 2012, p. 54) in order to gain a greater understanding of the phenomenon 
of learning to teach through the lens of teacher identity.   Single case studies are 
particularly effective when the phenomenon is complex, which is the case with teacher 
identity.  Kaplan and Garner (2017) recommend that the “optimal research design to 
evaluate the identity system and its change would be a comprehensive longitudinal case 
study that employs triangulation of data from multiple methods to characterize and follow 
the dynamics of the participant’s identity system iterations” (p. 2047).  Following one 
participant in depth allowed for the researcher to provide a vivid description of identity 
changes and the contextualized nature of those changes.  
Context of the Study 
The research study explored science teacher identity changes in one secondary 
science teacher resident enrolled in the second cohort of a teacher residency program at a 
public, four-year land grant university in the Southeastern region of the United 
States.  The university has recently begun a new teacher residency program for its 
students, a combined degree program with a Bachelor of Arts or Science degree in 
Education and a Master of Arts in Teaching, the first to offer such a program.  The 
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Teacher Residency Program is a combined degree program with a BA/BS in Early 
Childhood Education, Elementary Education, Secondary Education, Science Teaching, 
Mathematics Teaching, or Special Education and a Master of Arts in Teacher Residency 
in Early Childhood, Elementary Education, Secondary Education, or Special 
Education.  To be considered for admission into the teacher residency program, 
applicants must have a minimum overall GPA of 3.0 and a minimum of 90 hours earned 
in their undergraduate education program by the beginning of their senior year.  Teacher 
residents must complete 30 hours of graduate coursework in addition to a year-long 
intensive clinical experience.    
 During the year-long clinical experience, teacher residents work under the 
guidance of a mentor teacher and a university supervisor in a public school of one of the 
seven districts partnered with the university.  The mentor teacher is selected by the school 
district who chooses teachers who have a minimum of three years of teaching experience 
(five years preferred), earned a master’s degree (preferred), have cooperating teaching 
experience, have completed mentor training, demonstrated a history of effective teaching, 
and are reflective practitioners who are willing to co-teach and share responsibility in the 
classroom with a teacher resident.   
Unlike the traditional student teaching program, mentor teachers are expected to 
collaborate with the teacher resident to establish classroom setup, rituals, and routines 
and foster the teacher resident's development through co-teaching activities in which the 
mentor teacher and teacher resident will co-plan, co-instruct, and co-assess student 
learning.  Mentor teachers must complete two graduate courses through the university on 
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instructional coaching and mentoring and attend a week-long summer institute that trains 
master teachers in mentoring, refining their teaching practice, and planning using 
backward design.   
The teacher residency program was implemented three years ago; Cohort 1 and 
Cohort 2 have graduated from the program, and Cohort 3 is currently in their year-long 
clinical placement, and Cohort 4 has begun their graduate coursework. Applicants are 
now being accepted for Cohort 5.  
Description of the Participant and Schools 
 There were three secondary science teacher residents in the second cohort of the 
teacher residency program who participated in a year-long clinical placement and 
graduated in May 2020.  They became employed as professional science teachers in 
August 2020. All three participants were initially chosen to be a part of this research 
study; however, the methodology design was changed from a multiple case study to a 
single case study after considering identity as a complex dynamic system and the 
longitudinal nature of studying identity within various contexts.  Elise was chosen from 
the three secondary science teacher residents in her cohort.   
 Elise was selected as a participant for the single case study because she was a 
unique case among the three secondary science teacher residents.  Coming into the 
residency program, she seemed to be the most passionate and excited about science 
teaching compared to the other teacher residents.  She was the most receptive to teach 
using the research based best practices for science teaching taught by the university, and 
she was the only student who consistently implemented these strategies in her lesson 
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plans when teaching.  Elise seemed to have the most potential as a science teacher; 
however, during the yearlong clinical placement, she had significantly more difficulties 
than the other two participants learning to teach science.  Despite being the most 
motivated to teach science, Elise was the only resident who indicated she was thinking of 
changing careers at the midway point of the clinical placement.   
Elise is a white female who was 21 years old at the start of the research study.  
She is from an upper-middle-class family. She completed the undergraduate program in 
science education in May 2019 and completed her residency placement during August 
and May 2019 and began working as a professional teacher in August 2020.  Elise agreed 
to be a part of the study from April 2019 until January 2021, the length of time of her 
yearlong clinical placement and her first semester of professional teaching. The 
university granted IRB approval to conduct research that studies the program’s 
effectiveness, strengths, and weakness.  Elise signed a consent form when she was 
accepted into the teacher residency program in October 2018 that granted permission to 
collect data related to all aspects of the teacher residency program, including data once 
employed as a professional teacher.   Elise was made aware that she could drop out of the 
study without penalty or suffer any adverse consequences, which was reiterated to her 
throughout the study.  
 Elise she recalls many memorable experiences learning science from teachers 
who she found inspirational.  She fondly recalls engaging science classes “filled with labs 
and activities.”  As a high school student, Elise was self-motivated, conscientious, and 
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genuinely enjoyed learning science.  She took AP Biology and AP Chemistry in high 
school and loved both of these classes.   
Elise graduated with double undergraduate degrees-- a Bachelor of Arts in 
Biology and Bachelor of Arts in Science Teaching.  She never saw herself spending an 
additional year at her university after completing her undergraduate degrees but decided 
to spend the 5th year in the teacher residency program because she wanted to become 
more confident in her teaching abilities and to “be as effective right off the bat as I could” 
in her first teaching job.  Elise did not think this could be achieved through the traditional 
student teaching route.   
 Elise’s teacher residency placement was in Douglas High School (a pseudonym) 
teaching college preparatory and honors level physical science to 9th graders.  Elise’s 
mentor teacher at Douglas High School was Mrs. Paisley (a pseudonym), who has been 
teaching science for over ten years.  Elise was also assigned a university supervisor who 
observed her teach and provided feedback to Elise throughout the yearlong clinical 
placement.  Elise’s university supervisor was a retired male science teacher who had 
served as a university supervisor for many years.   
After graduating from the teacher residency program, she became employed as a 
seventh-grade Life Science teacher at Rivers Middle School for her first semester of 
professional teaching. Table 1 provides demographic information on Elise’s yearlong 
placement school and the school where she was employed as a full-time science teacher 




Comparison of Participant’s Placement School and School Where Employed  
 
School Characteristics Douglas High  
School 
Rivers Middle  
School 
Type of Public School Suburban Suburban 
Grade Levels  9-12 6-8 
Student Population 1100 619 
Minority Enrollment 22% 42% 
% Economically Disadvantaged 22% 27% 
Teacher: Student Ratio 20:1 15:1 
 
Research Design 
 This section describes the research design of the study, which served as the case 
study protocol.  A case study protocol was critical to the longitudinal case study 
methodology in order to keep the research "targeted on the topic of the case study" (Yin, 
2018, p. 94).  By preparing a case study protocol, potential problems in data collection 
and analysis were anticipated, and the researcher was able to think about the audience of 
the case study report before the case study was conducted (Yin, 2018).  Because this 
research employed a longitudinal design with multiple data collection sources at many 
time points, a case study protocol was essential because it provided a necessary map of 
the data collection procedures that needed to be followed.  Following a case study 
protocol increased the reliability of the case study (Yin, 2018). 
The research study was conducted in two distinct phases.  Phase 1 of the research 
study began in April 2019 and involved collecting and analyzing data before, during, and 
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at the end of Elise’s yearlong clinical placement.  The purpose of the first phase of the 
research design was to explore the components of Elise’s science teacher identity and 
how those changed or persisted while participating in the teacher residency program’s 
5th-year clinical experience.  Additionally, the first phase sought to understand the 
affordances and constraints within the context of the clinical placement that triggered 
identity changes or persistence.  The purpose of Phase 1 of the research design was to 
answer research questions 1 and 2 previously.   
 Phase 2 of the research began in August 2020 when Elise started employment as a 
professional science teacher until the end of the first semester in January 2021.  The 
purpose of Phase 2 of this research was to explore how her incoming science teacher 
identity at the end of her yearlong clinical experience influenced her teaching practice in 
the first semester as a professional science teacher, which serves to answer Research 
question 3. Additionally, persistence or change in identity during the first semester was 
explored to answer research question 4.   
Data Sources  
 The most common sources of data collection used in qualitative research include 
interviews, direct observations, and documents; multiple forms of data collection are 
essential in building an in-depth picture of the case (Creswell, 2013; Yin, 
2018).  Following the guidance of Patton (2015) regarding appropriate data sources to 
collect for case studies, results from survey instruments were also used as data to help 
describe the case. Collecting and interpreting multiple sources of evidence allowed for 
the triangulation of data sources that facilitated convergence and corroboration of 
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findings (Yin, 2018; Stake, 2006).  A list of all the data sources collected, when they 
were collected, and a description of each is provided in Appendix A. 
Phase 1 Data Sources   
 For Phase 1 of the research study, some data was collected as part of the 
pilot study approved by the dissertation committee. Moreover, program evaluation data 
was collected as part of my graduate assistantship and work as the teacher residency 
coordinator.  A summary of Phase 1 data sources is presented in Table 2. 
Table 2 
Summary of Phase 1 Data Sources Collected 
Time Frame Data Source Collected 
Pre-Yearlong Clinical Placement 
April 2019- 
August 2019 
Semi-Structured Interview 1 and 2 
During Yearlong Clinical Placement 
August 2019- 
April 2020 
BARSTL and TSES Survey 
Co-Planning and Co-Teaching Observation 
Email Correspondence (Narrative Writing Prompts) 
In-Class Assignments 
Informal Conversations 
Mentor Teacher and University Supervisor Teaching Evaluations 
Teaching Takeover Observation 
Unit Reflections 
Post-Yearlong Clinical Placement 
May 2020- 
August 2020 
Science Teaching Philosophy 
Semi-Structured Interviews 3 and 4 
 
 In April 2019 and August 2019, semi-structured interviews (see Appendix B: 
Semi-structured Interview Protocol 1) were conducted.  The purpose of the semi-
structured interviews was to gather evidence of Elise’s initial science teacher identity 
content and structure, including her beliefs, purpose and goals, self-perceptions of science 
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teaching, and action possibilities and to determine her expectations for the yearlong 
clinical experience.  Semi-structured interviews were conducted again at the end of the 
year-long clinical experience in late April 2020 (see Appendix B: Semi-structured 
Interview Protocol 2) to explore Elise’s science teacher identity at the end of the year-
long experience and to gain an understanding of her perceptions and experiences 
regarding her year-long placement, including the social interactions with her master 
teacher, other colleagues in the school, and her students in the classroom. 
 Other data sources used as evidence for the first phase of the research study 
included writing narratives from reflection prompts (see Appendix C: General Narrative 
Writing Prompts).  Email correspondence with Elise occurred monthly beginning August 
2019 with specific reflection writing prompts in order to learn more about her sense of 
teaching self, fears, worries, self-efficacy, and other aspects of her science teacher 
identity content and structure.  One example writing prompt is: Tell me about a time this 
semester that you felt really good about a science lesson you taught.  A narrative writing 
task can reveal worries, fears, influencers, and various other aspects of participants’ 
professional identity development within changing classroom contexts (Anspal et al., 
2012).  Some narrative writing tasks were assigned to Elise as part of a course 
requirement in the Teacher Residency Seminar course, which were also used as data 
sources.  Moreover, Elise was required to write a science teaching philosophy statement 
at the end of her clinical placement as part of a required course assignment, which was 
used as a data source. 
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Observations of Elise in the classroom were also used for data collection.  Many 
research studies have been conducted on teaching identity based on interviews; however, 
we can learn more about teaching contexts and how they shape identity development 
through participant observation in teaching practice (Beijaard et al., 2004).  Observations 
of Elise engaged in co-planning and co-teaching with her mentor teacher occurred on 
September, 2019, as part of the pilot study.  Observations of Elise teaching during her 
full-takeover experience occurred on March, 2020. 
Two surveys were also used as data sources: The Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy 
Scale (TSES) (Tschannen-Moran & Woolfolk Hoy, 2001) and the Beliefs About 
Reformed Science Teaching and Learning (BARSTL) (Sampson et al., 2013) (see 
Appendix D: Surveys).  The purpose of the TSES was to determine Elise’s overall sense 
of efficacy and her efficacy within specific dimensions of student engagement, 
instructional strategies, and classroom management.  The long form of the TSES is a 
valid and reliable instrument to determine preservice teachers’ sense of efficacy with an 
overall Cronbach alpha reliability score of 0.94 (Sampson et al., 2013). Self-efficacy is a 
construct included in the self-perceptions and self-definitions component of the DSRMI 
role identity framework, and the results from the TSES survey were used to corroborate 
other findings regarding Elise’s efficacy and to determine inconsistencies among the data 
sources.  The TSES was administered in August 2019 at the start of the yearlong clinical 
experience, in January 2020 after spending a semester in the yearlong experience, and in 
April 2020 at the end of the yearlong experience to determine if changes occurred in self-
efficacy during the yearlong clinical placement experience.   
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The purpose of the BARSTL survey is to assess the degree to which science 
teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning are either reformed (i.e., student-centered, 
inquiry-based instruction, depth over breadth) or traditional (i.e., teacher-centered, 
lecture-based instruction, breadth over depth).  The BARSTL consists of four subscales, 
including 1) how people learn science, 2) lesson design and implementation, 3) 
characteristics of teachers and the learning environment, and 4) the nature of the science 
curriculum (Sampson et al., 2013).  The BARSTL survey results were used to help 
describe the participants’ beliefs, a component of the content of their science teacher 
identity.  The BARSTL survey was administered in August 2019 and January 2020. The 
BARSTL survey results were used to help triangulate other data regarding Elise’s science 
teaching and learning beliefs.   
In addition to semi-structured interviews, narrative writing prompts, reflections, 
email correspondence, classroom observations, and surveys, Elise’s personal teaching 
reflections for each unit were shared with me through a shared Google drive folder.  Her 
unit reflections included what she planned for the day or week, the identified positives of 
the lessons, areas she identified for growth, and what she would do differently in the 
future.  Elise recorded her reflections for nine units throughout the yearlong clinical 
placement.  Additionally, Elise’s teaching evaluations scored by her mentor teacher and 
university supervisor were used as data sources. 
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Phase 2 Data Sources   
For phase 2 of the research study, data sources were collected while Elise began 
employment as a first-year professional science teacher.  A summary of the data sources 
collected is provided in Table 3. 
Table 3 
Summary of Phase 2 Data Sources Collected 
First Semester of Teaching Sources 
Time Frame Data Source Collected 
August 2020-
December 2020 
Classroom Teaching Observation 
Email Correspondence (Narrative Writing Prompts) 
School Administration Teaching Evaluations 
Shared Google Drive of Lesson Plans 
Semi-Structured Interview 5 and 6 
January 2021 BARLST and TSES Survey 
Semi-Structured Interview 7 and 8 
Science Teaching Philosophy 
 
Semi-structured interviews were conducted at the beginning of the school year in 
August 2020, mid-way through the school year in October 2020, and at the conclusion of 
the first semester in January 2021 (see Appendix B: Semi-Structured Interview Protocols 
3, 4, and 5).  A virtual teaching observation occurred once during the semester to 
investigate the social context of their classroom and school and to explore her teaching 
practices (See Appendix B: Observation Protocols).  An in-person classroom observation 
was not possible due to research restrictions related to the pandemic.  Finally, email 
correspondence continued throughout their first semester of science teaching and was 
similar to the prompts sent during her clinical placement regarding her perceptions and 
experiences of science teaching.  For example, one of the reflection prompts asked Elise 
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to describe her science teaching philosophy at the end of the semester to determine if 
there were changes from her incoming science teaching philosophy written at the end of 
their year-long clinical placement.  Additionally, the TSES and BARSTL were 
administered at the end of her first semester of teaching science in January 2021. Other 
data sources included a shared Google drive folder of her lesson plans and teaching 
documents for each unit and teaching observation evaluation data from her assistant 
principal.   
Data collection took place concurrently with data analysis, as advised in Miles et 
al. (2020), which allowed the researcher to “cycle back and forth between thinking about 
the existing data and generating strategies for collecting new often better data” (p. 62).   
Data Analysis 
     An essential element of data analysis in case study research is to focus on the "holistic 
features of the cases" (Yin, 2018, p. 196) in order to reflect the complexity of the case, 
which includes an understanding of behaviors, issues, and context concerning the case 
(Stake, 1995).  The unit of analysis for the case study is science teacher identity, a 
complex construct that can be studied with multiple approaches and definitions; 
consequently, a guiding framework on identity that defined and described the complexity 
of teacher identity was critical for focused data analysis.   
Data analysis for this research study was analyzed using a priori code of the 
DSMRI meta-theoretical framework that identifies the content of science teacher identity 
(i.e., beliefs, purpose and goals, self-perceptions, and action possibilities), structure (i.e., 
alignment between the components), and process of identity.  Using the DSMRI 
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framework to guide data analysis allowed for findings that directly answered the research 
questions (Saldana, 2016) and provided a “map” for how data collection and analysis 
began and proceeded throughout the study (Miles et al., 2020). 
     Before any data analysis began in phases 1 and 2, all of the interviews were 
transcribed using the computer-automated transcription service called trint©.  I read 
through the transcripts while listening to the interviews to correct any mistakes made by 
the transcription service.  Once all of the interviews were transcribed, data sources were 
organized chronologically, including any memos and notes taken throughout the data 
collection process.  Because there were approximately 50 different data sources collected 
that needed to be coded and categorized, the computer-assisted qualitative data software 
program called QSR’s International’s NVivo 12 software was used to help sort and 
organize the large amount of coded data collected from a variety of data sources.  
A Priori Code Used 
Oral and written narratives were coded for statements related to the science 
teacher identity with a priori codes according to the four components of the DSMRI 
framework, including beliefs, self-perceptions, purposes, and goals, and action 
possibilities, and the alignment/misalignment of the components following the definitions 
and exemplar quotes in the DSMRI codebook manual.  Table 4 presents the teacher 
identity component code names, descriptions, and exemplar quotes used to analyze data 





A Priori Codes of the Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity Framework 
 





Statements that indicate beliefs, 
perceptions, and conceptions that 
the author seems to hold as true 
about teaching and students’ 
learning 
“The major responsibilities of 
a science teacher include 
helping students develop and 
test their own questions to 
answer their queries about the 
world, helping students correct 
their misconceptions about 
science, and help get students 
interested and engaged in the 
world.” 
Purpose and Goals 
and Teaching 
Statements that express the 
person’s purpose for action as well 
as goals that relate to that purpose.  
This category includes both general 
goals of education and teaching, 
personal goals, and specific 
objectives for particular contexts 
and situations. 
“I hope for my students to 
demonstrate attitudes and 
develop values of honesty and 
respect for themselves, for 





Statements that include reference to 
the self in relation to teaching. This 
includes how participants define 
themselves in relation to teaching, 
what participants think about 
themselves as teachers, and how 
they think about their own teaching 
(i.e., self-perceived abilities and 
efficacy, personal values, interests, 
personality attributes, self 
characteristics, and definitions) 
“I think I have very well-
intentioned lessons.” 
 
“I would definitely say that it 
has been a rocky start for me 
in the classroom.  There have 
been a lot of ideas about 
teaching and about myself as a 




Statements that indicate internal 
(i.e., thoughts, planning) and 
external behavior in relation to 
teaching.  This code includes 
practices and strategies that one is 
aware of as possibilities or that one 
has put into practice. 
“I think that in addition to like 
collaboration and group work, 
you’d probably see a bunch of 
like activities that I think will 
be like…like some modeling 
and activities that really draw 
out what students know.” 
Note. The table above was adapted from The Dynamic Systems Model of Role Identity: Research Manual (Kaplan & Garner, 2016, p. 
83). 
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 To ensure that the researcher was coding appropriately with the DSMRI 
framework, three other teacher educator researchers were trained on how to code using 
the DSMRI framework codebook provided by the framework’s creators to determine 
reliability of the codes.  They were asked to code several excerpt quotes from various 
data sources from this study to determine agreement with the codes that the researcher 
had previously assigned.  The codes from two of the raters were in 100% agreement with 
the codes that had been given by the researcher, while the other rater was in 67% 
agreement with the codes.  A discussion regarding differences in coding with the third 
rater followed, which helped the researcher have a clearer understanding of coding with 
the DSMRI framework.   
Data Analysis of Phase 1 
 Three steps of data analysis occurred for Phase 1 of the research study, which 
sought to answer research questions 1 and 2.  Steps 1 and 2 of data analysis resulted in 
assertions used to address research question 1: How does the content and structure of one 
preservice science teacher’s science teacher identity change throughout a year-long 
clinical placement? Round 2 of data analysis addressed research question 2: How does 
the clinical placement context trigger science teacher identity changes or persistence?  
Phase 1: Step 1 of Data Analysis. In the first step of data analysis in Phase 1, 
interviews 1 and 2 were analyzed using a prior coding of the DSMRI framework as 
discussed previously to describe the content and structure of the science teacher identity 
at the beginning of the yearlong clinical experience. Additionally, survey results from the 
BARSTL and TSES were analyzed. Using NVivo for a priori coding, all of the codes for 
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each component of identity were then organized together by identity component.  For 
example, all codes for beliefs were aggregated together.  Next, the second cycle of coding 
occurred for each individual identity component.  The second round of coding within 
each identity component was completed with pattern coding, where the codes for each 
component were grouped into recurring themes that emerged.    Pattern coding served to 
pull together the codes from first cycle coding into “more meaningful units of analysis 
(Miles et al., 2020).  An example of a code created from pattern coding from the self-
perception identity component was “Perceptions of Herself as a Teacher.”  
An analytic summary table was developed of the science teacher identity content 
(i.e., beliefs held, the goals pursued, self-perceptions and self-definitions that were 
expressed, and actions and strategies noted, and the emotions tied to those components), 
its structure (i.e., harmony or tension within the components, alignment or misalignment 
between the components), and its process (i.e., indications of change, questions, 
exploration) (Kaplan & Garner, 2018).  Finally, the summary table was then used to 
begin writing the case study report section “Pre-Residency Placement: Content and 
Structure of Elise’s Teaching Identity.”   
Phase 1: Step 2 of Data Analysis.  All of the data sources for Phase 1, including 
interviews, observations, writing narratives, email correspondence, and unit reflections, 
were inductively coded for evidence of contextual influencers that triggered changes or 
persistence in science teacher identity, including affordances, constraints, social 
interactions, and cultural contexts.  The first cycle of coding was exploratory and 
involved holistic coding where single codes were applied to larger chunks of data to 
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“capture an overall sense of the content and possible categories that may develop” 
(Saldaña, 2016, p. 165).  Holistic coding is appropriate for the first cycle of coding when 
researchers have a wide variety of data such as interview transcripts, observation field 
notes, and journal entries which was the case with this research study (Saldaña, 2016).  
Holistic coding allowed the researcher to see the bigger picture as one read and re-read 
through the data sources as a whole.   
Principal codes from the first cycle of coding were then analyzed further with 
pattern coding to categorize the data.  For example, data identified with the first cycle 
code of “Mentor Teacher” was further analyzed in the second cycle coding into more 
specific categories such as “Negative Feedback.”  Matrix queries created in the NVivo 
software facilitated which ones were determined to be major categories.  Once second 
cycle coding was completed, data analysis was used to continue writing the case study 
report.  The data analyzed from Step 2 of Phase 2 was used to write the case study report 
section called “Learning to Teach: Elise’s Yearlong Placement.” 
Phase 1:  Step 3 of Data Analysis.  In the third step of data analysis for round 1, 
interviews 3 and 4 and the science teaching philosophy from the end of the clinical 
placement were analyzed using a prior code from the DSMRI framework in the same 
manner as the first step to describe the content and structure of science teacher identity at 
the end of the yearlong clinical experience.  A summary table was developed, including 
an analytic summary of the content, structure, and process of the science teacher identity 
at the end of the clinical experience (Step 1 of Phase 1).  The third step of Phase 1 of data 
analysis involved comparing the pre- and post- clinical experience science teacher 
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identities to determine if any changes occurred in content, structure, or process.  The 
summary tables were then used to add to the case study report section called “Post-
Residency Identity Content and Structure.  Figure 2 provides a summary of the data 
analysis that occurred for Phase 1 of the Research Question.  
Phase 1: Step 4 of Data Analysis.  The final step of Phase 1 of data analysis 
involved determining identity change that occurred between the pre- and post- residency 
identity components of self-perceptions, purposes and goals, beliefs, and action 
possibilities.  A comparison of the pre-residency summary tables and the post-residency 
summary tables of identity content were then described by the amount of change 
identified between identity content.  Change was coded as dramatic change, moderate 
change, no change, or reverse change using the criteria set forth in Gunersel et al. (2016).  
Dramatic change describes elements of Elise’s identity components that were non-
existent at the beginning of her residency placement but became highly elaborated by the 
end of her residency placement (Gunersel, 2019).  Moderate change describes elements 
of Elise’s identity content components that were already developed at the beginning or 
residency but were further enhanced and became more sophisticated at the end of the 
residency placement.  No change is used to describe elements of Elise’s identity 
components that did not become more sophisticated or developed nor was information 
removed (Guneresel, 2016).  Reverse change describes when information was removed 
from elements in Elise’s identity components.   
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Figure 2   
A Summary of Data Analysis Steps for Phase 1 of the Research Study 




Phase 1: Step 2 Data Analysis Steps (To Answer Research Question 2) 
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Data Analysis for Phase 2   
Data analysis for Phase 2 was similar to Phase 1.  The first step of Phase 2 data 
analysis was conducted to answer research question three: How does Elise’s incoming 
science teacher identity influence her teaching practice during her first semester as a 
professional science teacher?  The second step of data analysis was conducted to answer 
research question four: How does the content and structure of their incoming science 
teacher identity change or persist within the context of their first semester as a 
professional science teacher?  
   Phase 2:  Step 1 of Data Analysis. First, all of the data sources from Phase 2 
were organized chronologically, including interview transcripts, narrative responses to 
reflection prompts, observations from the classroom, and lesson plans.  Second, I read 
through all of the data sources multiple times while writing notes and memos about any 
insights gleaned to facilitate a holistic view of the first-semester science teaching 
experiences.  Next, I began coding the data.  For the first cycle of coding, I employed 
exploratory, holistic coding (Saldana, 2016) to capture a sense of categories that 
described Elise’s experiences in her first semester of teaching and categories of her 
teaching practice.  For example, some categories that emerged from the first cycle of 
coding were relationships with colleagues, relationships with students, and teacher-
centered instructional strategies.   
For the second cycle of coding, I read through the categories developed from the 
first round of coding and searched for categories related to components of the 
participant’s incoming science teacher identity (i.e., incoming beliefs, self-perceptions, 
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purpose and goals, action possibilities).  For example, a category of “student-centered 
teaching practices” may align with their incoming science teacher belief that all students 
learn science best when they can engage in hands-on activities.   
For the final round of coding, I used pattern coding to develop themes that 
emerged from the second round of coding.  The major themes that described Elise’s 
experiences related to or not related to her incoming science teacher identity were used to 
develop a summary table. The summary table included her incoming science teacher 
identity in one column and how it related to or did not relate to her teaching practice in 
the first semester of teaching in the second column.  The summary table was then used to 
add to the case study report section called “The First Semester of Professional Teaching.” 
     Phase 2:  Step 2 of Data Analysis.  For step 2 of Phase 2 of data analysis, 
semi-structured interviews six and seven and the science teaching philosophy at the end 
of the first semester were analyzed.  The data sources were coded using a prior code 
established using the DSMRI framework for the components and content of the science 
teacher identity at the end of the first semester of teaching.  An analytic summary table 
was developed of Elise’s post-semester science teacher identity content (beliefs held, the 
goals pursued, self-perceptions and self-definitions that were expressed, and actions and 
strategies noted, and the emotions tied to those components), its structure (i.e., harmony 
or tension within the components, alignment or misalignment between the components), 
and its process (i.e., indications of change, questions, exploration) (Kaplan & Garner, 
2018).  
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 Next, Elise’s post-residency identity content and structure identified at the end of 
Phase 1 of data analysis was used as the incoming identity of her first semester of 
teaching to compare to her identity content and structure at the end of the semester.  A 
summary table was developed that included an analytic summary of the content, 
structure, and process of the science teacher identity at the end of the clinical experience.  
A comparison of her incoming teacher identity and her identity at the end of the semester 
was completed to determine if any changes occurred in content, structure, or process 
throughout the first semester of professional science teaching.  The summary of Phase 2 
was used to write the section of the case study report called “The First Semester of 
Teaching.”  Figure 3 provided an overview of data analysis that occurred in Phase 2 of 
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Summary of the Process of Writing the Case Study Report  
      Analyzed data from Phases 1 and 2 were used to develop a detailed, thick 
description of the case.  A narrative summary of the case included discussing the content, 
structure, and process of the science teacher identity throughout the yearlong clinical 
experience and the first semester of teaching.  Additionally, the description of the case 
included the contextual nature of the yearlong clinical placement and the workplace.  The 
case study report was written to stand alone, allowing the reader to understand the 
holistic, context-specific features of the individual case (Patton, 2015).  The case study 
report follows a chronological path within thematic elements of science teacher identity 
components that were identified in the summary tables (Stake, 1995).   
It is also important to note that all data for pre-residency identity content was 
coded and analyzed then added to the case study report before any subsequent data was 
coded.  For example, pre-residency data sources of semi-structured interviews 1 and 2 
were coded and analyzed, and the “Pre-Residency Identity Content and Structure” section 
of the case study report was written.  Next, all of the residency data sources were coded 
and analyzed, and the section titled “Learning to Teach” of the case study report was 
written.   Not knowing the later outcomes of subsequent data collection at various points 
in the longitudinal case study helped prevent biases during data analysis and 
interpretation of the data for earlier time points. 
Establishing Trustworthiness and Rigor 
     Several measures were taken to enhance the trustworthiness and rigor of the research 
study.  First, several principles that underlie all good social science research were 
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followed, including attending to all the evidence, investigating all plausible, rival 
interpretations, and addressing the most significant aspects of the case study (Yin, 2018).   
The case study protocol included a specific plan to attend to all the data sources, analyze 
the data with a coding system based on theory, and address the research study’s central 
issue—science teacher identity development.  Second, Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) criteria 
for establishing trustworthiness, along with suggestions from Creswell (2013), Yin 
(2018), and Tracy’s (2010) “Big-Tent criteria” for excellent qualitative research, was 
followed.   
Credibility 
Credibility is established when the researcher uses rigorous techniques and 
methods for gathering high-quality data (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  In this research study, 
multiple data sources were collected and analyzed for data source triangulation, an 
essential step in establishing credibility (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Multiple sources of 
evidence in data source triangulation allow for corroborating the same findings for 
convergence of evidence; consequently, the case study’s findings should be supported by 
more than a single source of evidence (Yin, 2018).  Data source triangulation was evident 
in this research study by the variety of data sources collected (e.g., interviews, reflections, 
survey, classroom observations, teaching evaluations) in an effort to see if what was 
observed and reported carried the same meaning under different circumstances (Stake, 
1995).   
One of the most important means for achieving credibility is to provide a thick 
description where enough details that readers can come to their own conclusions (Tracy, 
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2010).  Consequently, detailed descriptions were provided in the case study report with 
this goal in mind.   
Additionally, credibility was established because this research study involved 
prolonged engagement with the participant (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Building a sound 
relationship contributed to reliable data from interviews, observations, and narratives 
(Creswell, 2013).  “Member reflections” occurred with the participant throughout the 
data analysis process (Tracy, 2010, p. 844).  Member reflections “allow for sharing and 
dialoguing with participants about the study’s findings, and providing opportunities for 
questions, critique, feedback, and affirmation, and even collaboration” (Tracy, 2010, p. 
844).  Member reflections occurred with Elise through informal conversations and semi-
structured interviews, which allowed for the elaboration of the findings and provided 
opportunities for new results to emerge. 
Confirmability   
Confirmability refers to the extent to which the findings are shaped by the 
participants’ responses and not due to the researchers’ biases and motivation (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985).  To improve the research study’s confirmability, I engaged in reflexivity 
throughout data collection and analysis and continuously kept in mind how my 
interpretations may be influenced by my background and work experiences (Creswell, 
2013).  Throughout the study, I kept a reflexive journal where I recorded regular journal 
entries of critical self-reflection and reason for my methodological decisions.   
An explanation of the sequence of how data was collected, processed, and 
condensed has been provided, and the researcher has been explicit as possible about 
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personal values and biases regarding how those may have come into play in this study, all 
steps which establish confirmability (Miles et al., 2020).  Additionally, the triangulation 
of data sources ensured the description of the phenomenon was comprehensive and well-
developed. 
Dependability   
Dependability shows that the research study’s findings are consistent and could be 
repeated (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  To improve the research study’s dependability, steps 
that focused on the reliability of first-round coding of a priori codes of the DSMIR 
framework were taken (Creswell, 2013).  Three other researchers with qualitative data 
coding experience were trained on how to code data using the DSMRI codebook, and 
percent agreement with the researcher’s codes were calculated to determine if the 
researcher’s assigned codes were reliable.  Additionally, the researcher’s role and status 
were explicitly described, data was collected across a full range of appropriate times, and 
data quality checks for bias were conducted, all criteria for establishing dependability 
(Miles et al., 2020). 
Transferability   
The readers of the research study have been provided with sufficient information 
of the case through the written case study report to establish the degree of similarities 
between this case and other cases to determine if the findings of the research study are 
transferable (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Yin, 2018).  Transferability was established by 
providing a “thick description” of the case studies in which the phenomenon of science 
teacher identity development was described with sufficient detail so that the reader could 
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evaluate if the conclusions drawn from this research study can be transferred to other 
people, settings, and situations (Creswell, 2013; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  Because 
theoretical propositions guided the research study, analytic generalization will be possible 
(Yin, 2018).  The research study potentially has some degree of transferability within 
another setting, such as another yearlong clinical science teaching experience, as a result 
of establishing analytic generalization.    
Chapter three provided a detailed description of the methodology used to conduct 
the research study, including a description of the participant, data sources collected, steps 
taken to perform data analysis, and the criteria followed to address the study’s 
trustworthiness.  Chapter four will present the study’s findings through a case study 
report structured as an identity story of Elise’s journey in learning to teach during the 






















CHAPTER 4:  FINDINGS  
 
The purpose of this study is to provide an in-depth examination of one pre-service 
science teacher’s teaching identity development while she learns to teach in a yearlong 
clinical placement and within her first year as an employed professional science teacher.  
Beginning in April 2018, interviews, written reflections, email correspondence, lesson 
plans, unit plans, and teaching observations were collected before, during, and after the 
participant’s yearlong clinical placement and throughout her first semester of teaching 
ending in January 2021. The content and structure of Elise’s teacher identity throughout 
this longitudinal study was analyzed using the framework of the Dynamic Systems Model 
of Role Identity (DSMRI). The DSMRI conceptualizes teacher identity as a complex 
dynamic system in which identity content comprises the interrelated components of 
teaching self-perceptions and self-definitions, beliefs, purposes and goals, and action 
possibilities.  Additionally, the recurring issues that emerged regarding her experiences in 
her yearlong placement and first semester of teaching are also presented.    
A case study report structured as a thick, rick description of several major issues 
of the case is offered to provide an in-depth understanding of the phenomenon of learning 
to teach through the lens of identity development (Stake, 1995).  The case study report 
presents the content (i.e., self-perceptions, beliefs, purposes and goals, action 
possibilities) and structure (i.e., transfer, alignment, misalignment) of Elise’s science 
teaching identity before and after spending a year in a yearlong clinical placement and 
any changes in her science teaching identity that occur as a result of those experiences.  
As part of the case study report, Elise’s experiences in her first year as a professional 
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science teacher is also presented to illustrate how her incoming science teaching identity 
impacted her teaching practice during her first semester of professional teaching. 
Elise’s Identity Story 
 
Pre-Residency Placement: Identity Content and Structure  
Self-perceptions and Self-Definitions 
In high school, Elise considered herself an intrinsically motivated student who 
enjoyed learning science.  She did well in the subject despite feeling it was “hard and 
challenging.”  She always felt “capable of doing it.”  Her favorite science subject is 
biology, specifically environmental science, and she is passionate about protecting the 
environment and sees understanding science as a way to protect the world.  
It's just like being aware of your environment and like understanding like why the 
way things work the way they do. And I think it's so cool to be like, oh, my God, I 
understand. And it makes me want to protect those trees. It's like, it makes me 
really, like, have passion for it. (Interview 1, April 2019) 
Because of Elise’s passion for science, she volunteered to participate in a creative inquiry 
project where she conducted scientific research with a group of science students at the 
university.  Elise has had many good experiences learning science. 
Elise fondly recalls her science teachers as being really friendly and always 
willing to help and that they were “very energetic, charismatic people.” She felt that her 
science classes were always engaging and purposeful as opposed to other courses which 
“had busywork” and felt like a “waste of my time.” Her sixth-grade science teacher 
inspired her science career when the class spent a week in the mountains at “Outdoor 
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Lab” where they studied all of the science around them in the mountains and were able to 
“see in action and see it in the real world.” Her favorite teachers in high school took the 
time to build relationships with their students and always talked to them outside of class.  
Elise felt that their lessons were very creative, memorable, and hands-on, and she 
remembers having fun in their classes.  Elise recalls:  
Honestly, I just remember having fun in their classes and that’s what made them 
so memorable is like when I went in there, I was excited to be in their classes and 
like I wasn’t like dreading it, you know? And it was the same for both of them. 
They just like had a way of making it like... They just like designed their classes 
so the students really got to know each other. It wasn’t only just building 
relationships with their students, but they made sure the students got to talk to 
each other and really got to become friends with each other. And so, it was like 
our classes were like these little families. And so, you felt very supported by the 
teacher and by your peers. (Interview 1, April 2019) 
Elise fondly recalls her experiences learning science and many times in our interviews, 
she refers to the science teachers she had as a student when speaking about what has 
influenced the type of teacher she hopes to be. 
Elise is also a self-described perfectionist and as a student, she submits 
assignments, including meticulously completed lessons and unit plans.  Her peers often 
joke that they do not want their work compared to Elise’s work because the quality of 
work she produces far exceeds what is required for assignments.  She reads research on 
the best science teaching practices during her free time outside of class.  She believes that 
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with hard work and preparation, she will be successful at science teaching.  Elise’s drive 
to be exceptional at whatever task she takes on includes her teaching ability.  Before 
starting her residency placement, she describes “stress” dreams.  These dreams are about 
moments in teaching where she is not prepared or is not doing something well. Elise 
describes one of her dreams: 
I had a stressed dream last night. And it was like it was like, like honestly kind of 
realistic, which made it worse because I was like trying to greet all of my students 
like at the door, like shake their hand, say hello, introduce myself and have them 
introduce them to me. But like at the same time, I was trying to run copies and I 
was like still trying to put stuff up. And so, I was like running back in between the 
door and the rest of the classroom. And like, I missed some students. (Interview 2, 
August 2019) 
Elise often has concerns that she will miss something that needs to be done and that she 
will be seen as unprepared despite the fact that she spends extensive time in advance 
preparing to teach.  
Elise describes herself as “emotionally sensitive,” “empathetic,” “caring and 
compassionate,” and that she probably “cares too much about everything.”  During her 
senior year clinical placement Elise realized she takes “constructive criticism incredibly 
personally” and that she needs to focus on her growth as a teacher and “learn from the 
mistakes.” One of her major concerns about her placement is that she really wants her 
students to like her, and she is fearful that maybe they will not.   She also describes 
herself as “positive, enthusiastic, and a hard worker.”  
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 Elise entered her teacher residency placement seeing herself as a “work in 
progress” and that she’s “still growing as a teacher.” She does not feel like a student-
teacher, but she also does not feel like a full-fledged teacher describing herself as 80 
percent of a “real” teacher.  She does not consider herself as a “good teacher” yet and 
lacks confidence that she is capable of leading the classroom by herself at this point in 
her teaching career.  Elise’s scores on the teaching self-efficacy survey (TSES) taken at 
the start of her residency placement indicated that she was most confident in efficacy of 
instructional strategies (47), followed by closely by efficacy of classroom management 
(46) and efficacy of student engagement (46).  Her total TSES score was 133 out of a 
total possible score of 216. Elise also indicates that she is not confident with the physical 
science content because she never took physical science as a high schooler and feels more 
comfortable teaching biology.  She does not perceive that she has a good enough 
understanding of physical science to explain it to someone else. 
Beliefs 
At the beginning of her teacher residency placement, Elise’s teaching beliefs were 
predominantly focused on two major categories:  science instructional strategies and 
classroom learning environment.  Regarding instructional strategies, Elise entered her 
placement with science teaching and learning beliefs that were more reform-minded than 
traditional which included the belief that student-centered, constructivist teaching 
approaches where students are able to “be the constructors of their own knowledge” are 
best for student learning. She believed that student-centered methods are more effective 
than traditional teaching methods although having a mixture of both is best with “more 
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like 75 percent student-centered versus 25 percent teacher-centered.” Moreover, students 
cannot understand science unless they are able to “do science” and providing 
opportunities to engage in hands-on learning through labs and other activities is essential 
for good science teaching.   
Although Elise believes that a science teacher should be “willing to let their 
students kind of explore what science is,” she sees implementing inquiry-based 
instruction as difficult to do when she has to ensure that state standards are taught to 
prepare students for the end-of-course state mandated test.  She believes open inquiry is a 
“really great method;” however, she believes it is difficult for students and teachers to 
implement in the classroom.  Elise elaborates: 
But inquiry labs, like it, it's like a whole new world for them where they're like, 
“Oh, this is like actual science.” And there's not always a straightforward way to 
do this. Or like a straightforward answer. And so, I think that's difficult for 
students to grasp. It might make it more difficult for them to do just because they 
might be stuck on something, and they just don't understand. But I also think it's 
difficult for the teacher because like you have to like set it up in a way where it 
won't like overwhelm the students. But also like, it's like where you don't give 
them that answer, like you let them explore the concept but on their own without, 
like, just like telling them what it is. And so, I think it's just… it might be difficult 
to plan it because you do have to get the content across and you have to like make 
sure that they know the content if they don't come to it, like on their own. Then it 
might be difficult. Like, it might be hard. But I think it's definitely worth it 
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because when you like think for themselves and have that time to actually sit and 
watch a phenomenon and you like comprehend why it's happening and really 
think about it for themselves, then it will stick way longer than any kind of lab 
where they have instructions. (Interview 1, April, 2019) 
Although Elise believes that using inquiry-based instruction in the science classroom is 
worthwhile, she shows uncertainty in her belief that it will be difficult to implement fully 
while ensuring the content is also taught. 
The most dominant belief about science teaching evident at the beginning of her 
teaching placement is that science teachers must show students the relevance of what 
they are learning to help influence students to view society critically. Elise describes 
herself as a “social reconstructionist” and believes that society can be improved through 
science teaching, particularly the protection of the environment. Elise believes that 
science students should have opportunities to debate and engage in discussion around 
controversial topics so students can make informed decisions as citizens in society.   
 Elise also has explicit beliefs about the classroom learning environment.  Forming 
relationships with her students and fostering a classroom community where students feel 
safe and respected to voice their opinions is of utmost importance to her.  She believes a 
science classroom should be filled with laughter and fun where students collaborate and 
engage in peer teaching and learning.  She believes a noisy classroom is better than a 
silent one and that “laughter and learning should always be together…like peanut butter 
and jelly, just laughing and learning.” She believes that students will be motivated to 
learn science if they are actively engaged and enjoy learning. 
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Purposes and Goals   
Several dominant themes emerged from Elise’s perceptions regarding her 
purposes and goals for science teaching at the beginning of her residency placement.  
Elise’s goal for science teaching is that students will see what they are learning as useful 
and relevant and that she will be able to give her students opportunities to engage in 
inquiry where they can obtain the skillsets of scientists.  Additionally, Elise’s purpose for 
teaching science is to motivate her students to improve society through science 
knowledge and understanding.  Elise notes: 
Like even if I don't like influence, like every single one of them, maybe I can 
influence a few of them to kind of critically view this society, like our world, and 
want to make positive changes in it and want to continue studying because they 
get invested in what science can do to help. (Interview 2, August 2019) 
As evidenced in her explanation, Elise believes that she can positively impact society 
through science teaching. 
Elise also hopes that she can establish a positive classroom environment where 
she begins class by first having conversations with her students and interacting with them 
on a “non-academic level” so that the students will know that she cares about them as 
people and not just as science students.  She wants to have a smoothly run classroom 
where students know and automatically follow the procedure she has established without 
being prompted.   
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Elise’s primary goal for science teaching is that students will be excited about 
learning science and will enjoy learning which she states repeatedly in our interviews.  
She explains: 
So just like having them like, have fun learning, that's like a whole goal. I want 
them to want to learn not because they're forced to, you know? So, just like I 
don’t want it to be dead silent, just like a lot of them collaborating and then like 
talking and having all sorts of discourse, not just like silent discourse.  Like not 
just me talking at them.  I mean, I could if I wanted to, but like it’s not my cup of 
tea.  So, like having all sorts of movement, you know?  Like we could do stations 
or something.  I don’t want them to just sit in their desks for 90 minutes because 
like that would make anyone tired.  That would make anyone want to fall asleep. 
(Interview 2, August 2019) 
Elise also has a goal that she will engage students in lots of discourse and discussion. Her 
classroom will be full of energy with “lots of movement” where students are moving 
through different stations implementing hands-on activities.   
Action Possibilities   
Elise explains that she continually wants “students to be doing something” and 
hopes to be a “facilitator of activities.”  She wants to try executing more guided inquiry 
than open inquiry, but she thinks she will have to scale back how often she wants to 
implement inquiry to once a month.  Elise indicates that she wants to teach her students 
more science skills than content at times to build a foundation; however, she emphasizes 
that it will be difficult to do while still teaching the science content.  She sees 
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implementing inquiry-based activities into the physical science course as difficult 
because “physical science is practice problems.”  She envisions incorporating more labs 
that go along with the content she is teaching and making some of those labs more 
inquiry-based.  Elise also says that she would like to not only use the textbook but would 
instead have students try to use and “interpret actual scientific articles” so she can 
introduce students “to what it actually means to study science.”  
 Before starting her residency placement, Elise discussed what she hopes to have 
happen during a class period.  Students will enter the room and immediately start 
working on the bellringer activity.  They will have their science notebooks on their desks 
without being prompted while taking attendance and handling the other logistics of the 
day.  She then wants to talk with her students for a couple of minutes to see how they are 
doing and to “feel out the room for the day.”  She will then go over the bellringer activity 
where students will check their answers and “know what they did wrong.”  Elise then 
plans to give 15 minutes of notes or lecture with a maximum of five to six slides so that 
students do not sit and listen for too long.  Next, she wants students to engage in a hands-
on activity or lab where they work in groups collaboratively and help each other.  She 
then wants to end class with a whole class discussion where students discuss the activity 
and what they learned, followed by an independent exit ticket as the class ends.  
 Elise has very concrete details about the instructional strategies and procedures 
that she will incorporate into her classroom, and she says she has thought about this many 
times.  She wants to integrate modeling into her lessons, real-world relevance, hands-on 
activities, labs, and include ways for students to act like scientists.  She also says that she 
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would like music to be playing in her classroom as students work, and she wants a rug 
where students gather around and talk and have what she describes as a “kumbaya 
moment.”   
Structure of Elise’s Pre-Residency Identity 
 Elise demonstrates alignment between the components of her incoming residency 
placement science teaching identity in several instances.  For example, she believes it is 
essential that teachers form relationships with their students and feel like they are part of 
a classroom community where they have fun learning (beliefs).  She has a teaching goal 
that students will enjoy learning in her classroom and will know that she cares about 
them (goal), and she plans to interact daily with her students about “nonacademic” things 
for her to get to know them personally (action possibilities).  Elise sees knowing and 
understanding science as a way to protect the world (self-perceptions) and believes that 
science teachers should show students the relevance of what they are learning in science 
(beliefs) which will help students to critically view society and influence them to make 
positive changes (goals). 
There is also evidence of integration between Elise’s science student role identity 
and her science teaching role identity.  As a student, Elise experienced science as fun and 
engaging, influenced by her sixth grade and high school science classes where she has 
fond memories of science teachers who inspired her. How Elise was taught science 
integrates with her science teacher identity. She has beliefs, goals, and action possibilities 
influenced by her own experiences learning science from her favorite teachers who were 
memorable.  Elise wants students to have fun learning science just as she did when she 
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was a science student.  Elise has visions of herself teaching science the way she was 
taught science.   
As a student herself, Elise was passionate about learning and was dedicated, 
hardworking, and conscientious and so were her friends.  She hoped and expected that the 
students she would teach would be like her; however, but her clinical placement during 
the senior year of her undergraduate education, Elise realized that many of the students 
she would be teaching were very different.  Elise explains: 
I am well aware that I have an implicit bias towards students like myself who are 
over-zealous about schoolwork, but prior to this semester, I did not realize how 
little motivation some students could have.  While walking around the classroom 
during students’ independent work time, I saw many of the students were 
watching YouTube videos or were looking at memes rather than working on 
schoolwork.  This frustrated me; however, I do understand that everyone is not 
academically oriented. (December 2018 Reflection) 
Before Elise began spending twice a week in the classroom and had opportunities 
to lead science lessons, she had firm beliefs that students should have many opportunities 
to engage in scientific inquiry with opportunities to design their own investigations.  Elise 
imagined herself using inqury with students she thought would love learning and school 
the way she did; however, her beliefs changed slightly when faced with classroom’s 
realities.  She still believes that student-centered teaching is best and that students should 
be “constructors of their own knowledge” (beliefs) and maintains her goal that students 
will be able to explore for themselves like scientists (goals), but she does question how 
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easily and effectively science teaching can be implemented in this way to students who 
do not seem to care about learning science (action possibilities).   The misalignment in 
Elise’s science teaching identity components when faced with the realities of the 
classroom led to some changes in her beliefs about student-centered instruction before 
entering her residency placement. 
Other misalignment in her science teaching identity components at the beginning 
of her teacher residency placement was also evident due to the nature of the physical 
science subject domain.  Elise does not see herself as being able to implement science 
teaching instructional practices, such as incorporating inquiry, the way she thought she 
would because she believes it will be challenging to accomplish in the physical science 
classroom.  Elise explains that the nature of the physical science curriculum (e.g., 
students need time in class to complete practice problems) is not conducive to students 
having opportunities to design their own science investigations or to be engaged in the 
nature of science (action possibilities).  She also believes that inquiry-based instruction 
will be difficult for ninth-grade students to do and for the teacher to implement (beliefs).   
Learning to Teach:  Elise’s Yearlong Placement 
Getting to Know Her Mentor Teacher 
Elise was placed in Mrs. Paisley’s classroom for her residency placement.  She 
was very familiar with Mrs. Paisley’s teaching philosophy and how she managed her 
classroom because she spent her practicum placements for both the Fall and Spring 
semesters of her senior year in Mrs. Paisley’s classroom.  During the year spent before 
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residency in Mrs. Paisley’s class, Elise noticed aspects of Mrs. Paisley’s teaching practice 
that she disagreed with.  She explains: 
One of the things that frustrates me the most about teaching is how little my 
cooperating teacher expects of her college-prep students.  Throughout the course 
of the semester, I have left the classroom more days than not feeling as if my 
students had not learned anything of true value.  On more days than I can count, I 
have observed my teacher give a short lesson and then hand her students a 
worksheet with a diagram or an image to color for the remainder of the period.  It 
is hard for me to watch the students have this same experience day in and day out 
because I truly believe that they are capable of more than what they are 
achieving”. (December 2018 Reflection) 
Elise believed that her mentor teacher had low expectations for her students and 
that her assignments required “lower-order thinking.”  She hoped to implement a 
“diversity of instructional practices” including inquiry and modeling.  Elise also felt that 
Mrs. Paisley did not have a lot of structure in her classroom because she implemented a 
different routine every day.  Elise believed that a consistent routine would be beneficial 
for students’ learning and looked forward to implementing a regular routine where 
students know exactly what is expected of them every day when they enter the classroom. 
Going into her residency placement, Elise described the differences she saw 
between herself and her mentor teacher and their teaching philosophies.  Elise felt that 
the classroom environment fostered by Mrs. Paisley was different than the classroom 
environment she hoped to foster. She believed that Mrs. Paisley encouraged a 
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competitive environment among the students instead of the supportive environment she 
preferred where students are “like supporting each other and holding each other up.”  She 
also believed that they have “different instructional styles” where Mrs. Paisley is more of 
a “hands-off” instructor who prefers to provide direct instruction followed by students 
working independently.  Mrs. Paisley prefers the desks to be in rows as a traditional 
classroom is often arranged while Elise wants desks arranged in groups to promote 
collaboration. She also indicated that she wanted to add more “personal touches” to the 
classroom so students could get to know her in order to start “building those personal 
relationships.”   
Elise described her mentor teacher as “laid back” when it came to her mentoring 
style and felt that they both would have to compromise some of the things they wanted in 
the classroom to make the co-teaching relationship work. She believed that her mentor 
teacher would be willing to let her teach the way she imagined even if she disagreed with 
the instructional methods Elise wanted to use.  Elise felt that this was an essential part of 
the residency program—that she could try new things and “crash and burn” while having 
the support of a mentor teacher to help her.  
Elise began the residency placement with particular beliefs regarding the type of 
relationship she hoped to have with her mentor teacher.  She believed that her mentor 
teacher should support her in developing her teaching practice and would provide 
extensive constructive and beneficial feedback to help her grown and improve as a 
teacher.  Elise believes that self-reflection is of utmost importance to improving her 
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teaching practice and that you also need someone you trust to reflect with you. Elise 
explained at the beginning of her residency year that: 
I think it definitely has to be kind of transparent and very open relationship where 
you can talk about things, because I mean, teaching is a very reflective practice 
and sometimes, even your self-reflection isn’t enough.  You need someone who 
you can trust to give it to you.  And I think that trusting relationships are very 
important. (Interview 1, August 2019) 
Going into the residency placement, Elise felt that she would have a trusting relationship 
with Mrs. Paisley since she spent all of her placement experiences in Mrs. Paisley’s room 
her senior year. 
From the beginning of the school year, Mrs. Paisley and Elise decided that Elise 
would completely teach one of the physical science classes and be seen as the “lead” 
teacher while Mrs. Paisley would take the lead for the other two classes.  They agreed to 
start this way so that Elise would immediately be seen as a “real” teacher in the 
classroom and would jump right in and begin acting as if she was the lead teacher for this 
one class period.  Elise explains: 
I will have instant control over the classroom and the classroom management and 
all the other things that come along with being a teacher…that weren’t established 
by her.  And so, I think it will be incredibly beneficial to kind of test all the 
things, all of my rules and procedures that I imagined myself having in my own 
classroom.  But with the fallback of, with the safety I guess of having someone 
who’s more experienced if mine crashes and burns.  At least there will be 
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someone who can tell me like this is why, like maybe this is why it went that way.  
And someone who can help me regain control of the classroom without me 
spending a year like of misery.  Trying to fix what I did, if I didn’t establish them 
effectively, or if there were things that I did wrong. (Interview 1, August 2019) 
Although Elise believed that she would be able to make all the classroom management 
decisions for the one physical science class she would start the year with, Elise and Mrs. 
Paisley discussed at the start of the school year which classroom rules and procedures 
were important to them and agreed to compromise on how the classroom would be ran.  
Some of the rules that Mrs. Paisley had were not important to Elise; however, she 
believed that she should follow her more experienced mentor’s ideas.  For example, Mrs. 
Paisley’s response to students requesting to go to the restroom during class was always 
“no,” while Elise disagreed with this policy.  Elise wanted students to leave their cell 
phones at the front of the classroom in a designated area to prevent students from playing 
on their phones during class.  Still, Mrs. Paisley did not see the need to do this and would 
not allow Elise to implement the cell phone rule she felt was important for classroom 
management.  Although Elise felt like she could input her ideas into the rules and 
procedures they would use, she ultimately decided to go with her mentor teacher’s ideas, 
which resulted in issues that persisted throughout her residency placement. 
Learning to Establish and Manage the Classroom Environment  
Within the first month of her residency placement, Elise began having some 
perceived classroom management issues.  Students tended to talk while she was talking, 
and she often had difficulties getting their attention.  She believed that her most 
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significant difficulty was in monitoring “all the little behavioral problems” that her 
mentor teacher strongly felt should be addressed.  For example, after teaching a lesson 
she thought went particularly well, Mrs. Paisley told Elise that several areas needed 
improvement, all specifically related to classroom management. Mrs. Paisley said to her 
that she turned her back to the class too much, missed students on their phones texting, 
did not notice a student “flipping someone off,” and that she delayed rotating groups 
between stations promptly.  Although Elise believed that the negative feedback given to 
her was warranted, she thought that it would be difficult to change her students’ behavior 
because she was following Mrs. Paisley’s rules and not her own.  Elise felt that she could 
not be strict about cell phones because they did not start the year being strict even though 
she had hoped to implement a rule where students could not have their cell phones near 
them during class.  Elise felt that by not implementing the cell phone rule early on, she 
was now having a cell phone problem, and she did not know how to fix it.   
Additionally, Elise’s primary focus during lessons was on the delivery of 
instruction and monitoring student learning; consequently, she missed addressing 
behavioral issues when she did not notice a student who “flipped off another student.” 
Elise explained that she is so focused on asking high-level questions, explaining content 
clearly and with clarity, and assessing if students are learning or not that she does not 
recognize nor address the small behavioral issues that seem to be so important to Mrs. 
Paisley.  Elise pre-residency teaching identity held the goal that she wanted the students 
to like her, so she did not feel comfortable implementing “petty rules” that did not really 
matter to her.  Elise notes: 
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I’m not very good at classroom management.  I miss a lot of things.  I let a lot of 
things go because I want them to like me.  I don’t want to be seen as a nag. 
[October 6, 2020, Email Correspondence] 
She remembers what it was like as a high school student four years ago and how “she 
didn’t understand what the big deal was” often when teachers were strict about specific 
rules.   
 Elise was required to enforce Mrs. Paisley’s rules that she disagreed with, which 
was difficult for her to do, yet she was not able to implement policies and procedures that 
she felt needed to be in place in order for her to manage a classroom successfully.  Elise 
explained about Mrs. Paisley’s rules and procedures that “whatever she had, it did not 
work for me.” 
Additionally, Mrs. Paisley’s rules and procedures also made it more difficult for 
Elise to carry out her teaching action possibilities of establishing the classroom 
environment she had hoped for.  For example, her mentor teacher did not want music 
playing in the classroom, nor did she like it when Elise arranged student desks in groups.  
She did allow Elise to move the desks around when she taught, but she pushed them back 
to the traditional seating arrangement soon after teaching.  It was difficult for Elise to be 
seen as an equal by their students when it was evident that Mrs. Paisley was in charge.   
Elise did not develop her own plan for classroom management or procedures and 
instead decided to follow her mentor teacher; however, she disagreed with her mentor 
teacher’s rules and felt that she could not meet Mrs. Paisley’s standards in terms of 
managing the classroom.  As a result, Elise ended up not implementing any specific plan, 
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and often did not follow through with her mentor teacher’s plan.  This resulted in Mrs. 
Paisley focusing on improving Elise’s management abilities, as she believed this was 
Elise’s main area of weakness.  Elise reflects: 
I just really didn’t feel comfortable following along with her lead.  So, I just kind 
of ended up not doing anything.  And then she would take the reins on it.  And 
then, of course, if I missed something from disciplining, then she would get mad 
at me because she’s…Like she’s always told me “I know you want it to be, but 
not everything can be sunshine and rainbows.”  Like, you obviously have to 
discipline kids sometimes, which obviously is very true.  But the way they were 
disciplined, I felt like didn’t need to be always so like…she was really strict.  Like 
she would yell at them in front of the class, like she would really be like a coach.  
So, she would be very much like strict about discipline.  There were just some 
things where she was like, really, really, strict on.  And I could never tell what she 
was going to be mad at and what she wasn’t going to be mad at.  So, I kind of felt 
like I was walking on eggshells where I’m like “Am I supposed to yell at them 
about this or am I not supposed to yell at them about this? (Interview 6, December 
2020)  
The focus on classroom management and running the classroom as her mentor teacher 
did was misaligned with Elise’s incoming teaching identity components, and this 
contributed to many emotional episodes.  Elise’s mentor teacher continually provided 
negative feedback in the first few weeks about her inability to manage a classroom, and 
Elise’s confidence quickly began to erode.  After only a few weeks into her placement, 
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Elise’s self-perceptions about her ability to manage a classroom were very low.  Within 
the first ten days of her residency placement, Elise’s uncertainty about her abilities to 
manage a classroom were dominating her thoughts about her teaching practice.  She 
described in a reflection that she was a “massive pushover” and was disappointed that she 
had let so many students use the restroom, which undermined the procedures that she and 
the mentor teacher had set into place.  After a day of teaching, she describes her feelings 
that demonstrate how defeated she felt about her abilities to manage a classroom; 
consequently, Elise begins to question if she still wants to become a science teacher. Elise 
elaborates: 
When I left class, I felt so defeated.  I felt like I had been walked all over and I 
didn’t even put up a fight in letting it happen.  I felt frazzled, completely 
disappointed in myself, and a pit in my stomach that I have to go back tomorrow.  
Every day that I go to school, I want to be a teacher less and less.  It is becoming 
increasingly obvious that I do not possess the personality required for success in 
this profession.” (Unit 0 Reflection, August 2019) 
After less than two weeks, Elise begins to question if she is cut out for the teaching 
profession.  When faced with negative feedback from her mentor teacher about her 
inability to lead a classroom the way she believes she should, Elise’s teaching identity 
components are misaligned.  Because she has such low confidence in her abilities to 
manage a classroom (self-perceptions), she finds some of the activities she implements, 
such as student learning stations, review games, and lab activities as difficult to 
implement successfully (action possibilities).  Elise believes that implementing hands-on 
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activities like this is vital if students are to have fun learning science (beliefs).  
Consequently, she is left feeling upset about her perceived lack of abilities to teach the 
way she believes she should, and she is left feeling unfulfilled as a science teacher.  Elise 
explains: 
I need to start being realistic about my abilities, or rather, my lack of abilities.  
Sometimes, it doesn’t matter how hard you try, it is important to consider if may 
not be something you are capable of.  I am absolutely not one to throw in the 
towel when the going gets tough, but I think I need to start to evaluate whether 
teaching will ever make me actually fulfilled and happy or just sad and miserable 
for life. (Unit 0 Reflection, August 2019) 
Her focus on classroom management and her self-perception that she was not capable of 
teaching continued throughout the first month of her residency placement.  She explains: 
No matter how hard I try or how much I reflect, I continue to make the same 
mistakes repeatedly.  I have no voice, no confidence, and no backbone as a 
person.  I can’t handle the consequences when things go astray.  While everyone I 
know seems to be a natural teacher, maybe it just isn’t for me.  I don’t think I that 
I have the natural ability necessary for this profession. (Unit 0 Reflection, August 
2019) 
As the residency year progressed, Elise’s self-perception that she was not effective at 
managing a classroom did not improve despite working alongside her mentor teacher for 
several months in the classroom.  After spending five months in her residency placement, 
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Elise’s reflection depicts a teacher who did not feel good about herself as a teacher or the 
job she was doing.  She explains: 
This week, I felt like every choice I made was a wrong one.  I felt disrespected, 
taken advantage of, and like I will never be a good teacher because I can’t even 
command a classroom for a day…I felt spineless and meek and weak and 
altogether pretty miserable. (January 20, 2020 Reflection) 
Although Elise often received negative feedback from her mentor teacher about her 
classroom management abilities, Elise’s teaching evaluation scores from her mentor 
teacher and the university supervisor were always a 3 out of 4 which meant that she was 
“proficient” at establishing the learning environment of the classroom.  In September, 
Elise’s university supervisor suggested that she “be a little more assertive when trying to 
get the students’ attention” and that the students were not listening while she was giving 
instructions; however, he stated that the learning environment was “very conducive for 
the learning for all students.”  By October, her lesson observation evaluations suggested 
that she was improving, and her mentor teacher wrote that “the teacher manages the 
classroom very well. When instructions for the activity were given, they were clear and 
eased student anxiety.”  Midway through her residency year in December, her evaluations 
continue to describe a teacher who was proficient at managing the classroom, and this 
continued for the rest of her residency placement.   
 Elise’s main focus of her self-perceptions of her teaching identity was on 
classroom management deficiencies despite her positive teaching evaluations that showed 
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otherwise.  When I asked Elise about why she felt so defeated in the area of classroom 
management when she scored proficient in this area by her evaluators, she explained: 
It was more of an internal feeling, like a gut feeling that I didn’t like, really 
command the classroom.  There were times where I would leave the classroom 
feeling like very downtrodden, almost where I was like “Yeah, the kids definitely 
had more control over the class than I did. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
Elise also explained that when she was being evaluated, she made it a point to call out 
students specifically who were talking while she was talking or who were off task. Still, 
on a deeper level, she felt that the students could have “revolted” against her at any time, 
and she would not have known what to do.  Elise also compared herself to Mrs. Paisley’s 
abilities to manage a classroom and saw her mentor teacher as a “natural authority 
figured based on her years in sports and coaching.”  Elise’s disposition includes 
perfectionism. Her idea of being perfect in classroom management was based upon how 
she saw her mentor teacher manage a classroom which did not align with her teaching 
identity.  She held herself to the standard of Mrs. Paisley; however, this standard was 
unattainable for Elise, which resulted in many emotional episodes where Elise felt 
disheartened, upset, and a failure.  
Mid-residency year, Elise’s teaching self-efficacy score in classroom management 
had dropped from 46 in August to a score of 36 in January.  Although her self-efficacy in 
managing a classroom was at an all-time low, she does begin to focus more on how much 
she has grown in this area and commences to make specific, attainable goals that will 
lead to more effective classroom management.  Elise notes: 
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One thing about my classroom management is that I struggle to be clear in my 
instructions because I don’t realize how much instruction freshmen still need. My 
classroom management is sometimes more reactive than proactive often times 
because of my lack of initial instruction; therefore, one classroom management 
strategy that I hope to grow in is being clear in the beginning so that I don’t have 
to try to yell over kids once they’ve started working because that is not my strong 
suit. The classroom management skills that need the most improvement in my 
practice are giving clear instructions, regathering students’ attention once I have 
set them free to do work, and making sure that I am the person that is setting the 
tone for the class, not the students.  I feel like I can be easily dominated, and I will 
do my best to practice being the one in charge at all times.  I hope that next year, I 
can set some procedures in place that will limit the amount of discipline I have to 
do and maximize the management of my classroom. (January 27, 2020 
Reflection) 
Elise’s purposes and goals of her science teaching identity exemplify her focus on 
growing in classroom management throughout the rest of her residency placement.  Elise 
shifts her goal of wanting students to like her to be able to incorporate the new goal of 
commanding a classroom.  At the end of the first semester of her residency placement, 
Elise explains: 
I hope so badly that I grow in my management of behavior and my consistency of 
enforcing policies and procedures.  I hope that I grow in confidence as a teacher 
and a disciplinarian when I have to be. I hope that I grow in clarity of my 
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instructions as to avoid more misunderstandings.  I hope so badly that I will grow 
into a teacher who can maintain order in a classroom so that my students will 
respect me and so that they can actually have an environment that will promote 
learning.  I just want to be able to do what I know is right, even if it is hard and 
that not all my students will like me in the end.  (January 20, 2020 Reflection) 
Elise focuses on classroom management throughout the rest of her residency placement 
and begins to include making goals of what she needs to do to improve her teaching 
instead of focusing on what she considers a lack of natural ability.  Earlier, Elise felt like 
a failure at teaching when she perceived herself as unable to effectively manage a 
classroom and even questioned her desire to continue teaching.  As she continues in her 
residency placement, she has fewer emotional episodes and has fewer instances where 
she openly questions if she is capable of teaching and is focused more on growing in this 
area as opposed to being “perfect” in this area.  She reflects on her teaching practice and 
the reasons she has not been effective at managing the classroom. 
As you know, classroom management is not something that I excel at which is 
very frustrating to me. For some reason, I just assumed that if my students liked 
me then they wouldn’t misbehave at all, and I would never have to discipline 
them. That was obviously not a viable classroom management plan, for many 
reasons, but especially because it relied on 14-year-olds liking an old fart like me. 
From all the tears that I have cried over this aspect of my teaching, I can at least 
say that I’ve definitely learned a lot about what does NOT work. I am still hoping 
to find what does work for me in the future. (March 9, 2020 Reflection) 
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Before her residency placement, her purpose and goals included making science learning 
fun for and engaging for her students while also making science relevant to their lives, 
which are still present at the end of her placement; however, her goals also include 
managing a classroom more effectively.  Elise realizes that addressing behavior issues is 
important so that students can learn, a new belief that she has incorporated into her 
teaching identity due to the issues she has faced in her placement with managing 
students.  Elise elaborates: 
As for my patience, there are so many times where I needed to discipline my 
students, but I let their behavior slide because it wasn’t enough to make me mad. 
However, it was enough to cause distractions which meant that it was a behavior 
that I should have shut down for the sake of all the other students in the classroom 
trying to learn. (March 24th, 2020 Reflection) 
In March, Elise began teaching fully online due to the pandemic and COVID-19 and 
voiced concerns that she would no longer be able to continue to work on improving her 
ability to manage the classroom.  Elise reflected on her difficulties with classroom 
management and her frustration with her lack of confidence in this area: 
There really hasn’t been much that has come easy this year for me, except the 
aspect of hard work that goes into teaching. I am very thankful that hard work 
comes pretty naturally for me. The parts that have been the most pressing have 
been the management issues of students. It has been a very long and tiring year of 
me trying to figure out how to discipline students who seem to care less about 
what I say to them. I know that it is a long process to gain confidence in front of 
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the classroom, but it is very hard for me when my evaluators tell me to have more 
confidence and when I ask them how they just say it will come with time. That is 
a very frustrating answer to me because I want to do my best, not sit around and 
wait for confidence to magically appear out of thin air.  
(March 24, 2020 Reflection) 
Although she believes she has grown in this area, she is still not confident that she will 
effectively manage her own classroom when she becomes employed at her first teaching 
job.   
Experiences with Planning and Instruction 
For the first two instructional units during her residency placement, Elise and her 
mentor teacher planned together.  Mrs. Paisley shared with Elise the notes she used in the 
past for lecturing on content and the worksheets she gave to students to complete that 
consisted of practice problems.  The co-teaching models Elise and Mrs. Paisley 
predominantly used was one teach-one observes or one teach-one assists.  Elise taught the 
same material in the same way that Mrs. Paisley did for many lessons, which usually 
involved teaching with direct instruction where the teacher gave notes or demonstrated to 
students how to solve problems (e.g., metric conversions) followed by 30 minutes of 
independent practice and then bringing students back together for more notes or 
clarification of the material if students needed further instruction.   
Coming into her residency placement, Elise believed that instruction should 
consist of approximately 25% teacher-centered practices, and she believed strongly in 
cooperative group work as opposed to independent practice; however, she began to see 
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some value in teaching the way Mrs. Paisley did when teaching physical science. 
Although Elise believed that science teaching should include hands-on activities and 
working in collaborative groups, she reflects on why she started to value direct 
instruction in physical science. 
Having them do direct practice isn’t necessarily bad because a lot of physical 
science things are like math type problems.  So, if you are doing math, you just 
got to like…it’s like you just got to practice it you know?  There’s only so much 
you can do.  (Interview 6, December 2020) 
Although Mrs. Paisley’s instructional style was different than Elise’s, she was always 
willing to let Elise try out her ideas and instructional methods into their lessons during 
co-planning.  Elise would contribute her ideas about what she wanted to implement in a 
unit, including bell ringer activities to begin the class with and exit tickets at the end of 
class for formatively assessing what students learned.  Elise was also able to incorporate 
new activities into Mrs. Paisley’s previous lesson plans, such as station activities, which 
required collaboration between students and hands-on activities.  Elise described 
planning with Mrs. Paisley: 
She would really let me do anything, but if I had like some crazy idea that I didn’t 
know, like I had a goal I wanted to achieve, but I didn’t know exactly how to do 
it.  Like, she would usually help me to like, make it into a thing that would 
actually make sense for the kids.  And so, like, she was really good about like…I 
would have these big ideas.  And then, she would make it a little more feasible for 
us to actually achieve. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
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Elise was also able to modify some of Mrs. Paisley’s existing activities to align them with 
her science teaching beliefs of implementing inquiry and modifying “cookbook” type 
labs Mrs. Paisley normally employed in her classroom. For example, in the past when 
Mrs. Paisley taught the first unit, students would complete a density lab where they had 
to make a carrot float or sink.  Instead of the step-by step instructions students usually 
followed to successfully complete the lab, Elise modified the lab so that it incorporated 
guided inquiry, and students had to investigate and discover on their own ways to make 
the carrot float or sink.   
In October, Elise began her 2-week takeover during unit three on atomic structure.  
During Elise’s takeover, she was tasked with planning the entire unit, including deciding 
which content should be covered based on the state standards, which activities and labs 
students should do, and preparing all formative and summative assessments.  Elise had 
full control over planning and implementing the unit on atomic structure and was given 
no assistance from Mrs. Paisley.   
The lessons Elise planned for her atomic structure unit included a variety of 
instructional strategies that aligned with her student-centered beliefs about science 
teaching and incorporated many of the methods she was taught by the university as best 
practices for teaching science.  For example, she began the unit with a “missing piece 
activity” and a “history of the atom activity,” which were both designed to help students 
understand the nature of science.  She also incorporated several hands-on activities like 
the “elements in a bag activity,” “the isotope in a cup activity,” and an “electron glow in 
the dark lab.” She created several review games for students to play like, “electron 
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configure bingo” and “fly swatter review game,” and created a practice test to ensure that 
students understood the material.  She used backward design and created the test at the 
beginning of the unit to know exactly what she should teach and made sure her notes, 
activities, and instruction aligned to the standards she would use to assess student 
learning.   
Elise spent many hours planning lessons for the unit that she thought her students 
would find engaging and fun, a dominant purpose and goal she had for science teaching 
when she began her residency placement.  Elise described how she felt after 
incorporating the nature of science into her lesson about the development of atomic 
models and explained that teaching that day was “a blast” and stated that “students 
enjoyed the activity of relating objects to the model more than they would have if I just 
dryly talked about the different types of models.”  
Although Elise was proud of the unit she had planned for her takeover, Mrs. 
Paisley provided her with only negative feedback about what she did wrong during her 
takeover, mostly things about classroom discipline.  Mrs. Paisley also indicated to Elise 
that her unit plan was not realistic with all of the activities she had implemented.  Elise 
reflects: 
We sat down, and she’s like, “You know, this unit is great. But you realize it’s not 
realistic. Like that you wouldn’t be able to maintain doing all these activities all 
the time. And so, that was what I remember reflecting on.  And like, yes, I 
probably couldn’t do that every single day, but I think, like, that was a pretty 
good…I mean, I probably would have.  I remember her saying like, “you 
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probably would have done like one of those activities, not all of them.” But I feel 
like that was like…I mean, I appreciated her, like trying to give me a realistic 
sense of teaching was going to be like. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
It was very upsetting for Elise to hear such negative feedback when she felt she was 
doing much better as a teacher by implementing research-based best science teaching 
practices.  Elise’s action possibilities for the first few months of her residency placement 
were to plan and implement lessons her students found engaging and fun and implement 
the instructional strategies she had been taught in her university science methods courses 
that were best for science learning.  Elise’s action possibilities were aligned with her 
beliefs that learning science must include hands-on activities, but her mentor teacher’s 
feedback and advice often had the suggestion that she should teach with fewer activities 
and with more direct instruction.  Elise explained that her mentor teacher often “pushed 
me in the opposite direction sometimes” about how she wanted to teach because Mrs. 
Paisley believed “you’ve got to be more realistic about what you can do.”  Elise 
explained that Mrs. Paisley was not trained to be a science teacher and became a teacher 
through an alternative certification route.  Elise felt that Mrs. Paisley “never took the 
onus to learn these types of strategies,” so they were not an essential part of her teaching 
practice.   
Although Elise was able to teach a unit of instruction exactly the way she wanted, 
which aligned with her science teaching beliefs, purposes and goals, and action 
possibilities, her takeover was not a completely positive experience for her, and it did not 
help improve her perception of science teaching.  Because Mrs. Paisley provided no 
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support during her takeover and Elise did not reach out to Mrs. Paisley for help, Elise felt 
mentally and physically drained and exhausted at the end of the unit she took over.  Elise 
explained why she did not ask her mentor teacher for support during her takeover. 
I’m like fiercely independent to the point that I’m like stubborn about it.  And so, 
like I don’t like asking for help, which is like a flaw.  And it’s not always best for 
me because, you know, people usually are…I like to think are usually willing to 
help if you ask.  But so, I was like, no, I’m going into this all on my own because, 
you know, like, I’m going to be some sort of teacher prodigy, and I’m going to 
like get out there.  This is my first takeover and it’s going to go off without a hitch 
and it’s going to be perfect without any help.  And so, that was like my mentality 
going in.  And I was like, I’m just going to like, you know, fulfill my destiny here 
and not need any help doing it.  And then what ended up happening is it was 
awful, and I was miserable and tired all the time. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
Elise believed that her takeover for her first unit would go well with enough hard work 
and dedication and would be “perfect.”  When faced with the reality of teaching the 
atomic structure unit entirely on her own, however, Elise realized that no matter how hard 
she worked, her work ethic and dedication would not allow her to be a perfect teacher.  
This realization led to another emotional episode the Elise described as a major 
“meltdown.”  Elise also became upset that her mentor teacher did not provide more 
support to her during her takeover even though she admits that she did not ask for help.  
She explains that she spoke to her mentor teacher to ask why she did not help her: 
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I like had this meltdown because I was like, “Why didn’t you just, like, offer to 
help me?  And she’s like, “you seemed like you had it under control.”  And I was 
like, “Clearly, I’m floundering.” I was just so tired and miserable.  And so, after 
that, it was kind of like…it wasn’t spoken, but it was like “Okay, you get a break 
from teaching for a while. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
After her takeover experience in October, Elise began to follow the way Mrs. Paisley 
taught and did not contribute to planning but mostly followed her mentor teacher’s plans 
since she was exhausted from planning during her takeover.  When looking through her 
teaching unit reflections, the four units following her takeover unit were very different 
from the first three units where Elise was fully engaged in co-planning or planning 
independently.  Although Elise’s incoming beliefs were that teacher-centered instruction 
should only compose 25% of instructional time, she devoted a much greater percentage 
of time to lecturing and students working independently on practice problems as the year 
progressed. There were many days of instruction that included direction instruction and 
practice problems with no bell ringer activities, hands-on activities, laboratories, or exit 
tickets.   
 Elise’s mentor teacher was frustrated that the unit for first her takeover lasted 
longer than she would have liked, which put her off schedule in their long-range plan.  
They often spent 90-minute class periods teaching with direct instruction justifying that 
that lecturing was necessary to cover a lot of material in a short amount of time if they 
were to stay on schedule.  Additionally, they often taught large amounts of content in one 
class period because they needed another major grade for the quarter; without covering 
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the content, they would not be able to administer a major assessment.  There were no 
standardized state test assessments associated with the physical science course they were 
teaching; however, Mrs. Paisley was dedicated to staying on schedule.  Elise did not 
agree with the necessity of covering a lot of material for the physical science course. She 
believed since it is an introductory course and that students would be taking chemistry 
and physics later in high school, the purpose of the course was to get them “super 
pumped” and “super excited about science.” 
Teaching with direct instruction was not aligned with Elise’s incoming teacher 
identity, and she often felt negative emotions associated with teaching when she taught in 
this manner.  For example, after teaching about gas laws for an entire class period, Elise 
indicated that “she could see on their faces how miserable they were.”  Often, Elise’s 
negative emotions about teaching were directly related to the type of instruction she 
provided with negative emotions associated with direct instruction and positive emotions 
associated with hands-on instruction or when students were able to work collaboratively.  
 For several months, Elise predominantly instructed the way her mentor teacher 
preferred; however, she still found ways to incorporate some of her teaching ideas like 
when she wrote stories to teach types of chemical reactions so students could use real 
world examples to understand and identify the different types of chemical reactions.  She 
felt that “the students got really involved in the stories” she used in her lesson, and they 
enjoyed acting out reaction types.   
In March, Elise began her second takeover during unit nine on forces that she 
once again fully planned and implemented.  She began the unit with an anchoring event 
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using a Tik Tok video of an egg breaking challenge.  When I observed the lesson, I saw 
how engaged and excited the students became after watching the Tik Tok video.   Next, 
students completed four station activities that were meant to “serve as an introduction to 
forces and to help develop their understanding of the nature of science.”  Students 
designed an experiment to test forces needed to crush an egg, participated in an egg drop 
station where they developed explanations for what occurred, and completed a nature of 
science activity.  Once again, Elise aligned her teaching actions with her beliefs about 
science teaching and her purpose and goals for science teaching instead of teaching the 
way her mentor teacher taught.  She also had students participate in a “Jimmy Greg 
Weight Loss Project” that required students to do research and learn how to use the 
equation weight equals mass times gravity.   
Although Elise’s mentor teacher recommended that she not teach with as many 
activities after her first takeover, Elise still planned many hands-on activities and 
collaborative learning activities during her second takeover despite this advice.  When I 
asked what motivated her to teach the way she believed was best rather than follow her 
mentor’s lead for instructing, Elise explained: 
It was way more fun.  Just like, I mean, because I thought the kids enjoyed 
coming to those types of classes.  Like, I thought it was, it was definitely 
something where I thought that…the kids actually enjoyed science class on those 
types of days.  So that was always fun because it’s fun when kids enjoy the 
lessons that you have, you know?  And it’s not fun watching miserable faces as 
you give them the notes I wrote. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
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Elise explained that she was also inspired to teach with student-centered approaches and 
incorporate inquiry, real-world relevance, and the nature of science from professors at the 
university who taught science methods courses and from the “really great science 
teachers in high school.” 
When Elise was able to teach in a way that aligned with her teaching beliefs (e.g., 
learning science should be fun, engaging, and hands-on) and her teaching goals (e.g., 
students will enjoy learning science), she felt good about the lessons she taught and 
described teaching as “fun” and that she “had a blast” teaching.  There was harmony 
between her teaching identity components, which reaffirmed her beliefs, goals, and action 
possibilities.   
Unlike her first takeover experience, Elise did include more time for direct 
instruction and practice problems, which included a PowerPoint presentation of 16 slides 
to deliver notes and a worksheet where students practiced free body diagrams.  Elise 
explained that providing this direct instruction and independent work was necessary.  She 
elaborates: 
Not a lot can be done when you have to get through so many notes.  Days like this 
have to be included, and students like a break from a lot of activities sometimes. 
[Unit 9 Reflection, March 2020) 
This indicates that there is some change in Elise’s beliefs about the need for teaching 
with more traditional methods and she begins to see value in Mrs. Paisley’s way of 
teaching that allows for covering more content and teaching with fewer activities.   
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Unfortunately, Elise was unable to fully complete her unit on forces in a face-to-
face setting.  Due to the coronavirus pandemic, Elise’s was required to transition into 
teaching fully online during the middle of her takeover.  She was disappointed that she 
could not teach using the instructional strategies she had planned and explained that her 
teaching was now “boring.” 
Working with Her Mentor Teacher 
 Although Elise was able to plan with her mentor teacher, she felt that their 
planning time was limited or rushed, and there was little time to reflect on the lessons that 
were taught.  Elise hoped that she would reflect on her teaching practice with her mentor 
teacher, yet this seldom occurred throughout the residency year.  The only reflection that 
occurred usually involved Mrs. Paisley giving quick feedback, often negative, about 
improvements to the lesson’s classroom management aspects with little discussion about 
the actual lesson itself.  Elise’s mentor teacher rarely engaged in reflection about specific 
science teaching practices nor was the focus on student learning.  In fact, minimal 
reflection occurred at all between Elise and Mrs. Paisley. During the first semester, Mrs. 
Paisley arrived at school in the morning right before first period was to begin and left 
immediately at the end of the day because she was the cross-country coach and had to get 
to practice.  Consequently, planning and reflecting before or after school was not 
possible, which continued throughout the second semester.   
During their planning period, Mrs. Paisley often had students popping in to talk 
about non-academic things and hang out in her room, which hindered the time they could 
reflect together during that designated time.  They spent most of the planning period time 
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getting their lessons together for the next day.  Mrs. Paisley often gave Elise her lesson 
plans that she had used many years previously, but they did not spend much time talking 
through the how’s and why’s of the lesson plans.  Elise explained that this was a difficult 
part of her residency year.  She notes:  
Another thing that made it difficult was just like the way my mentor teacher and I 
connected was like…I mean, I really enjoyed having my mentor teacher, and I 
had a good experience with her.  But, you know that like there was lots of times 
where I felt like I wasn’t reflecting enough or like didn’t have as much focus on 
my reflections, and I didn’t have as much time to really, like talk about what was 
going on or have like a really good…I think there was some misunderstanding 
and some lack of communication with my mentor teacher just because we have 
such different personalities that made it kind of difficult.  (Interview 3, May 2020) 
Reflecting with her mentor teacher on the lessons that were being taught was very 
important to Elise; however, she found reflecting together to be difficult with their 
contrasting personalities.   
On her own initiative, Elise began keeping a Google document on each teaching 
unit for her entire residency placement, which included ten instructional units.  In this 
document, she included date, lesson agenda, the strengths and weaknesses of the lesson, 
and a “so what?” where she summarized the major takeaways gleaned from her 
reflections.  She shared the document with her mentor teacher and me beginning in 
August for me to be able to use her reflections as part of the data collection for this study 
and for her mentor teacher to gain insight into her thoughts about the lessons she taught.  
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Elise explained that her mentor teacher only spoke to her about the reflections once after 
she had a really bad day, and she did not think she ever read them any other time.  Elise 
explains: 
She told me there was only one time she looked at them and that was after I had a 
really bad day and then she decided to read them.  And she was like “Oh, I guess I 
understand more why you had such a bad day or like what you were feeling on 
that day”.  But that was only one time, like, it was after a particularly bad day.  
And she was like “I didn’t understand why you were so upset.” (Interview 6, 
December 2020) 
Mrs. Paisley and Elise have very different personalities which was not helpful to Elise 
during her emotional episodes and eroding self-confidence in her teaching abilities.  
While Elise is compassionate, empathetic, and speaks carefully to be sure she does not 
hurt anyone’s feelings, Mrs. Paisley is more direct, blunt, and to the point.  Elise is very 
emotional and teaching “is tied to very strong emotions” for her whereas Mrs. Paisley 
does not usually show emotion and does not respond well when Elise is upset, cries, or 
expresses negative emotions or feelings.  Elise explains: 
My mentor teacher and I are very different, and it has been something that I have 
perpetually struggled with because I am someone who needs a lot of support and 
encouragement to feel validated (which is definitely something I am not proud 
of); however, my mentor teacher is not someone who easily gives praise.  This 
has caused a lot of distress in my like, and I think it has made me doubt myself 
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more than I should in terms of teaching which has been a large hindrance in my 
development. (March 16, 2020 Reflection) 
Although Elise felt their personality differences were a constraint to her development 
during her placement, she also believed that the experience of working with someone 
with Mrs. Paisley’s personality could benefit her when working with other professionals 
in the future. 
I think what was hindering was just like the way that my mentor teacher and 
I…Like our personality difference were kind of a hindrance.  It was…Again, a 
double-edged sword because she told me what I needed to hear not what I wanted 
to hear.  So that was good because she didn’t baby me or coddle me.  She told me 
exactly what was going on and was very straightforward with what I needed to 
work on, which was awesome because I needed that.  But on the other hand, I did 
not handle that very well, so like I think it would have been nice to have someone 
who just understood a little more about why I needed someone to like not coddle 
me but like someone who could come at it with a different approach of criticism 
and be like maybe a little more constructive about it versus like being so blatant 
and like being “here’s what you did wrong.” So, I think that was like a little bit 
hindering, but it did definitely prepare me for like the future where like, obviously 
not everyone is going to come in and be like “Oh yeah, here’s the good things but 
also, here’s the bad things.”  I know a lot of people don’t have time for that.  So, 
they’re probably going to be like “Okay, here’s what you need to work on.” It 
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definitely prepared me for like an actual workplace experience where it was just 
like straight to the point of what I need to work on. (Interview 3, May, 2020) 
Elise was also different from Mrs. Paisley in the type of classroom environment she 
wanted to foster.  Coming into her residency placement, Elise had visions of creating a 
class that felt like a family based on her experiences learning science.  She envisioned a 
classroom where students work together “laughing and learning” where students felt 
supported and without “fear of failing.” The activities that Elise implemented into lessons 
during co-planning, such as review games and group projects, were often chosen to foster 
a collaborative environment for her students while learning.  However, Elise felt that 
Mrs. Paisley introduced the activities to their students in a way that became a more high-
stakes, competitive activity than an enjoyable experience Elise had hoped for. Elise 
reflects: 
There were times, where like, I don’t know…She would set up, we would like, for 
example set up an aluminum boat lab activity or something, and she would make 
it pretty high stakes and the kids would get stressed.  And I was like “Okay, well 
the purpose was to have fun.  And now everyone is stressed.  And it’s like, that 
was kind of frustrating, you know? I wanted these kids to do this for the sake of 
fun and learning, but she would make it super high stakes.  So, it’s like all or 
nothing.  Either you get it right and you get all the points.  Or you get it wrong 
and you get like a 30!” But I think it was more like, you know, even in class like 
she would like really hype them up to be super competitive during review games.  
And I was like, I just want to have fun.  And of course, the kids who were 
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winning were having fun, but I really felt like some of the kids were like getting 
frustrated and not…Never being able to be the winner and never getting that kind 
of praise, I guess.  Where I’m like “Everyone’s doing great!” (Interview 6, 
December 2020) 
When asked if Elise felt that she and her mentor teacher had different teaching 
philosophies, Elise explained that she had come to realize that her mentor teacher did not 
seem to have a teaching philosophy.  Elise explained that her mentor teacher did not 
believe in doing more work than what was expected of her, and “she wasn’t going to put 
any more effort into the job than she needed to.”  She perceived her mentor teacher as a 
teacher who was “good at science,” “good at explaining things,” and she “really 
understood the content;” however, she did not believe that she was passionate about 
teaching like she was.  She notes: 
But honestly, I feel like for her, you know, she was more passionate about being a 
cross country coach than she was about being a teacher.  That’s where the passion 
came in. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
Experiences with Students 
  Elise spent many hours planning lessons she thought her students would not only 
learn from but would allow students to have fun learning which was one of her dominant 
goals for science teaching.  However, after a few months into her residency experience, 
Elise felt frustrated and discouraged by her students’ responses to the lessons she taught.  
She writes: 
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My teaching is met with blank, lifeless stares that make me frustrated because no 
matter how much effort I put into planning an engaging lesson and preparing 
activities that I think my students will enjoy, one thing that I can’t control is 
apathy from the students. (September 19, 2019 Email Correspondence) 
While Elise perceived her college-prep students as apathetic to learning and unmotivated, 
she felt her honors level students were only concerned with their grades.  Elise believed 
the motivation she saw in her honors students was not because they cared about learning 
the material but rather the result of wanting to earn a good grade. Elise explains that her 
perceptions of what she was like as a science student did not align with what she saw in 
her students; consequently, she struggled to find ways to motivate them.  She elaborates: 
The students that I was friends with had a similar mentality when it came to 
school.  We were all expected to work hard at school because we were all college-
bound.  For me, working hard at school and being self-motivated was natural 
because I had done online school in middle school which required that of me.  So, 
when I started in the classroom and found that many of my CP students as well as 
a few students in my honors classes didn’t possess my same work-ethic and 
school-minded mentality, I didn’t know how to help them because I couldn’t 
empathize with their lack of effort.  I knew that there were very good reasons why 
schoolwork didn’t come first for my students, but since I had never lived in their 
shoes, I found it hard to motivate them in ways that worked. (March 24, 2020 
Reflection) 
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 Elise expressed in her interviews and reflections many times throughout the 
course of her residency placement how important her students were to her and how much 
she cared for them.  Elise often blamed herself when students did not do well on 
assessments explaining that they did not do well because she did not teach a concept with 
clarity or because they failed to provide students with a practice test.  She notes: 
Becoming a good student doesn’t happen overnight, but I care so deeply about the 
quality of education that my students are receiving that sometimes I feel 
disheartened and like they would be better off without my attempts at trying to 
teach.  But I also know that I just need to keep trying to be better and eventually I 
will reach the point that I want to be at, it will just take longer than I initially 
thought. (September 19, 2019 email correspondence) 
The blame she placed on herself also resulted in her answering questions during tests or 
providing too much assistance when writing lab reports that her mentor teacher felt gave 
some students an unfair advantage.  At times, Elise’s self-perceptions that she was 
entirely to blame for her students’ failures made it difficult to balance helping students 
and to hold them accountable for learning, which caused problems with her mentor 
teacher at times.  Elise explains: 
The big problem came around when my students were doing the analysis on their 
lab report and they kept coming to my desk to ask for help and I essentially gave 
them the answer because they were so lost, and I felt so terrible for them because 
I feel like I didn’t do my job teaching them well initially, so I felt obligated to 
help them.  Anyway, after class, my mentor teacher told me that she couldn’t in 
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good conscience grade any of the lab reports because I helped the students too 
much, and it wasn’t an accurate reflection of what they knew, so I felt miserable 
about that. Because I didn’t mean to cause a problem and I knew at the time that I 
was hindering the students and myself by helping them. But it was just so hard for 
me to tell them that I couldn’t answer their questions, and then I put my mentor 
teacher out because now we don’t have another major grade and it’s all my fault. 
(January 20, 2020 Reflection) 
Elise also found that her priority for helping and supporting students often led to her 
making decisions that left her feeling taken advantage of and unhappy.  For example, 
Elise really enjoyed eating lunch in the workroom with her teaching colleagues, yet she 
would forgo doing this if a student showed up during lunch wanting help.  Elise 
explained that she “couldn’t even be strong enough to stand up for myself and tell him 
that I dislike skipping my lunch and would rather help him at another time.”  Elise often 
sacrificed moments of time for herself because she felt obligated to always help her 
students despite how it made her feel.  She also felt taken advantage of by her mentor 
teacher when Mrs. Paisley encouraged students to come in after school for extra help 
knowing that Elise would be the one that would have to stay after school to help them.  
Mrs. Paisley was unable to stay after school because she had to pick up her children.  
Elise described how she was feeling about staying after school so many days a week and 
explains: “I obviously am happy to help my students, and I never say no to them, but that 
has put a lot of drain on me, especially when I had class at night after school.” 
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Elise came into her residency placement intending to form relationships with her 
students, and she believed she was able to do this after spending almost a full school year 
with them.  During the first few months of her residency placement, Elise was so focused 
on doing the “right” things while teaching that she often did not allow herself to have fun 
with students.  In November, she used the Thanksgiving holiday to have students write to 
people they were thankful for.  Afterward, she reflected that it helped her to get to know 
her students more and to develop them as citizens, another teaching goal she possessed 
going into her residency placement.  It began to snow during a class in January, and Elise 
took her students on a walk outside.  Even though she felt it “ended up being kind of a 
mess,” she still felt happy about her teaching day because the students were so excited, 
and she “realized that if I let myself be a little goofy, it can go a long way in terms of 
them respecting me when it was time for them to work.”  Elise describes feeling elated 
when she connects with students, particularly those students that she struggled to connect 
with at the beginning of her placement.  For example, she was thrilled after implementing 
a lab activity when an autistic student who rarely participated during instruction raised 
his hand twice during a lab to answer questions.   
Despite emotional episodes and feeling that she was not an effective teacher in 
many areas of her teaching practice, Elise consistently felt connected to her students and 
was motivated by the relationships she was able to form with them.  When Elise 
experienced a “meltdown” in October and was having difficulty going to her placement 
because of the stress and negative emotions she was experiencing, I recommended to 
Elise that we change her placement so that she could work with another mentor teacher in 
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a different environment that would be more for supportive for her.  Elise was adamant 
against a move to another placement her because she believed that it would be wrong to 
leave her students who depended on her.  Going into the residency placement, Elise had a 
major goal to form relationships with her students, and she believed that she had done 
that.  She explains: 
…I felt like I had finally developed a relationship with the kids.  Like, the whole 
point of being there for an entire year was so that I could develop those 
relationships and not just have that one semester with them.  And I mean, 
obviously, it ended up being cut short anyway.  But it was just so important for 
me to stay with those same kids the whole year because that was like…that’s what 
teaching is.  You get these kids, and you have to stick with them no matter how 
they challenge you. (Interview 6, December 2020) 
Elise genuinely cared for her students throughout her placement.  Her feelings for her 
students were observed many times throughout her reflections when she asked when she 
felt good about teaching or when teaching made her happy.  She writes: 
I really love my students.  It has genuinely been a pleasure getting to know them 
and seeing their smiling faces every day this year.  I am so proud of my students 
every single day and that makes me happy.  (Reflection, March 9, 2020) 
Experiences with Colleagues 
 Elise spent her senior year completing her practicum placements at Douglas High 
School, and she was familiar with the other science teachers in the department.  This 
familiarity with the school allowed her to feel welcome to join other faculty in the 
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workroom during her lunch, and she quickly began to feel a sense of belonging in the 
school as a result of the time spent engaged with the other faculty. Elise explained in 
several of our interviews that she felt like a part of the faculty, and her time spent with 
other teachers at the school was a “positive experience”.  She often attended “happy 
hour” sessions after school with her colleagues and enjoyed playing trivia once a week 
with them at local restaurants.  Elise also liked the principal of the school who she 
described as “a good, strong woman” who was also “very young and funny and had good 
ideas” and reminded her of “maybe someone I could be one day” instead of the typical 
high school principal she described as “an old white guy.”  Elise liked working under a 
principal who always took the time to talk to her when passing in the hallways and visit 
her teaching on occasion. 
Elise believed that the supportive relationships she had with other teachers and the 
principal at the school were a valuable and meaningful part of her experience in her 
residency placement.  Other teachers at the school became a sounding board for some of 
the difficulties Elise was experiencing in her placement, such as classroom management. 
She was able to share her difficulties and receive feedback from the other teachers.  Elise 
found the feedback from other teachers to be helpful because they did not “straight-up 
point out all my flaws.” Several faculty members in other subject areas allowed Elise to 
observe their classes so that she could experience a greater variety of teaching 
observations than just the physical science classroom she was placed in.  Elise believed 
that other teachers’ support was beneficial to her to help fill in what she believed she was 
not receiving form her mentor teacher.  Elise explains:  
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I think that part of what helped me was that even though my mentor teacher and I 
sometimes didn’t have a lot of time to reflect, and I sometimes didn’t always feel 
like super comfortable just talking to her about everything that was going 
on…What helped was that a lot of the other teachers at the school were awesome 
and really didn’t mind about me coming in a watching their classes and kind of 
getting a range of experience.  So, I got to see like a classroom in every content 
area.  And I got to see AP classes and upper level classes as well as like really 
low-level classes too.  So, I got the whole spectrum to observe.  So, I think it was 
really helpful.  Even though it wasn’t my mentor teacher, there was like…I felt 
very comfortable talking to all the other teachers in the school. [Interview 3, May 
2020] 
The collegial relationships at Douglas High School were “so influential” in Elise’s 
experience that she explained it “was like a deciding factor in where I would teach next 
year.”  Elise realized that she needed her first year of professional teaching to be in a 
school with faculty she believed she would be able to form relationships with and would 
support her throughout the year.   
Post-Residency Identity Content and Structure 
Self-Perceptions and Self-Definitions 
Elise faced many challenges during her residency year, and her self-perceptions 
regarding her ability to become a successful teacher demonstrated a decreasing self-
efficacy from the beginning of her placement to mid-year, with a gradual increasing self-
efficacy at the end of her placement.  Elise began her residency year with an overall 
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teaching self-efficacy score of 139, which dropped mid-year to a low of 101.  At the end 
of her residency placement, Elise was beginning to demonstrate more confidence in 
teaching and her self-efficacy score improved to 125, yet her self-efficacy never reached 
her pre-residency efficacy score.  This change in teaching self-efficacy scores indicated 
that Elise improved in her confidence in teaching from the mid-point of her residency 
placement; however, she was still not as confident about her overall teaching abilities as 
she was going into the residency year.   
According to her teaching self-efficacy survey results, Elise felt least confident in 
self-efficacy of instructional strategies and most confident in student engagement and 
classroom management.  Her self-efficacy score in instructional strategies was lower at 
the end of her placement than at the beginning of her placement.  Elise’s decreasing score 
in instructional strategies contradicts her perceptions regarding her confidence in this 
area.  In her interviews and reflections, Elise suggests that she feels more confident in her 
ability to plan science lessons using strategies that are “research-based and have like the 
actual evidence that they work for students.” She also feels that she plans lessons “that 
are very intentional in trying to get them to understand lessons.” 
  Although Elise indicates that she feels more efficacious regarding lesson 
planning and instructional strategies, she still lacks confidence in her ability to manage a 
classroom.  She is concerned that her struggles in this area may affect how successfully 
she will implement the lessons she plans.  Elise explains: 
I think the lessons will kind of set me up for success, but I really need to like 
come in and manage it well enough that they actually get out of it what they’re 
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supposed to get out of it.  So, I think I have very well-intentioned lessons.  And 
now what I’m least confident about is managing it so that they actually get the 
lesson, like get the objectives out of the lesson that they were supposed to. 
(Interview 3, May 2020) 
Several times during her interviews, Elise indicates her concern that managing students 
will affect instruction and that she is nervous about being in the classroom by herself as a 
professional teacher “because I’ve always been in the classroom with someone else.”  
Elise describes how she perceives she will feel when she is in the classroom by herself 
the first day.  She explains: 
And I feel like…I think it’s going to be that first day when kids come into my 
classroom, and I look around, and I’m the only adult in the room, and I’m like 
“Oh, that’s right. If I mess up, no one is here to like, back me up or like save me 
on this.”  So, I think it will take a bit of adjustment, that is for sure. (Interview 3, 
May. 2020) 
Elise indicates that her confidence is lower at the end of her placement than she believed 
it would have been otherwise because her time in the classroom and her takeover 
experience were shortened due to the pandemic and instruction moving to all on-line.  
She explains that “a little bit of my confidence that I lost was just the fact that I lost out 
on that experience of that takeover.”  Although Elise had a two-week takeover in the first 
semester of her placement, she did not feel that it went well and looked forward to 
improving and doing better in her second takeover.  Unfortunately, she could not have a 
second chance, and this did not allow her to improve her confidence regarding her ability 
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to take over the classroom completely on her own.  Elise’s efficacy scores in classroom 
management at the end of her residency placement show an increase from 36 mid-
semester to a score of 48 at the end of the semester, which indicates she does feel more 
self-efficacious regarding classroom management despite face-to-face teaching moving to 
online learning. 
By reflecting on her residency experience, Elise indicates that she has a better 
understanding of what she should focus on to improve as she moves forward in her 
development as a teacher. 
So, I think I definitely have a more thorough understanding of what is going to be 
expected of me next year and definitely a better like, more realistic approach to 
teaching and being in the classroom.  Knowing what I’ll have time for.  Knowing 
what I need to focus on and like definitely just understanding what it’s like to like 
have the responsibilities of a teacher. (Interview 3, May 2020) 
Elise is proud of how much she has grown. She demonstrates her continued desire to 
reflect on specific areas of her teaching practice that need improvement and how she 
plans to continue growing in her development as a teacher. 
As a teacher, it is my responsibility to be a lifelong learner.  Just as I expect my 
students to do, I must focus on my growth and continue to improve.  Some areas 
that I feel that I must work on in particular are classroom management and teacher 
clarity.  I struggle with being the authority figure in the classroom and with 
clearly explaining the expectations that I have for my students.  These skills 
require a lot of practice; therefore, I am going to continue focusing on them while 
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I am in the classroom and reflecting on the things that I did well and the things 
that I need to improve.  Additionally, I will seek out professional development 
opportunities and resources to help gain more knowledge about ways that I may 
be able to resolve my issues. (Science Teaching Philosophy 1, April 2020) 
As evidenced in the previous quote, Elise holds self-perceptions that she needs to 
improve in classroom management and teacher clarity; however, she also indicates that 
she believes that she can improve in these areas through reflection and seeking out 
helpful opportunities and resources.  Elise seems hopeful that she will improve.  She 
indicates that “I feel like I can do it” and perceives her residency year’s challenges will 
help her going forward.  She elaborates:  
I think that this year is kind of…which is bad to say, but it’s kind of a trial run of 
things that probably a lot of times didn’t work as well as I thought they would.  
So, I think now, like, at least I have the basis of things that don’t work.  So 
hopefully next year, I’ll be able to work on things that actually do.  So, I 
definitely feel more confident about it.  And I know I can do it. (Interview 3, May 
2020) 
Elise perceives that her start to teaching has been difficult and reflects several times 
throughout the interview regarding why the experience was so difficult.  She writes: 
I would definitely say that it has been a rocky start for me in the classroom.  There 
have been a lot of ideas about teaching and about myself as a teacher that I’ve had 
to rectify.  I thought that I would be a lot better at teaching from the start. Since I 
had spent four years preparing for the moment when I got to step into the 
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classroom as a teacher, I assumed that I would, in general, bet better at it then I 
actually am. Recognizing that I am not good at something is hard in general, but 
recognizing that I am not good at something that I had prepared for so long to be 
good at was a very painful experience. (March 24, 2020 Reflection)  
Although Elise experienced many difficulties throughout her placement, surprisingly, 
Elise described her overall experiences in her yearlong residency as positive.  Elise was 
able to see residency placement challenges as learning experiences, which was evidence 
several times during her interview at the end of the year.  Elise explained: 
The overall experience I think was awesome.  Like, I really feel like I am more 
prepared to be in my own classroom as a result of being in it since the beginning.  
And especially with it being cut short, like I am just so thankful for every day that 
I get to spend in the classroom with my kids.  I think it was challenging definitely.  
But I grew a lot, and I learned a lot.  I definitely know for a fact I still have places 
to grow in, but I at least have kind of pinpointed those places so I could focus on 
them more when I’m on my own, and I can make sure to reflect on those on my 
own time.  So, at least I know that I’m leaving with a more condensed list of 
things to focus on next year versus just like being overwhelmed by everything 
that I don’t know. (Interview 3, May 2020) 
As evidence in the previous quote, Elise indicates that she has been able to reflect on her 
teaching practice and has pinpointed areas to focus on to help her progress in areas that 
need improvement.  
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Additionally, Elise often reflects on her dispositions that she believes have 
contributed to some of her difficulties in learning to teach.  Elise perceives herself as a 
“perfectionist” and realizes how some of her personal characteristics have negatively 
impacted her growth as a teacher while in her placement.  Elise reflects: 
I also realized that things that I had assumed were qualities that would make me a 
good teacher (my compassion and my patience) actually were holding me back in 
the reality of the classroom.  I cared too much about everything.  I cared about 
how well the students were receiving the content, how well I was engaging the 
students, how well I was managing the students, how well they liked me, how 
much my master teacher liked me.  It was all a mess because I cared so much 
about everything being perfect that I was split in too many directions, and I only 
did everything slightly well which meant that I wasn’t being perfect which made 
the whole terrible cycle repeat itself. (March 24, 2020 Reflection) 
Although Elise realized that she “cared too much about everything,” her caring nature 
and compassion are also characteristics that she believes will help her become a different 
type of teacher than she feels some science teachers are.   She elaborates: 
I feel like some people who are like, you know, like science or math minded are a 
little more like on the cold, the like logical side of things. I’m not like that at all as 
you know.  So, like, I definitely come at it with a lot of emotion and a lot of like, 
passion and excitement for it.  So that is like something that influences my 
teaching, because I just like…I want to be a teacher that they can come to about 
anything like, you know, just someone that really cares about them and like who 
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they can see as a trusted adult versus like, I don’t know, like just a plain old 
science teacher.  [Interview 4, August 2020] 
Elise perceives that caring too much contributed to the challenges she experienced in her 
residency placement; however, she still perceives this quality to be an important 
characteristic of who she wants to be as a teacher.  She values caring as an essential part 
of teaching, but she also sees how this can bring difficulties to her teaching practice as 
well.  
Since the beginning of her residency placement, Elise has indicated several times 
that she wants her students to be a source of positive change in society through their 
knowledge of science.  She continues to be passionate about the science discipline, which 
comes because science is “so relevant to the world that surrounds us.”  As she did at the 
beginning of the residency placement, Elise indicates that she loves being able to look at 
things she sees in the world, such as the leaves changing and can “understand the 
mechanics of why that is happening.”  She finds it to be “the most exciting thing in the 
world,” and she wants to transfer that passion to her students.  While in her residency 
placement, Elise became an author on her first publication due to the scientific research 
she was able to do during the senior year of her undergraduate education.  Through her 
experience collaborating and investigating with other scientists, she began to see herself 
as a scientist and began to feel even more passionate about her students experiencing 
science the way she could. She notes: 
I feel like I didn’t understand the actual scientific process myself until I did my 
research in college.  It was just like…Like I don’t think it was every fully 
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explained to me how, like actual scientific knowledge became accepted or was 
like developed.  (Interview 4, August 2020) 
Elise is very certain of the reasons she wants to become a teacher, and this seems to be 
the source of her motivation to continue working on developing into the teacher she 
wants to become.  She explains: 
I want to be a teacher because I want to see the world become a better place, and 
I know that my students are capable of being that change in the future.  I have so 
much to learn, but I am incredibly excited about starting my journey as an 
educator and meeting my future students. (Science Teaching Philosophy 1, April 
2020) 
Elise also realizes what is meaningful to her as a teacher, and she is motivated to persist 
through the challenges teaching brings because of the relationships she has with students.  
She talks about what was most meaningful to her about her residency experience. 
… Students are why I love teaching so much.  And like, it just meant so much to 
have those connections and to form those bonds and to really like remember why 
I wanted to be a teacher.  And having the time to develop those relationships 
made it all worth it.  Kind of like it was a lot of challenging times for me, but like, 
I knew that I had those bonds with my students that I didn’t want to let them 
down.  So, I would keep like trying my best and keep working for them because I 
felt such a connection to like make sure that they had a successful experience, you 




At the beginning of her residency placement, Elise believed that promoting a 
positive learning environment was essential for science learning, and these beliefs remain 
consistent at the end of the residency placement.  She maintains the idea that “learning 
occurs best when students feel safe and comfortable in their learning environment,” and 
by providing an environment where students are able to develop close relationships and 
“feel like a family,” then “students are more likely to try.” Elise feels strongly that it is 
her role as the teacher to create “a safe and positive classroom environment for my 
students’ learning to take place.”   
Another persistent belief for Elise present at the end of the residency year is her 
belief that forming relationships with students is imperative for student learning.  Elise 
explains: 
I strongly believe focusing on developing relationships with my students,  
we will develop a level of trust, respect, and emotional safety that is necessary to 
learning. (Science Teaching Philosophy 1, April 2020) 
Throughout her residency placement, Elise has maintained the persistent belief that 
forming relationships with her students is an essential component of good teaching.  She 
believes that students must feel safe and comfortable in order for them to be able to learn, 
especially when learning science where she believes students should be able to debate 
and investigate, which are activities that require students to take risks in front of other 
students. 
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Elise also continues to have more reform-minded beliefs about science teaching 
and learning as she did at the beginning of her placement. Elise continues to believe that 
students should “construct their own knowledge rather than forcing rote memorization of 
content on the students,” which gives “students ownership over their learning.”  She 
firmly believes that students need to be “active learners that are engaged and accountable 
for their work,” but she also believes that learning and fun should go hand in hand.  
Although many of Elise’s beliefs about science teaching show little change from 
the beginning of her placement to the end, her beliefs show more integration.  For 
example, Elise believes that students learn best with hands-on learning, but she also 
believes that this type of learning can be “scary” for students. Consequently, to facilitate 
learning, she believes that a safe learning environment where students have close 
relationships with one another must be present.  Elise elaborates: 
…Learning occurs best when students feel safe and comfortable in their 
environment.  I think that when a class feels like a family, then the students will 
be ready to put themselves out there and are willing to learn.  Learning is a scary 
thing because in order to be good at something new, you usually start off bad at 
something new and no one likes to be bad at something in front of other people.  
However, if the class develops close relationships with each other and with the 
teacher, I think they will more likely to try their best!  Science learning best 
occurs in the same way other learning does, but it often requires students trying 
hands-on activities in front of other students.  It requires a lot of “doing” which 
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can be scary for students.  But teachers can act as their guide as they work 
through their new skills as scientists. (Reflection, March 31, 2020) 
The quote above illustrates integration of several of Elise’s beliefs about the classroom 
environment and her belief that hands-on instruction is necessary in science teaching.    
After being in her placement and trying to teach using more hands-on activities 
that allow students to engage in inquiry experience, Elise believes that her students are 
unprepared for this type of learning. She believes that their previous experiences learning 
science did not provide them with opportunities to engage in the scientific process but 
instead mostly included experiences with cookie-cutter type labs with step-by-step 
instructions.  She also believes that her students lacked other essential skills that one 
should explicitly teach like critical thinking skills and other skills that will help them to 
become more successful students.   Elise begins to incorporate new beliefs about what 
she feels is necessary to include during instruction after teaching students for a year.  She 
explains:  
It’s important to be the one that teaches them skills like critical thinking and 
digital literacy and how to take notes properly.  Because a lot of kids… I know it 
affected the kids that I taught in high school last year. They had no idea how to 
actually take notes and would try to write down every single word.  And it was 
just like the least effective thing they could do.  So, it’s like skills people assume 
you have.  But like that’s something that has to be explicitly taught to you.  Like 
how to stay organized.  That’s something that needs to be explicitly taught to kids, 
because I feel like a lot of teachers in high school just assume they already knew 
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that somehow and don’t take time out of their class to teach kids like proper 
methods like that.  And so that’s what I really think.  Like, obviously, I love the 
content. I’m super-excited to share my passion for it with my kids, but also just 
kind of develop them into good students in general… (Interview 4, August 2020) 
Elise shows beliefs that teaching students requires teaching the content as well as 
teaching them important skills that will help “to develop them as people” and believes it 
is important to “teach them as people in addition to the content.”  At the end of her 
residency placement, Elise accepted a teaching position in a seventh-grade middle school 
classroom where she would begin her first year as a professional teacher.  Elise explained 
that she chose a teaching position in a middle school because she believed that she would 
not have to focus as much on teaching content since “they’re all going to see this content 
again before they graduate from high school.”  She believes that she “can really focus on 
teaching them as people too in addition to the content” because “they are in such a 
transitional phase of their life.”  She also believes that middle school students will not be 
as apathetic about learning science as high school students who “did not like science like, 
at all.”  
In addition to teaching more skills, Elise’s beliefs about science teaching also 
incorporate valuing more differentiation in her teaching practice concerning the 
instructional strategies she implements.  Elise used to believe that hands-on activities 
most of the time were best for learning. She now believes that using multiple 
instructional strategies are more effective for learners’ understanding of science. Elise 
explains: 
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So, I think part of it, like another part of what I have learned about science 
teaching, is that you have to have a ton of different strategies, an approach.  It’s 
like learning differently a hundred ways because it doesn’t work…like one 
approach doesn’t work for some learners.  Another approach doesn’t work for 
other learners.  So just trying to just get different approaches and approach it in a 
way that works for like the most learners possible. (Interview 3, May 2020)  
Elise now has more developed and sophisticated beliefs about instructional strategies that 
should be used when teaching science at the end of her residency placement.  At the 
beginning of her residency placement, Elise often used general descriptions such as 
hands-on instruction and inquiry when describing the instructional strategies she believed 
were best for students; however, at the end of her residency placement, she talks about 
“using modeling and like kind of having them draw out their ideas or write ideas so you 
can really see what they’re thinking” and “using assessments as learning” in order to 
“help students to be able to kind of show what they know.” Elise realizes “what it takes to 
get students to change their ideas about things and to really understand something.”  
Consequently, she has begun to incorporate more sophisticated beliefs about the variety 
of instructional strategies she must use and why.   
At the end of the residency year, Elise’s interviews and reflections also depict 
someone who has more developed beliefs regarding the science subject specifically. She 
seems to have more defined thoughts about what teaching the science subject specifically 
entails.  Elise’s beliefs about the science domain indicate that she sees science as a body 
of knowledge and as a process.  Regarding science teaching, Elise explains that teaching 
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the science content to students is essential because they must learn the body of 
knowledge that science demands; however, she believes that students also need to 
understand that science is a process.  Elise explains: 
I think there’s a lot that goes into it just because science is like its own body of 
knowledge.  And it’s also the process of obtaining that knowledge.  So, there’s 
like two different aspects that you have to work with in science.  So, you have to 
make sure the students are getting the content.  And they’re also learning how to 
approach a situation or a problem with a scientific mindset and approach 
problems and solve them in that scientific manner and having them understand 
that there is not just one way to approach a scientific experience. (Interview 3, 
May 2020) 
Elise reaffirms her beliefs that students need to understand the nature of scientific 
knowledge and the process of science in her teaching philosophy.  She explains that it is 
her role as a science teacher to “teach my students the skills needed for them to discover 
the small wonders of the natural world.” She also believes they “should develop also be 
able to communicate scientific ideas, arguments, and practical experience accurately in a 
variety of ways, think analytically, critically, and creatively to solve problems and judge 
arguments and make decisions in scientific and other concepts.” 
Other examples that Elise believes strongly that science teachers should teach 
students the nature of science are evident in a reflection when she describes a science 
teacher’s responsibilities.  She explains: 
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The major responsibilities of a science teacher include helping students develop 
and test their own questions to answer their queries about the world, helping 
students correct their misconceptions about science, and help get students 
interested and engaged in the world around them. Science teachers need to find 
engaging ways to help students understand why the world is the way it is, and if at 
all possible, instill a passion in their students for helping protect the world we live 
in. (March 31, 2020 Reflection) 
In this passage, Elise demonstrates the importance she places on students understanding 
the world around them, which she believes will facilitate the protection of the 
environment.  In the interviews, Elise often discusses specific current events in society 
that strengthen her belief that students need to learn skills in the science classroom 
relevant to what is occurring in the world around them.  For example, she explains: 
I really think it’s incredibly important for students to understand how to discern 
like truth from fiction and like so in science in particular, you know, there’s some 
people in the world that think that the coronavirus is a hoax.  And that’s because 
the media, the way like…the way that the media can present information and the 
things that you see are not always accurate.  And it’s really important.  And it’s an 
explicit skill to be able to identify sources that you can rely on and sources that 
just push things out to the world.  And so that is something that needs to be 
explicitly taught…It is so important for kids to understand like where the 
information comes from is really important.  Like they have to get reliable 
sources.  And also, just like being able to like understand that anyone can put 
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anything on the internet and it’s not always going to be true.  And you have to do 
your own research and really figure out what is right and wrong. (Interview 4, 
August 2020) 
Elise believes that teaching her students how to discern fact from fiction and which 
sources are reliable because she believes “it is causing such an actual problem in the 
world right now where people don’t understand.” The belief that what she teaches has the 
power to influence students to protect the world and influence society is a persistent goal 
from the beginning of her residency placement and is still present at the end of her 
yearlong experience as evidenced in the following quote: “Education is the most 
powerful thing in the world and is the solution to many of our problems in the world 
today”.     
Purpose and Goals  
 At the beginning of the residency year, Elise’s major goal was for her students to 
see learning science as useful and relevant and to be able improve society as informed 
citizens with the knowledge and understanding they gain from learning science.  At the 
end of her residency experience, Elise continues to have a goal that her students will be 
able to understand the world around them and make informed decisions; however, she 
has more specific goals regarding how she will help students to become productive 
members of society. Elise explains that teaching students critical thinking skills and 
understanding if something is true and is considered a scientific fact is “on the top of my 
list for things, just because it’s so important.” Elise also has a goal that “students may 
recognize themselves as scientists.”  She explains that “it is my hope that they understand 
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that a scientist is not someone with crazy hair in a lab coat who mixes chemicals in 
beakers, rather, we are all scientists!”   
 Elise’s specific goals about science teaching demonstrate integration and are 
aligned with each other.  For example, she wants students to be curious about the world 
around them and use the skills of scientists to evaluate evidence in order to make 
informed decisions. She always wants students to learn science content as well as the 
process skills of science.  Integration in her science teaching goals is evident in her 
science teaching philosophy.  Elise writes: 
My goal as a science teacher is to develop inquiring minds and curiosity about 
science and the natural world and for my students to acquire knowledge, 
conceptual understanding, and skills to solve problems and make informed 
decisions in scientific and other contexts.  My students should develop skills of 
scientific inquiry to design and carry out scientific investigations and evaluate 
scientific evidence to draw conclusions.  (Science Teaching Philosophy 1, April 
2020) 
 Although Elise has goals that students learn the science content, she also has very 
clear and apparent goals that students will develop into better people through learning 
science.  She has a goal to teach students skills necessary to successfully work with each 
other and learn how to show respect for one another.  She notes: 
I think that my goals for students are to really like, understand the foundations of 
science and like what science is.  So again, I’m understanding that yes, we are 
going to learn the content, but we’re also learning the process of how to find that 
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knowledge.  As so starting with the basics, I think my goals are to teach them how 
to collaborate with each other and like know like what it takes to be, like to 
respect other people’s opinions and give your own in a nice way.  And like, work 
with each other.  So, teamwork is definitely a big one for science. (Interview 3, 
May 2020) 
Elise’s goals initially did not include specific goals to develop her students as better 
people, but at the end of her placement, she has clear goals that developing students’ 
character is an important goal for her.  She writes in her science teaching philosophy at 
the end of her placement: 
The last goal I have for my students is one that is particularly meaningful to me: I 
hope for my students to demonstrate attitudes and develop values of honesty and 
respect for themselves, for others, and their shared environment.  I feel very 
strongly about my students having respect for all people and for the world that we 
live in.  (Science Teaching Philosophy 1, April 2020) 
Elise’s goals that students show respect to each other are congruent with her goal that 
“kids feel safe in my classroom.” She wants her students to “feel connected to their 
classmates” because she fondly recalls her favorite class in high school where she felt 
safe to participate and work with others.  She explains: 
I felt like I could answer any question and not like have that judgement or like 
feeling like very…like I could work with anyone in the class and be like, totally 
fine with it.  So, I want to make sure my students have those opportunities to get 
to know each other as well as get to know me. (Interview 3, May 2020) 
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As part of her goals to develop a positive classroom environment where students respect 
one another and collaborate, she also wants her students to “be actively engaged in their 
own learning and for them to develop a growth mindset.”  Elise has explicit goals that she 
wants to “develop them into good students in general.” 
 As at the beginning of the residency placement, Elise maintains a goal that 
students will have fun learning science, and she will get them excited about science.  
However, after spending a year in the high school classroom, she begins to realize that 
“students do not care for science like at all in high school.”  Consequently, Elise decides 
that by teaching younger students like those in middle school, she will be able to 
“hopefully catch that before it starts.” Moreover, Elise believes middle school teacher’s 
role includes helping students in their development into adults.  She wants to “nurture 
them as people and like show them that I care for them as people in addition to caring for 
them as a teacher who wants to succeed.” In contrast, she believes that it is more difficult 
to do with high school students.  These beliefs ultimately lead to her decision to teach 
middle school instead of high school. 
Action Possibilities 
 At the end of her residency placement, Elise has clear intentions for her teaching 
practice. Elise’s action possibilities for the instructional strategies she believes she will 
implement include “presentations, discussions, debates, and case studies.”  She also 
conceives that her class will have “many hands-on learning experiences” and that “the 
curriculum will be filled with research-based strategies, such as inquiry-based learning, 
project-based learning, and problem-based learning.”  Elise also believes that she will be 
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able to “develop lessons in which my students can see the relevance of science to the real 
world and practice their science skills.” Elise wants to use these types of instructional 
strategies that “will give students a chance to develop their thinking and express 
themselves, their thoughts, and their opinions.” 
Although Elise’s action possibilities include using “inquiry-based learning,” her 
experiences with students having difficulties engaging in more open inquiry has resulted 
in her persistent uncertainty in her ability to implement this instructional strategy.  Elise 
is not sure she will be able to successfully implement inquiry instruction, especially with 
younger grades, a belief she also had going into her residency placement.  After spending 
a year in a ninth-grade classroom, Elise continues to show uncertainty in younger 
students’ abilities to engage in hands-on instruction that involve open inquiry.  Elise 
explains: 
So, like freshmen and sophomores, I would use hands-on instruction, but make 
sure it’s a lot more guided versus like...Like I now understand that more open 
inquiry, which is what I was imagining at first, is a lot more useful and practical 
for the upper grades. (Interview 3, May 2020) 
Elise is beginning to question if it is “practical” to implement open inquiry in lower 
grades, and her action possibilities now incorporate scaffolding inquiry investigation and 
group work to get to a point where she can implement the strategies she thinks are 
qualities of “good science teaching.”  Elise has not discounted using inquiry instruction 
or group work because she has found difficulty implementing it in the past but instead 
incorporates new action possibilities (e.g., provides students scaffolding instruction for 
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working in groups) that will allow her to teach the way she imagined.  Elise’s action 
possibilities now include scaffolding group work so that it is more manageable.  Elise 
explains:  
For science teaching, like, it is important to differentiate, like the processes too.  
Like when I was going into teaching, I wanted all of my students to be able to do 
like inquiry and be able to work in groups and be able to do the things that I 
thought of as good science teaching.  But that might be something that you have 
to work up to in a class.  Like, start them working in like small groups versus like 
just immediately putting them into big lab groups because it is a lot better to 
manage that than what I had.  I thought that they would be so engaged in the 
activity that there would be less management issues.  Maybe not less but about the 
same.  But I think it’s definitely something you have to work up to.  (Interview 3, 
May 2020) 
It was also tricky for Elise to have students engage in collaborative, inquiry-based 
learning experiences because she found it challenging to manage. However, at the end of 
her residency placement, Elise’s action possibilities still include group work and 
“hopefully me managing my group work better than I have in the past.”   
As the beginning of the residency placements, Elise continues to specific action 
possibilities regarding the type of instruction she will use, but now, she includes 
descriptions of what these actions will look like in her classroom.  She elaborates: 
I think that in addition to like collaboration and group work, you’d probably see a 
bunch of like activities that I think will be like I was saying…like some modeling 
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and activities that really draw out what students know.  And then I can base future 
lessons on what they know.  So hopefully, you’ll see a lot of like giant post-it 
notes with models that my students like make…mental models. (Interview 3, May 
2020) 
Elise can envision students making models on large pieces of paper to display around the 
room and how she will be able to use their “mental models” to plan for future instruction.  
She also has specific ideas about bringing in guest speakers who are “real scientists” to 
talk about what they do for students to see science using a real-world example.  The 
specificity of her action possibilities demonstrates clear intentions regarding her teaching 
practice.  For example, her action possibilities include learning more about her students, 
planning lessons, and assessing students’ learning and using the knowledge gleaned from 
those assessments to modify future instruction.  This is evident when Elise describes the 
types of assignments she will be giving to her students and the reasons why. 
Other assignments will more explicitly allow me to get to know my students, 
starting on the first day of class with ice breaker games and a survey about their 
learning styles to assignments throughout the year that can give me feedback and 
talk about themselves and their learning.  Once I have had the chance to get to 
know my students, I will also facilitate student learning with a personally 
meaningful and relevant curriculum.  I can design example questions around my 
students’ interests, take into account my students’ needs when planning lessons, 
and incorporate real-world phenomenon and current events into the classroom to 
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show my students why it is important to learn science. (Science Teaching 
Philosophy 1, April 2020)  
Whereas Elise began her residency year with more procedural general action possibilities 
that included how she would structure activities throughout the class, she now has more 
specific action possibilities that include how she will promote science learning. 
  Although Elise can clearly depict how she will get to know her students, she does 
show some uncertainty in her ability to carry out these actions in her classroom next year 
if there is still a pandemic.  Elise pictures her classroom where “students are like loud and 
laughing and having fun” and does not want her students sitting in rows silently.  
However, she is worried that this will be a required protocol that she will be mandated to 
follow with the pandemic.  It is difficult for Elise to feel confident regarding her action 
possibilities at times because she is uncertain whether students will be face-to-face or 
online. She has concerns trying to imagine how she will teach the way she wants to if she 
has to teach online.  Elise’s biggest concern is in her ability to form relationships with 
students if they are not face-to-face.  She pictures the first day in the classroom with a 
“Kumbaya circle on the floor,” which is the same way she pictured the first day a year 
ago.  Elise states that she thinks that she will manage to create the classroom environment 
she has consistently imagined, although she seems hesitant and concerned when she tries 
to describe what the first week of school will look like.  She notes: 
I just think that ultimately, I might be behind because I would want to spend, once 
we hopefully get back in person, like I would want to spend time like establishing 
those procedures and like getting my students to like get to know each other and 
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me and like how I run my classroom because it’s online versus like in the 
classroom itself.  So, I’m a little…yeah, if we don’t go back in person, I will be 
kind of nervous about that. (Interview 3, May 2020) 
Elise is concerned that she will have a slower start in getting to know her students and 
establishing the classroom if they begin online.  Elise also realizes that doing hands-on 
experiments will be difficult since she will have to “sanitize everything they share” and 
explains, “that’s going to be a little hard.”  
 Despite the uncertainty over how teaching will look during a Pandemic, Elise 
plans to go into her first year confident.   
I am going to go in really confident just so because I know that is kind of such a 
factor, just like fake it ‘til you make it!  Just go in like you are so confident about 
everything you’re doing in your teaching. And obviously, you know, I will go in 
confident, but there will be…I’m sure there will be humbling times ahead of me.  
But I think making sure that I can back up everything that I do in my classroom 
and make sure that, like, I will take criticism and understand that it’s not meant to 
hurt me, but like, it’s there to help me.  (Interview 3, May 2020) 
Structure of Elise’s Post-Residency Identity 
Despite a challenging year during residency when faced with the realities of 
teaching, several of Elise’s identity components seem to be aligned and in harmony with 
one another at the end of her placement.  Elise believes that promoting a positive 
classroom environment where students feel safe and comfortable is “essential for science 
learning” (beliefs) and has a teaching goal that students will get to know each other and 
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feel like a family in her classroom (goals). She plans to use assignments throughout the 
year to help her students get to know each other (action possibilities) and feels confident 
in her ability to form relationships with students because she believes she could do this 
during her residency placement (self-perceptions). 
 The structure of Elise’s identity components shows coherence in other areas as 
well.  She believes that science learning should include not only learning content, but it 
should also involve students understanding the process of science (e.g., communicating 
science ideas, working collaboratives, solving problems) (beliefs), and she has a goal that 
students will be able to use these skills to carry out investigations, evaluate evidence, and 
draw conclusions (goals).  Elise believes that students should be able to use the skills of 
scientists to understand and world around them (beliefs), which will ultimately lead to 
them be informed citizens as members of society (goals).  Elise also believes that 
“science is such a collaborative discipline in itself” (beliefs) and that through group 
projects and experimenting together, she can show students “what science is actually 
like” (action possibilities).   
 Although many of Elise’s identity elements are aligned, there were times during 
the residency placement where Elise’s identity components were misaligned which 
resulted in negative emotions.  Elise realized that her students had more difficulty with 
inquiry-based instruction than she thought they would and began to question if it was 
possible to do effectively with her ninth graders (action possibilities). Elise believed that 
good science teaching meant students would be engaged in inquiry-based instruction 
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(beliefs); consequently, there was a misalignment between what she believed she needed 
to implement as a science teacher and the actions she believed were possible for her.   
 Elise also thought that she should incorporate many hands-on activities (beliefs) 
so that students would have fun learning science (goals); however, her mentor teacher 
disagreed and encouraged her to teach with fewer activities and add more direct 
instruction (action possibilities).  Elise did not enjoy teaching when she spent most of the 
class period teaching with PowerPoint lectures (self-perceptions) and often felt 
unfulfilled as a teacher when she realizes how apathetic her students are about learning 
science (beliefs).  She wants to instill a passion for science and wants her students to see 
how the content connects to the world around them (goals), but she finds it has been 
difficult to do in the context of the physical science curriculum and when trying to cover 
a lot of content in a short amount of time (action possibilities).   
 Also, Elise does not feel confident in classroom management (self-perceptions), 
and she finds that students do not learn as much from the collaborative group activities 
she implements because she cannot manage them well.  Elise is frustrated that no matter 
how much work she puts into lesson planning, they still do not seem to go off as planned 
(self-perceptions), and students do not seem to get out of them the goals she had hoped 
and expected (action possibilities).  Elise also feels that she has not become the science 
teacher she imagined when faced with teaching’s realities, although she believes that she 
will continue to improve (self-perceptions) when she has a classroom on her on. She 
believes that she will feel more confident when she does not have constant negative 
feedback regarding the mistakes she is making (action possibilities). 
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 At the end of her residency placement, Elise and I spoke about some of the 
challenges she encountered and if she believed that her teaching identity had changed 
throughout the course of the year.  Elise explained: 
The realities of teaching have already changed my teaching identity and will 
continue to do so for many years…I have realized it is not who I want to be as a 
teacher that should take priority, rather it is who my students need in a teacher.  I 
think that my beliefs and goals as a teacher will hopefully persevere; however, the 
way that those things are expressed to my students will change.  (March 24, 2020 
Reflection). 
Going into her career as a professional science teacher, Elise’s incoming identity depicts 
a science teacher who has firm beliefs and goals regarding science teaching, but she also 
plans to consider the needs of her students and align her teaching practices in ways that 
benefit them, even if it means changing some components of her teaching identity. 
Preparing for the First Semester of Professional Teaching 
 When Elise started looking for teaching positions, she was very stressed and 
unsure about where she should teach.  Geographically, she hoped to move out of the state 
where she had spent the last five years of her college career; however, she felt that since 
she would be certified to teach in this one state upon graduation, it would be easier to 
complete her induction years there.  Elise was also unsure if she should teach middle 
school or high school.  She believed that she would have more influence over younger 
students in middle school than high school since she was only 22 years old.  Elise though 
that a more significant difference in age between her and the students would help her to 
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be more successful with classroom management.  She also thought that she could have a 
greater impact on helping middle students get excited about science and prevent them 
from becoming the apathetic science students she had spent the last year teaching.  
Although Elise felt that she would be more successful teaching middle school, her mentor 
teacher advised her against this, so she felt torn about where she should teach. She also 
felt a strong desire to teach at a school with a more diverse student population where she 
believed the students really needed her unlike her placement school that was 
“predominantly white” and middle to upper middle class.   
The School 
Elise chose to teach seventh-grade Life Science at Rivers Middle School (a 
pseudonym) in the same state as the college she attended.  Although the student 
population consisted of a predominantly White population, the school is the most diverse 
school in the district where she teaches a student population comprised of 54.5% White, 
18.9% Hispanic, 15% African American, and 6% Asian.  Elise likes that the school has a 
“relatively large Hispanic population that influences the way my school operates” instead 
of her placement school where she felt that “minority students were more of an 
afterthought.”  Elise wants to make a difference in the lives of her students and help 
improve their lives through education, so she is happy and proud to be at a school that 
“have many programs in place to make sure that all our students have the help that they 
need/deserve, regardless of race.”  The school’s theme is “Diverse, but United” that 
appears throughout the school in hall decorations, in the school news that plays each 
morning, and the book that each student reads every morning in homeroom called Count 
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Me In about an Indian American who faced a hate crime.  Elise believes that she “landed 
in a good school, like a school that really values, you know, the students and like puts the 
students first and really cares about them.”  
Preparing to Teach 
My first interview with Elise as a professional teacher was in August one week 
before she officially began as a teacher at Rivers Middle School. She had just finished 
summer break, where she spent time doing her own “personal professional development.”  
She read books about classroom management and thought a lot about “what I want my 
classroom environment to be like and what rules I wanted to have, what were my non-
negotiables.”  She also read a book about how to encourage students to have a growth 
mindset instead of a fixed mindset which really resonated with her.  After reading the 
book on a growth mindset, Elise passionately explained to me what really stood out to her 
in the book: 
So, now I really want my beginning of the school year to really talk about, like 
you know, persevering through challenges and how it’s good to have challenges.  
And that doesn’t mean that you don’t like…just because you find something hard, 
it doesn’t mean that you don’t like…just because you find something hard, it 
doesn’t mean you’re stupid. It just means that you don’t know it yet.  So, we’re 
talking about the power of yet!  And like how like things that are challenges are 
like actually things that you can learn from and not be scared of. (Interview 4, 
August 2020) 
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Elise explains that encouraging a growth mindset in her students will be important, 
especially with the pandemic and the changes that will make school more difficult for 
students, such as more independent learning at home without a teacher.  She also explains 
that she does not want her middle school students going into high school in a few years 
“thinking they have to be perfect all the time and putting their pressure…really stressing 
themselves out when if they don’t succeed the first time because school is supposed to be 
challenging.”   
 Although Elise describes how the growth mindset principles apply to her students, 
she also applies this thinking to her teaching.  She describes reading the book and 
realizing, “This is changing my life right now because I never meant to have a fixed 
mindset.”  Elise admits to wanting everything to go perfectly when she teaches and 
becoming frustrated when it does not; however, she demonstrates that she also wants to 
possess a growth mindset regarding her teacher development in her first year as a 
professional teacher.   
 Elise also prepared for her first year of teaching by reviewing the Life Science 
standards for seventh grade, which got her excited about teaching “because it’s like my 
all-time favorite topics, like I cannot wait.” Elise really enjoys topics like cells and cell 
organelles, human body systems, and teaching ecology, and she is delighted and excited 
that these topics are all part of the science curriculum she will be teaching.  Elise is also 
much more confident about the strength of her content knowledge in these topics 
compared to the physical science content she taught during her residency year.  Elise 
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explains how she was feeling after reading over the science standards for the content she 
would be teaching: 
Although, like, I really haven’t brushed up on too much of the knowledge, like 
everything I was reading, I was like “yes, I know what that is!” There wasn’t like, 
you know…when I was reading the chemistry standards for physical science last 
year, I was like “I have definitely forgotten what that is,” but like this time, I’m 
like “Yeah, okay. I know what an ecosystem is.” Like I could explain that without 
having to do like some serious research on it.  So, I am looking forward to that 
aspect of it because it’s not like anything too in-depth. (Interview 4, August 2020) 
Several times throughout the interviews, Elise reiterates how excited she is about 
teaching life science content.   
At the beginning of her first year of teaching, I conducted a virtual interview 
while working in her classroom.  Elise was excited to give me a tour of her classroom 
that she had just finished decorating and getting set up for students.  Elise’s goal of 
having a welcoming atmosphere was evident in her room.  She has pictures of herself and 
family around her desk, curtains hanging in the windows, and has wrapped the instructor 
table at the front of the room with decorative leaf wrapping paper.  She covered a cabinet 
in white paper to make it look like a refrigerator to display student work she considers 
“fridge worthy.”   At Rivers Middle School, all teachers must have a bookshelf to contain 
a classroom library of age-appropriate books for students to read.  Elise’s bookshelf is 
filled with books that she bought at a secondhand store where she spent “way too much 
money” buying books she thought her students would enjoy reading.  Other teachers 
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donated some books to her library to help her get started, which she was very thankful 
for, but she really wanted to add books she personally selected for her students. Hanging 
from the ceiling over her bookshelf are two huge decorative leaves that act as a canopy.  
Elise also has a skeleton wearing a lab coat, science safety posters on the wall, and a wall 
of words where she plans to post root words commonly found in science vocabulary with 
their meanings to “help support my ELL students.”  Her classroom contains individual 
desks spaced 6 feet apart for required social distancing, which only allows her to have 12 
students in the classroom at a time.   
Coming into the school weeks earlier than required has helped her to meet some 
school faculty and staff.  She met some of the “younger teachers” who also work on her 
hallway, and she went to Ikea with them to shop for their classroom and explained that 
“it’s just like nice to like feel like I’m already making friends in the school itself.”  One 
of the friends Elise has made is with the school custodian who helped her set up her 
classroom.   He has helped her “to hang up so much stuff,” and she explains that she has 
met other people at the school already who are “really nice” like him.   
Elise explained that she decided to come to work weeks before she was required 
because of what she learned the previous year in her residency placement.  She 
remembers how fast the week of professional development and teacher workdays went by 
and how she had spent most of the time setting of the classroom, which left little to no 
time to actually prepare for teaching.  Learning from that experience, she explains: 
So, I think coming in early, like starting a couple of weeks ago and like really just 
 like setting up my classroom up in stages and meeting like all the teachers, like 
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 that was really helpful because I knew in advance that I probably won’t have time 
 next week to do that.  (Interview 4, August 2020) 
Coming in weeks early to begin preparing has been “really advantageous” and she 
believes it has made her “less nervous, I think, than I would be otherwise.”  Elise also 
explains that she feels more “capable and empowered for, like starting the year off strong, 
and really like starting almost as like a second-year teacher, but like a lot more support.” 
Elise’s dispositions include going above and beyond in terms of the work she produces, 
and this is evident in her choice to start work several weeks early as a professional 
teacher.  Getting a head start on the school year is “unbelievably helpful” to Elise, 
although she has already begun having stress dreams as she did at the beginning of her 
residency placement.  Elise’s stress dreams are about being at school in her classroom 
and not being prepared.  She explains: 
I had this dream that I don’t have anything planned for the first day.  And then, I 
like woke up and was like, “Oh my God! I have to plan the first day!” So, I have 
to talk to my team about that because I’m really stressed out. (Interview 4, August 
2020) 
Elise is stressed that she has not planned out the first few days of instruction yet, and she 
indicates that she needs to talk to the other science teachers about this.  Elise’s 
willingness and comfortableness with reaching out to other teachers she barely knows to 
ask for help is another consequence of her residency experiences.  During residency, she 
often would not ask her mentor teacher for support in planning because she did not want 
to bother her and wanted to do everything on her own.  In contrast to her teacher 
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residency placement, Elise plans to immediately reach out to others for assistance as a 
professional teacher.  She has already emailed all of the science teachers and “put myself 
out there,” which she does not think she would have been able to do if she had not spent a 
year working with other teaching colleagues during residency.  Elise elaborates: 
But I knew coming out of teacher residency that most teachers, if not all teachers, 
are really super helpful if you ask for their help.  But you have to be the one to 
take that initiative and say, “I don’t know how to do this” or “I don’t know how to 
print.”  “I don’t know where to find anything. Can you please show me?” And so, 
I think that has definitely been something that is the lesson I’ve taken away from 
working with the mentor teacher is the ability to ask for help when I don’t know 
something because I like…when I was doing that first takeover, and I was like 
miserable because I didn’t ask for any help.  Like, I definitely learned my lesson 
from that.  Now, I’m like “Okay, I don’t know how to do anything. Can you 
please show me?”  Like, I can learn so much.  So, coming out of it, knowing that I 
have so much more to learn and really being willing to ask for the help that I need 
is, I think, definitely a good thing. (Interview 4, August 2020) 
Although Elise’s dispositions include being “fiercely independent” and that with enough 
hard work, she can be successful at teaching, she now understands that she needs to reach 
out to others for support. Consequently, she begins the school year doing this.   
Elise seems excited about starting her first semester as a professional teacher. 
Nonetheless, she does show some concerns regarding the uncertainty of how she will 
teach due to the new teaching regulations she will need to follow while in a pandemic.  
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The students at Rivers Middle School will be on a hybrid model of instruction in which 
they will attend one day of in-person instruction followed by a day of at-home 
instruction.  This will allow there to be half of the students in a class at a time.  On 
Friday, half of the students attend one week while the other half attend the next Friday.  
Rivers Middle School is a one-to-one school meaning all students have been issued a 
Chromebook; however, Elise is uncertain whether students will take these home for the 
virtual learning days because she has been told that they were not able to the previous 
year during independent e-learning days.   
Elise has clear goals for the type of instructional strategies she would like to 
implement in her classroom; however, she is uncertain if these strategies will be possible 
during the pandemic.  For example, Elise wants “a lot of group work and collaboration,” 
but she is unsure if students will be able to work in groups while maintaining social 
distancing.  When talking about how far apart the desks are, she admits that “it’s just 
going to be a really different atmosphere” than what she imagined, but she is optimistic 
that she can make it work and “use it to my best advantage.”  For example, Elise believes 
that the smaller classes will be easier for her to manage and will allow her to improve on 
her classroom management skills before having a room full of students.  She will focus 
on helping students understand the process of learning and plans to have her students 
“take the time to write out their thought processes,” and that she will use this to provide 
feedback based on this, which she believes she will be able to implement more 
effectively with smaller class sizes.  Although she originally did not imagine teaching her 
students with a lot of time for independent work, Elise believes that there will be some 
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benefit to using this type of instruction.  She believes that it will be easier to get to know 
them by having more one-on-one time, and she plans to encourage their self-reflection on 
learning by journaling in science notebooks.  Having students work independently is not 
what she wanted to happen, but she plans to do what she can “to make the best of it.” 
As Elise works in her empty classroom preparing to teach students she has never 
met, she feels like “I’m preparing for a bunch of ghosts, especially because I can’t even 
picture what seventh-graders look like.” Elise has minimal experience in the middle 
school classroom and admits that “I haven’t spent a lot of time with middle schoolers 
since I was a middle schooler.” She realizes a lot has changed since she was in middle 
school, and she is uncertain how it will be to teach middles schoolers. 
 At the end of the interview, I asked Elise how she felt about her career as a 
science teacher now that she was officially a science teacher.  Elise is beaming as she 
says: 
I feel very…like, when I tell people I’m going to be a science teacher, I feel so 
happy about that. Like, I feel like it’s the best job ever.  Like, I am so excited to 
tell people that.  Like, I feel really proud about that is probably like…that’s 
probably the feeling like that most comes up.  Like, when people ask what I’m 
going to do or what I’m doing.  I love saying that because it’s just is like the 
coolest job and it just makes me happy to get to, like, finally say that I’m actually 
a science teacher, and not just like a student.  So that’s really great. (Interview 4, 
August 2020). 
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At the start of her teaching career, Elise is proud to be a science teacher, and she seems 
joyful to begin her career as a professional science teacher. Elise has only spent a couple 
of weeks in the classroom preparing to teach and has not yet met her students, but she 
still feels like she is finally a science teacher, and this makes her happy. 
First Semester of Teaching 
Establishing and Managing the Classroom Environment   
Coming into her first semester of teaching, Elise had a goal to establish a learning 
environment where students felt safe and comfortable and to develop strong relationships 
with her students, and she planned her first week of school with activities she believed 
would help her to accomplish this.  She implemented ice breaker activities where students 
were able to talk about themselves with prompts such as “If you could go anywhere in the 
world, where would you go?” She also incorporated an activity called “Dear Ms. Elise” 
where students could write a letter to her or make a FlipGrid video telling her about 
themselves and suggesting things she could do “to make this year the best yet.”  Elise 
said that she enjoyed watching all the videos students made and that she was able to learn 
their names and faces quickly by watching them and learned many things about the 
students.   
After struggling with classroom management during her residency placement, 
Elise also wanted to make sure that her specific rules and procedures were in place right 
from the start.  On the first day of school, Elise went over the rules with her students, and 
she discussed the specific procedures from what she expected at the beginning of the 
class period when they entered the room to going to the restroom during class.  Elise’s 
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classroom rules are called “I.C.A.R.E.”, an acronym representing her most important 
rules.  The “I” stands for integrity, and Elise explains to her students that this means “no 
cheating, no lying, work when you are supposed to be working and save socializing for 
later” and participating during group work.  The “C” stands for commitment, which 
means “doing your very best at all your assignments even when they are challenging,” 
“turning work in completed and on time”, “never give up,” and “the power of yet.”  The 
“A” represents awareness of what’s around you, which includes lab safety procedures 
and staying six feet apart.  The “R” represents respect where students should develop 
honor and consideration of others.  Respect includes “using a respectful tone,” “no 
teasing,” “zero tolerance for bullying,” and “no talking when the teacher is talking,” The 
last letter “E” stands for empathy.  Empathy in the classroom means “be patient, be kind” 
and “when you don’t understand someone/something, do not judge, try to think of their 
perspective.” Because Elise’s purposes and goals for teaching included helping students 
become “good people,” respecting one another, and feeling like a family, she has chosen 
rules that emphasize all of the qualities she wants her students to possess.   
Elise began the year “striving for a family feel in each of my classes” and the 
I.C.A.R.E. rules she chose to guide her students are meant to help create the safe and 
comfortable environment she believes is required in order to have that family feel.  
Elise’s classroom feels homey with pictures of her friends and family, curtains hanging, 
and many plants fill the room.  It is evident that Elise strives in every way to establish a 
positive learning environment, even in her syllabus that she sent home to parents and 
students.  Elise has included a picture of herself with a large smile with a thought bubble 
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that says: “This smile will always be behind my mask!” Although she was concerned that 
it would be difficult to create the atmosphere she wanted during a Pandemic, she has 
taken many steps to ensure she can still create the environment she has imagined and 
hoped for.  
Part of establishing the learning environment includes the specific procedures 
Elise has in place that students are expected to follow.  She wants students to enter the 
room quietly and have a seat immediately, get out their materials, and begin working on a 
bellringer.  Elise has a Google slide projected on the board every day that includes a 
“riddle of the day,” the agenda for what students will be doing, a clearly stated objective, 
a bell-ringer question about the material taught the day before, and the assignment for the 
“at home day work” students will work on during e-learning days.  Elise never fails to 
begin class in this way, and it was clear when I observed her class that her students 
followed the routine like clockwork.  Her students seemed to really enjoy figuring out the 
“riddle of the day,” which is a fun way to encourage students to begin working.  The 
riddle posted on the day I observed was “If you drop me, I’m sure to crack, but give me a 
smile, and I’ll always smile back.”  Her students were talking and laughing with each 
other about the riddle and discussed the riddle longer than Elise wanted, so she re-
directed students firmly with: “I hear talking. Does that mean everyone is done?  No?  
Well then I shouldn’t hear talking.”  Students quickly quieted down and worked to 
answer the bellringer activity in their science notebooks, and Elise discussed the answer 
to re-iterate what she had taught the day before.  Students raised their hands to be called 
on, and Elise commanded the classroom easily.  Several months into the school year, 
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Elise was still following the same procedures she had established with students early on, 
and explains: 
I like that students can walk into my classroom and know exactly what to expect.  
Plus, it gives me time to get the class rolling, talk to students individually, and 
reset for the next period of teaching. (November 9th, 2020 Email 
Correspondence). 
At the end of her residency placement, Elise had action possibilities that included 
spending time at the beginning of the year “establishing those procedures” and “getting 
my students to like get to know each other and me and like how I run my classroom,” and 
it is clear that Elise has been able to do that. Elise believes that compared to her residency 
year, she feels this year “I have kind of like more come into my own as a teacher.” She 
continues:  
…this year is more like what I wanted to be and like my management style.  And 
I feel like…I feel like obviously, I’m making mistakes and like still learning a lot, 
but I feel pretty good about it.” (Interview 5, October 2020). 
Although Elise seems to have a much better grasp of managing the classroom, she 
perceives there are areas where she still needs to improve.  Because she wants her 
students to have fun in her classroom, Elise often has difficulties balancing fun where 
students are laughing and being loud with getting students to be quiet during instruction.  
She also has students who tend to talk to each other too much, especially while she is 
teaching.  Elise realizes that she “was not as strict as shutting that down as I should have 
been initially, so now it is becoming a problem.”  Elise wants her students to enjoy her 
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class, which often prevents her from disciplining students and addressing the problem 
right away.  Elise often reflects on her teaching practice and sees the mistakes she is 
making and why.  She explains, “I just need to remind myself that there is a balance 
between allowing students to have fun in class and allowing them to waste instructional 
time.”  
 During her residency placement, Elise was distraught when she was not able to 
manage the classroom the way her mentor teacher was able to. However, as a 
professional teacher managing her own classroom, Elise does not seem to be overly upset 
at her shortcomings in this area.  She understands that she needs to improve in several of 
classroom management areas, and she has reached out to others to help her.  Elise asked 
the induction coach from her school district to observe her teaching her most difficult 
class to manage to offer some advice on how to improve.  The induction coach watched 
her teach and provided constructive feedback regarding when students go off task and 
how she can fix this.  Elise finds the input to be beneficial and encouraged by the help 
she has been given.   
 By the end of Elise’s first semester as a professional teacher, it is apparent that her 
confidence in teaching has improved since the end of her residency placement.  Her self-
efficacy overall score improved from 125 at the end of her placement to 148 at the end of 
her first semester of teaching.  Her scores improved in efficacy in classroom management 
and instructional strategies with no change in her efficacy for student engagement.  Elise 
believes that her confidence has come because she “doesn’t have to look for anyone’s 
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permission to do things exactly the way I want them done like I did last year,” and she 
does not have to hear constant negative feedback about things she needs to do differently.   
Planning and Instruction 
Elise teaches seventh-grade Life Science with two other teachers.  One of them 
teaches all virtually this year, so she plans independently and “does her own thing.” The 
other teacher, Hayley (a pseudonym), has been teaching for three years at Rivers Middle 
school, and she is close in age to Elise.  Although not her first of teaching, this is 
Hayley’s first year teaching science, and she was very open and willing to plan with Elise 
on all of their lessons.  Elise initiated the idea of planning together right from the start 
and said that Hayley was “totally for it!”   
 Elise’s beliefs and goals about science teaching have always included students 
“doing science” through hands-on activities, labs, and group work.  Despite the extra 
work these activities require during a pandemic (e.g., extra lab materials to set up, 
sanitizing all materials between classes), Elise is determined that her students can engage 
in hands-on instruction.  Elise was concerned that Hayley would not be open to all of her 
ideas about how she wanted to teach, and she was surprised at her willingness to do what 
she suggested they do.  She describes working with Hayley: 
I feel like she’s pretty on board with all the things I’ve been doing.  And like, I 
think it’s really awesome because I was a little nervous coming in, that she 
wouldn’t like take any…not advice but take like activities from me, because I’ve 
never taught before, but she’s been really open about like doing the things that 
I’ve talked about or like introduced. (Interview 5, October 2020) 
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In the interview, Elise stops herself from calling her suggestions to Hayley “advice” 
because Hayley has three years of teaching experience; however, Elise has more 
experience teaching science than Hayley. Elise appears to the be the leader of the 
planning team, despite it being her first year of teaching.  She explains that Hayley 
“doesn’t have, like a preconceived idea of how she’s going to teach anything because this 
is like her first year teaching science,” and she explains, “I almost feel like the expert in 
terms of like science teaching stuff.” Consequently, Elise feels that she is able to teach 
exactly the way she wants to and can include all of the instructional strategies she 
believes are essential for good science teaching. 
 Working with another teacher who Elise says makes her feel “valued” has 
empowered her to teach the way that she wants to. Moreover, her colleague also helps her 
to implement her ideas successfully with seventh graders, a grade level Elise has no 
experience teaching.  Elise explains that “she has been incredibly helpful in helping me to 
develop my ideas for lessons into plans that will be effective for seventh graders.” She 
also helps Elise “tone it down a just a little bit and make it more realistic.”  Elise is 
appreciative of these contributions and explains: 
So, like we’re like a good team because I have these like really grand big ideas 
and so she’s like, “Okay, you’ve got to tone it down just a little bit and make it 
more realistic”.  And so, it definitely helps to have someone who’s like more 
grounded.  And so, it’s like I’ll come up with something like really fun and big in 
something to do.  And she’ll be like “Okay, but how do we actually make this 
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happen.” So, it works really well for us to work together. (Interview 5, October 
2020).   
Planning with Hayley has been beneficial to Elise.  In contrast, Elise explains that when 
planning with her mentor teacher during her residency year, her mentor teacher would 
take the idea, but change it the way she wanted to so much that it would not turn out at all 
as she wanted it to.  On the other hand, Hayley facilitates implementation of the idea 
without changing what Elise wants to do.   
 With a colleague who supports her, Elise teaches in ways that align with her 
science teaching beliefs and goals.  Coming into her first year of teaching, Elise indicated 
strong beliefs that students need opportunities to understand science as a process by using 
the skillsets of scientists to solve problems, carry out scientific investigations, and 
evaluate evidence to draw conclusions.  From the first week of school, Elise begins 
putting these beliefs and goals into action with the lesson plans she implements.  For 
example, her students’ first day activities required them to build a marshmallow tower 
out of spaghetti noodles, one yard of tape, one yard of string, and one large marshmallow.  
Students then had to write procedures to explain how to build the tower to a classmate 
who then had to follow the directions to build the same tower.  Elise explained that this 
was an activity intended to explain the nature of science and the “importance of creating 
replicable, detailed procedures.” Elise said that her students loved doing the activity and 
still talk about the marshmallow tower months later, which she is very pleased with.  She 
had her students reflect on what they learned about the scientific process following the 
activity and believed that her students were beginning to gain a better understand of 
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science already.  Several weeks later, Elise incorporated another nature of science activity 
where students had to work together and collaborate to develop a hypothesis based on the 
evidence she provided.  In addition, Elise wants her students to see themselves as 
scientists, and she had students complete a “Who is a Scientist” project where they 
researched a scientist that they could relate to in some way. 
 Other activities Elise incorporated throughout the first semester that aligned with 
her beliefs and goals that students would understand science as a process included a paper 
towel investigation, chemical reaction in a bag experiment, and water on a penny 
prediction lab.  For example, the paper towel investigation required students to design 
their own experiment to determine which of the three paper towels provided were most 
absorbent. They were asked to provide evidence using data and graphs to recommend to 
consumers which paper towel they should buy.  For each unit Elise taught, students were 
provided opportunities to investigate or experiment.  Although Elise says that she has not 
really had the chance to conduct open-inquiry investigations, she believes that she has 
continually included in instruction how the work students do in the classroom mimic 
what scientists do in the field.   
 Elise has also incorporated many other hands-on activities such as building atoms 
with puffballs, using fruit loops to teach chemical reactions, and using molecule sets to 
build “happy atoms.”  She explains that she believes her students have fun learning 
science, a significant goal she has as a science teacher, and seeing her students “have a 
blast” is very fulfilling to her as a science teacher.  She explains: 
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When I talk to my kids about it, I always tell them that I have, like the best job in 
the world.  There are some days when I literally just like help kids do science 
experiments all day.  And it’s just like…that’s my job and it’s the coolest thing 
ever. And I really, really enjoy that aspect.  And I want to make it fun for them.  
And so, I’m trying.  And so it’s been really fun because we wanted to like hook 
them into science and get them really engaged in it.  (Interview 5, October 2020) 
Elise wants her students to enjoy science, and through her instructional strategies she has 
planned and implemented, she believes she has been able to do this.  Elise has always had 
teaching beliefs that doing science is essential for students and that her teaching practice 
reflect this belief.  She notes: 
Like I always, you know, I always think that doing science is much…like is like a 
better way to teach than it than just me, you know, like up there telling them 
things.  And so, we’ve really tried to like put that into play and like really do a lot 
of hand-on stuff like I said I was going to do.  And I think it’s been working well.  
These kids seem to really like science right now. (Interview5, October 2020) 
In her interview responses in October of her first teaching semester, it is clear that Elise 
believes she is meeting her teaching goals and that her teaching practice is also aligned 
with her beliefs about science teaching.   
In January, as Elise reflected about the semester and her teaching practice, she 
was beginning to show some uncertainty in how effective she believed all of the hands-on 
activities she was doing helped her students to learn science.  Although students were 
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having fun like she wanted them to do in her class, she was beginning to question how 
well students learned from these activities.  She explains: 
…right before winter break, I mean, we did like labs, on labs, on labs. Like back-
to-back labs because we wanted to build in as much fun as possible.  And then, 
that didn’t really allow us to do like as much debriefing on it.  Like, we did like 
that chemistry in the bag lab where it changes colors and like gets like bubbles up 
and everything, and it’s so fun.  But then I had to teach…I had to like debrief on 
that.  And then in one class period…this was like a little ambitious…We taught 
like…we debriefed the lab, taught the law of conservation of matter, and then we 
taught how to balance equations and then ionic and covalent bonding.  It was like 
a mess. (Interview 7, January 2021) 
Elise choses instructional activities she believes students willenjoy doing; however, 
reflecting back on her lessons, she realizes that all of the activities and labs leave little 
time for her to also teach the content.  She explained that “I don’t think the kids 
understood it as much as I wanted them to.”  Elise is beginning to express new teaching 
goals at the end of the semester regarding hands-on activities.  She explains: “I think I 
need to do more debriefing than what I do because I’m like so for hands-on stuff, but I 
feel like my kids are not getting as much out of it as I would like them to when I actually 
do it.”   
The first unit of instruction that Elise taught was an inquiry unit that taught 
students many aspects of the scientific process.  For this instructional unit, Elise made 
sure that every face-to-face class session involved hands-on activities because she wanted 
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to hook students into liking science right away and to provide buy-in regarding the 
science subject.  Consequently, when she began teaching the next unit on chemistry, she 
stated including more direct instruction where she used PowerPoint presentations to give 
her students notes on the content.  Elise said that her students were shocked when they 
realized that learning science involved notes.  She explains that “it’s pretty impressive 
that we got like six weeks into school without taking notes until like two days ago.”   
Once Elise began teaching the science content, she believed that she had to 
incorporate some time for direct instruction into each day to ensure students learned what 
they needed to learn.  To make lecturing more interesting for her students, she works to 
make direct instruction interactive and relevant for her students.  For example, when 
teaching about elements, she included stories about the elements and how they are used 
in society.  She also incorporates real-world examples into direct instruction such as 
using NASA’s Mars Climate Orbiter measurement mistake when teaching about the 
importance of measurement units.  Showing students how what they are learning is 
relevant to their lives is one of Elise’s teaching goals and beliefs.   
Elise really loves the content she is teaching; however, she indicates that she is 
starting to question the importance and relevance of the content to her students’ lives at 
the end of the semester.  She explains: 
But sometimes, I do feel now more like…I don’t know how to say this, but 
essentially, I just think it’s pointless what I’m teaching them because like, I feel 
like right now, they don’t really care.  Like, it’s just hard for me to get them to 
care about like the cell theory, you know. And they’re not going to actually 
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remember it when they get to be a sophomore in high school and have to learn it.  
Like, I mean, it’s nice that they have this exposure and this foundation of this 
knowledge.  But really, like I think what has changed is honestly, I feel like I 
would be doing them more of a service if I showed them how to think like a 
scientist versus just like spewed a bunch of information on them. (Interview7, 
January 2021) 
Coming into her first semester of teaching, Elise’s science teaching identity 
included beliefs and goals that students would learn and use the skills of scientists in their 
lives to improve society, and these beliefs are even more salient at the end of the 
semester.  Elise finds more value in her students being able to “look at information that 
they can find online and evaluate whether it’s real or not” than students learning all the 
cell organelles and how they function.  Especially in a pandemic, Elise feels it is essential 
that students learn “an important life skill” such as deciding whether they should get 
vaccinated or not.  At the end of the semester, Elise’s beliefs that science learning should 
produce well-informed students who are able to make crucial decisions is evident in her 
teaching philosophy when she writes: “I think that a lot of major problems in our world 
could be solved if students learned how to think for themselves and critically analyze the 
onslaught of information they receive on a daily basis.”  
 There is some misalignment in the components of Elise’s identity at the end of the 
semester regarding Elise’s self-perceptions that she loves the content and finds it 
“fascinating” and the belief that her students should learn science process skills that will 
be more relevant to their lives.  She shows the uncertainty she feels about teaching the 
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content when she says: “It’s just so hard to describe it because like, obviously I want 
them to know these things, but trying to think of times when they’re actually going to 
need to know.”  Elise has a teaching goal that students will find what they are learning 
relevant to their lives, but she struggles to do this with many topics in the life science 
content, such as the cell theory.  Elise does believe that she will be able to make learning 
more relevant when they get to human body systems and ecosystems, subjects that she 
feels more passionately about teaching.   
 Additionally, Elise expresses disappointment that she has been focused on 
teaching to the test where she explicitly teaches students all of the content that will be on 
the test in a way that promotes memorization of the content.  Elise expresses her 
disappointment in teaching in this manner: 
I never pictured myself as being that type of person.  I mean, I want them to 
succeed.  And I guess I’m teaching them how to play the game of school, but I’m 
not really like…I feel like I’m just teaching them to memorize what is really like 
strongly against what I want them to do. (Interview 7, January 2021) 
Elise indicates once again that she is not convinced that teaching the content is essential 
for her students and reiterates this when she says: “It’s not the end of the world if I don’t 
get to all the content, you know?” Elise believes that since her students will be re-taught 
all of the life science content when they take biology in high school, learning middle 
school science content should not be the primary focus of her teaching. 
 There are some instructional strategies that Elise hoped to implement that she has 
not been able to do, “like using modeling as much as I would like to or making like 
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finding anchoring events for everything like I want to.” Elise explains that she often does 
not have enough time to plan as elaborately as she would like, nor is she able to plan 
weeks ahead of time, which she believes is required if she is going to be able to 
incorporate project-based learning that she has not been able to do.  She explains: 
But like, I want to do a community project, with like a garden or something.  But 
that requires so much planning in advance, and that’s not something you can just 
throw together last minute.  (Interview 7, January 2021) 
Elise hopes to incorporate more project-based learning into instruction, like having her 
students maintain a community garden; however, she believes that it is not possible for 
her to do this year as a new teacher who plans only a week in advance.  Additionally, 
teaching during a pandemic has limited the time where she can see all of her students 
face-to-face, a factor she believes has made it difficult to plan and implement more 
project-based learning.  
 At the end of the semester, I asked Elise how confident she feels about her science 
teaching at this point in her career.  Elise says that she feels “moderately confident” and 
believes that “I have the right ideas and I think that I have a vision.”  She also believes 
that despite being in a pandemic with many unique teaching challenges, she has been 
effective at “integrating a bunch of the things we talked about when I was learning how 
to be a science teacher into me actually science teaching.”  She does have goals to attend 
science specific professional development over the summer to “be truly effective at 
science teaching.” Elise explains: 
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I need to focus my professional development on science-specific strategies.  I 
hope to attend PD workshops over the summer to learn more about inquiry- based 
teaching, project-based learning, and modeling.  I want to focus on these areas so 
that I can structure my class to more truly fit my ideal. (Science Teaching 
Philosophy 2, January 2021] 
Students 
After only the first two weeks of teaching, Elise wrote in an email to me, “I am 
100% certain middle school was the right choice for me.” She found the students to have 
“much less apathy” than high schoolers and found that they were much more engaged in 
her class than her students were at Douglas High School.  Elise is better able to teach 
younger students because she feels more responsible teaching them compared to ninth 
graders since there is a greater age difference between them.  She explains:  
I feel much more responsible, and I feel like I can handle them a lot more than I 
could with ninth graders.  It’s just something about being in middle school.  It’s 
just like when I was teaching ninth graders, I guess I didn’t realize, like how 
much handholding they still needed.  But when I’m teaching seventh grade, I 
like…it feels like a lot more like a lot less patronizing when I try to give them 
instructions step by step versus ninth grade, I felt like they thought I was treating 
them like a baby when I went step by step. (Interview, 5, October 2020) 
Elise accepted the middle school teaching position with the hopes that she would be able 
to instill a passion for science and to get them excited about learning science before they 
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got to high school where she believes they become apathetic and that it is too late to 
make a huge difference.   
Elise also has a teaching goal that she can help to develop her students into better 
people, and she believes that she can do this with her middle school students more than 
she could with high school students.  She explains: 
Like I do feel more empowered to teach them stuff like that, because by the time 
they got to high school, I think they felt a little like “I’m too cool for school.” I 
feel like they felt like they were…they like know everything that they were going 
to know, even as like freshmen.  They just felt very…they felt like yes, we were 
teaching them content, but we just assumed that they were who they were going 
to be.  And we really didn’t take the time to like, try to teach them to be good 
people too. (Interview 4, August 2020) 
Moreover, Elise finds that her middle school students are much easier to engage, and she 
is encouraged to continue planning lessons that students find fun because they seem to 
enjoy learning science so much.   
 Despite having students who are less apathetic and more engaged, Elise still finds 
that many of her students do not seem to care about completing assignments especially 
those required to do at home every other day.  She explains that “I care more about them 
getting their work done than they do” which Elise finds frustrating.  She says: 
They just like constantly complain about the amount of work they have at home, 
and I’m like “I don’t know what you’re talking about.  Like, I give you an 
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assignment that could probably be done in like five minutes” and we’re trying to 
make them meaningful. [Interview 6, October 2020] 
Elise realizes that many of her students do not have the support at home to help them to 
complete assignments; consequently, she does not blame her students for incomplete 
assignments.  She also believes that independent work at home for seventh grades “just 
does not work.”  Elise has also learned that several of her students struggle in other 
subject areas like English and math and although she is passionate about science, she 
believes the other subjects are more important for her students’ future success.  She 
explains: 
I love science and I totally value it.  But a lot of kids right now, like so especially 
the ones who are struggling in school, like, I’m like “don’t even worry about 
science. Just focus on math and English because you need to know how to read.” 
You know because these kids are reading at like a third-grade level. (Interview 7, 
January 2021) 
Although Elise cares about her students learning science, she is more concerned that they 
learn how to read and that they are successful in math because she believes without these 
subjects, they will not be able to succeed in school or life.  Elise came into teaching 
believing that she should care about the kids in her classroom as students and as people, 
and it is evident that she cares about all aspects of her students’ lives, not just in how they 
learn science. 
Elise has also been able to quickly form relationships with all of her students, and 
that is one area she indicates has gone really well for her throughout the semester. She 
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finds much joy in the teaching profession because of the interactions she is able to have 
with students.  For example, the seventh-grade team decided that every Friday, all of the 
students who have completed their assignments for the week will earn a reward play day 
outside.  Elise volunteered to be the teacher in charge of outdoor activities on Friday 
instead of staying inside to assist students who make up missed class work.  She is 
beaming when she talks about playing dodgeball with her students, throwing frisbee, and 
she loves to “just run around with them and just have like, so, so, much fun, like just 
building relationships with them.”  She explains that none of the other teachers wanted to 
have this Friday job, and she is glad that she has been able to spend so much time with 
students outside of class because she has learned so much about them.  Surprisingly, Elise 
enjoys lunch duty as well because she’s able to hang out with students. She elaborates: 
Just building those relationships with them and getting to talk to them and have 
conversations outside of class.  So, that has been obviously, building those 
relationships has been so much fun. (Interview 7, January 2021) 
The students bring Elise “so much joy,” and she says that “they always make me laugh.” 
Elise’s students are a source of motivation for her to continue planning and implementing 
lessons that her students will enjoy. She notes: 
I genuinely love all of my students, and I have a lot of fun in class with them and 
they inspire me to continue creating interesting and engaging lessons.  I want 
them to love science as much as I do! (October 3, 2020 Email Correspondence) 
Colleagues and Administrators 
Elise believes that she has had a really good first semester at Rivers Middle 
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School because of her colleagues and the administration at the school.  Elise is assigned 
an induction coach who works for the district.  The induction coach visits first-year 
teachers’ classrooms to observe them and offer suggestions. Elise describes her induction 
coach as a “cheerleader” and says that she finds her encouraging and helpful.  She also 
gives the induction teachers gift cards periodically.  Elise also has a mentor teacher at the 
school who she can go to with questions, and she finds the seventh-grade team she works 
with to be “really nice.”  Elise explains:  
I think that they would help me if I ever needed help doing anything.  And they’re 
always down to do like fun ideas and like just be very flexible, which I think is 
good, like having a bunch of people who are very willing to adapt. (Interview 7, 
January 2021) 
Elise contributes being able to teach the way she imagined to her coworkers’ willingness 
to help her and the support she is given.  She explains that “I have a lot of really 
supportive co-workers, like I can usually make just about any idea happen.”  Elise also 
feels “valued” by Hayley, the colleague she works most closely with.  Unlike her 
residency placement where Elise felt she mostly only received negative feedback 
regarding her ideas and the lessons she planned, Hayley is always like, “Yeah, it’s a great 
idea.” Elise says that it makes her “feel good” and that she’s “actually contributing 
something to the school year.”  Elise is able to teach the way she imagined because she is 
supported by her colleagues, and she believes that she has something worthy to contribute 
to the school as a result of this. 
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 Elise finds the administration to be “really, really supportive” as well.  The 
principal, a former science teacher, likes the way that she teaches science, and Elise feels 
that he is on-board with how she is teaching.  She was worried about how he would 
respond when the virtual teachers “got mad at me because my kids were being too loud 
because they were really, really excited about this review game we were playing.”  When 
she apologized to the principal, she was surprised and pleased when he said, “No, no, no.  
Don’t feel bad.  A noisy classroom is a good classroom!”   
 The principal and assistant principals have been doing “pop-in” observations and 
have given her lots of positive feedback and even left her a nice card on her desk 
describing a part of her lesson they found to be really good.  Elise is concerned that she is 
not getting any negative feedback or being told ways she should improve, and she hopes 
that as the year progresses, she will get more specific feedback.   
 Throughout the first semester of interviews and email correspondence with Elise, 
never once did she say a negative comment about her colleagues or administrators, and 
she consistently says over and over again how much she enjoys working at Rivers Middle 
School.  Elise can teach the way she believes is the best way to teach and feels that she is 
a valued member of the school.  Elise says: “I think it was probably like one of the best 
choices I could have made was to go to this school.”    
Reflecting on her First Semester of Teaching 
 Elise has worked diligently in her first semester of teaching to meet her teaching 
goals.  She has formed relationships with her students, established a safe and positive 
learning environment, and implements hands-on lessons that her students find fun and 
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engaging despite teaching during a pandemic where regulations make this extremely 
difficult to do.  She continues to provide instruction in which students are able to use 
science process skills, and she has worked to make direct instruction more meaningful 
and relevant to students’ lives.  With supportive co-workers and dedication, Elise 
believes that she has been successful as a first-year teacher.  She admits that “dedication 
is a key trait for all science teachers as it takes a lot of preparation to develop intentional, 
interesting and effective lessons/labs to their students,” and Elise has shown this 
dedication throughout the first semester.  She arrives to school an hour and a half early to 
begin planning and stays after school often until 7 or 8 o’clock preparing.  When I asked 
Elise if she felt overworked or burned out, Elise explained that she does not feel burned 
out, but feels like she lives the same day repeatedly in terms of just working and going 
home and starting again the next day.  Elise explains that she needs to find a “happy 
medium” in her work and home life.  She explains: “I always feel like there’s something I 
could always be doing more of.”  Although Elise occasionally fantasizes about a “nine to 
five job and just being done with the work at five,” she says the job “doesn’t feel like a 
lot” at this point in her life since she does not have a family to go home to.  She also 
recognizes that with most other professions, “you don’t get paid to play frisbee all day on 
Friday!” When I asked Elise how she felt about her first semester overall, she smiles 
when she says: 
Honestly, I think it was pretty awesome.  Like, I REALLY, REALLY, like it.  I 
mean, just thinking back on this semester…First of all, it felt like I’ve been 
teaching for like 30 years!  I can’t even tell you…like the fact that I’ve been 
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teaching in total for four months blows my mind because I don’t even know who I 
was anymore before I was a teacher! (Interview 7, January 2021) 
Summary 
This chapter presented Elise’s identity story as it developed and changed 
throughout a yearlong clinical placement and into her first semester of teaching.  The 
content and structure of Elise’s identity were described and how her identity was 
influenced by her experiences learning to teach in the context of her clinical placement.  
Some experiences challenged her identity components while other experiences 
strengthened them.  Elise’s identity at the end of her residency experience became her 
incoming teaching identity at Rivers Middle School, and her teaching practice reflected 
actions that resulted from her beliefs, goals, self-perceptions, and action possibilities.  As 
she works as a professional science teacher, Elise’s identity continues to shift and 
experience dynamic changes where identity components became more salient in the 
context of teaching while others became less so.  This chapter’s purpose was to describe a 
thick, rich description of Elise’s identity story and the dynamic, iterative changes that 
occurred while learning to teach. In the next chapter, I will synthesize and discuss the 
findings of this case study report in light of the study’s research questions, literature 









 Teacher attrition is a concern in the United States.  Ninety percent of the national 
annual demand for teachers is the result of teachers leaving the profession with two-thirds 
leaving for reasons other than retirement (Carver-Thomas & Darling-Hammond, 2017).  
Science teachers have a higher turnover rate than almost any other area (Carver-Thomas 
& Darling Hammond, 2017), and 18% of science teachers leave the profession after the 
first year of teaching (Ingersoll & Merrill, 2014).   
 Recently, there has been increased attention given to understanding the 
development of a teacher’s identity during teacher preparation and into the first years of 
teaching (Schutz et al., 2018).  Forming a strong teaching identity is vital for new 
teachers because a professional teaching identity impacts how one will teach (Beijaard et 
al., 2004), motivation and commitment to teach (Hong et al., 2018), and can sustain 
teachers’ interest in teaching (Izadinia, 2018).  In contrast, a poorly developed identity 
can lead to emotional burnout, lower quality teaching, and dropping out of the teaching 
profession (Hong, 2010).    
 With the concerns of teacher attrition in mind, there is need for more research into 
how teacher preparation programs can support the development of a strong teaching 
identity (Clandinin et al., 2013).  Additionally, there are limited studies that combine 
science preservice education and the induction years of teaching to explore how identity 
development influences transition between the two (Luft, 2007; 2015).  The transition 
from preservice to in-service science teacher is challenging and exploring this time in a 
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science teacher’s life is an essential area of research for science teacher attrition and 
retention (Loughman, 2014; Luft, 2007).  This study aims to develop a greater 
understanding of learning to teach science in the final year of a teacher preparation 
program and into the first year as a professional science teacher through the lens of 
teacher identity development.   
 The purpose of this qualitative, holistic, single case study was to explore one pre-
service science teacher’s identity (Elise) as she participates in a yearlong clinical 
placement and to gain an understanding of the how the context of her clinical placement 
influences her science teacher identity development.  Moreover, this study sought to 
explore how Elise’s incoming teacher identity influenced her teaching practice in her first 
semester working as a professional teacher and to determine how her identity continues 
to shift and re-shift in the context of her first professional teaching experience.     
This study was conceived as a means to address the following research questions: 
 1.  How does one pre-service science teacher’s identity content and structure  
 change or persist throughout a yearlong clinical residency placement? 
 2.  How does the clinical placement context trigger changes in her science  
 teacher identity or reaffirm and support her identity? 
 3.  How does her incoming science teacher identity influence her teaching  
 practice in the first semester of professional teaching? 
 4.  How does her science teacher identity content and structure change or persist  
 within the context of her first semester as a professional teacher? 
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In this chapter, an analysis and synthesis of the findings is presented, organized 
by the research questions.  A discussion of the findings will answer the research 
questions by presenting the case study report’s central themes that emerged and an 
examination of relevant literature that responds with, contradicts, and deepens 
interpretation of the results. The chapter will conclude with a discussion of the study’s 
limitations. 
Research Questions Answered 
Research Question 1: How does one preservice science teacher’s identity content 
and structure change or persist throughout a yearlong clinical residency placement?  
 Interviews, reflections, teaching observations, lesson plans, and email 
correspondence were coded to determine Elise’s teaching identity content and structure 
using the DSMRI framework before, during, and after the yearlong clinical experience. 
Major themes related to identity content components (i.e., self-perceptions, beliefs, 
purposes and goals, action possibilities) that persisted, and those components that 
changed are summarized and discussed.  Additionally, themes that emerged from the case 
study report regarding Elise’s identity structure changes and the interplay between 
identity components are outlined and discussed.   
Teaching Self-Perceptions and Self-Definitions 
 Teaching self-perceptions and self-definitions concern Elise’s self-defined 
characteristics relevant to her science teaching role (Garner & Kaplan, 2019). Self-
perceptions and self-definitions include elements of self-efficacy, values, interest, and 
personalities (Garner & Kaplan, 2019).  Changes occurred in Elise’s identity content 
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within her self-perception identity component throughout her yearlong residency clinical 
placement. Table 5 summarizes the major self-perceptions that emerged before, during, 





















Table 5  
Dominant Self-Perceptions Identified Throughout the Yearlong Clinical Placement 
Self-
Perceptions  
 Time in Yearlong Clinical Placement 
 Pre-Yearlong Placement Mid-Yearlong Placement Post-Yearlong Placement 
Teaching Self-
Efficacy 
TSES Score:  139 
Lacks confidence she can 
lead the classroom by 
herself; Does not have a 
good understanding of 
the physical science 
content 
TSES Score: 96 
Feels she is ineffective at 
classroom management; 
She can plan lessons that 
students enjoy; Feels 
good about the lessons 
she plans but feels she 
has trouble implementing 
them effectively 
TSES Score:  125 
Feels more confident in 
classroom management 
but still nervous about 
running her own 
classroom; Feels 





Herself as a 
Teacher 
Doesn’t feel like a “real” 
teacher yet; “Work in 
progress”  
 
Feels that students see 
her as a student teacher 
and not a co-teacher; 
“Massive pushover;” 
Teaching may not be 
something she is capable 
of because she is unable 
to manage the classroom 
 
Proud of how much she 
has grown as a teacher; 
feels like “I can do it;” 
This year was a “trial 
run,” and she will be 








Passionate about science; 
Perfectionist; Dedicated; 
Strong work ethic  
AND 
Through hard work and 
enough preparation, she 




Passionate about science; 
Perfectionist; Dedicated; 
Strong work ethic  
AND 
Disappointed in herself 
as a teacher; Feels she 
should be much better at 
this point in her teaching 
career; No matter how 
hard she tries, she does 
not improve; Teaching 
takes a natural ability 
that she does not possess 
Passionate about science; 
Perfectionist; Dedicated; 
Strong work ethic 
AND 
As a teacher, she must be 
a lifelong learner and 
focus on growth and 
continue to improve; 
Believes she can improve 
if she seeks out helpful 
resources; Through self-
reflection believes her 
perfectionism and caring 
too much about 
everything has made 
learning to teach more 
difficult; She sees herself 














Pre-Yearlong Placement Mid-Yearlong Placement Post-Yearlong Placement 
Excited to grow as a 
teacher; plans to focus on 
growth 
“Unfulfilled as a 
teacher;” Questions if 
she still wants to become 
a teacher; Does not feel 
good about herself as a 
teacher 
Excited to grow as a 
teacher; plans to focus on 
growth  
AND 
Excited about “her 
journey as an educator;” 
“Loves teaching” 
because of the students; 
Excited to be employed 
as a middle school 
science teacher for the 
upcoming year 
Note: TSES= Teaching Sense of Self-Efficacy Survey 
The major themes from Elise’s self-perceptions component of her identity include 
teaching self-efficacy, perceptions of herself as a teacher, personal values and 
dispositions related to teaching, and her career satisfaction and outlook.  Change or 
persistence in elements within these categories is described next. 
Teaching self-efficacy. The results of this study found the most significant 
change in self-perceptions was in Elise’s self-efficacy.  Elise began her residency 
placement feeling somewhat confident about herself as a teacher, although she did have 
some concerns about her ability to lead the classroom by herself and felt her content 
knowledge in physical science was weak.  Still, Elise’s overall teaching self-efficacy 
score was 139. As Elise gained experience in the classroom and became immersed in the 
realities of teaching, her self-efficacy dropped.  Elise’s difficulty managing students 
affected her ability to successfully implement many of the instructional strategies she was 
taught by her university methods courses and was eager to do.  Additionally, she realized 
that her students were not the type of students she had imagined them to be.  Elise was 
surprised to find that her students were apathetic about learning science and learning in 
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general or were motivated to learn only by grades.  She discovered that her students were 
not engaged when she taught, which became more problematic when she was not 
authoritative and enforced rules her mentor teacher agreed were necessary. 
It is not uncommon for preservice teachers to lack confidence in the early stages 
of their practicum experience. They often express concerns about knowing their subject, 
not knowing how to control the classroom, and not knowing how to implement strategies 
they have learned (Izadinia, 2016).  Elise’s declining self-efficacy after gaining 
experience through teaching practice is not unusual, and this is corroborated by other 
research findings.  Self-efficacy beliefs are often higher for preservice teachers at the 
beginning of their teacher education program because they underestimate the 
complexities of teaching until they are faced with the realities of the classroom (Gaudelli 
& Ousley, 2009; Pendergrast et al., 2011).  Additionally, it is not unusual for a beginning 
teacher’s concerns to be focused on classroom management (Anspal et al., 2012; Hong, 
2010), and Elise was typical in this regard with her concerns.   
Despite feeling more efficacious overall with her teaching practice at the end of 
her residency placement, Elise was still concerned that she will not be able to manage a 
classroom on her own effectively.  Research indicates that negative experiences during 
student teaching draw more attention and create more anxiety than other experiences and 
often overshadow other positive experiences (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012).  Because 
Elise’s negative experiences with classroom management were “more in focus and better 
memorised,” this prevented her overall self-efficacy score from returning to the higher 
score she had at the start of her residency placement (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012, p. 430).   
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 Personal values and dispositions related to teaching. Elise describes herself as 
a perfectionist, and she is dedicated to being the best science teacher possible throughout 
her residency placement.  Her strong work ethic was evident as she continued to spend 
hours before and after school planning lessons, grading student work, and preparing her 
students' activities.  Despite being exhausted during her first takeover due to how hard 
she was working, she went into her second takeover with the same work ethic and 
dedication.  Because she cares so much about teaching science and is very passionate 
about the science subject, she wants to be good at teaching.  Her desire to be an effective 
science teacher endured throughout the residency experience, and she did not give up her 
aspiration to be the ideal teacher she had imagined despite the negative emotions and 
tensions that she faced during her placement.   
 One of Elise's significant tensions, which is similar to other preservice teachers, 
was the tension between conceptions of the self and professional role expectations 
(Anspal et al., 2019).  Throughout her residency experience, Elise’s perfectionism led her 
to continually focus on her flaws and the things she was doing incorrectly or needed to 
improve, and she engaged continuously in negative self-reflection about her teaching 
practice.  Consequently, Elise became very self-critical for most of her residency 
experience, and she became focused on her performance and how it was lacking.  Elise 
could not live up to her perceived teacher role expectations, which often affected her 
perception of herself as a teacher. 
 Because Elise is dedicated to becoming a science teacher, she often engaged in 
self-reflection on how she could improve.  Despite feeling at times that teaching was not 
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something she was capable of doing, she focused on how she could grow.  She believes 
that growth is possible if she finds resources to help her, and her commitment to teaching 
drives her desire to continue learning.  Through self-reflection, Elise also recognized that 
some of her dispositions (perfectionism and caring too much) led to some of her 
difficulties.  By acknowledging that becoming a teacher will take more time than she 
initially thought, she begins to focus on how much she has grown during her residency 
year and looks forward to continually growing.  Other research indicates that when 
student teachers engage in reflection, they become more aware of their emotions and 
strategies to be able to cope with challenges (Anspal et al., 2012).   
 Perceptions of herself as a teacher.  Midway through her residency placement, 
Elise felt like a student-teacher and not like a real teacher, mostly because she had 
difficulties managing the classroom and becoming the authoritative figure her mentor 
teacher was.  She also believed that she was not capable of teaching when she was faced 
with the realities of being in the classroom.  Teaching was not as she had imagined, and 
she was not the teacher she wanted to be, which led to many negative emotions for Elise.  
Elise believed that through hard work and dedication, she would be the teacher she 
imagined.   Elise, like the novice teachers in Wall’s (2018) study, realized that no matter 
how hard she works, she “falls short of the idealistic conceptions she once held 
concerning what teachers can and should accomplish” (p. 41).  
 As she continued in her residency placement, however, Elise began to improve in 
many areas of teaching and achieved success in areas of her teaching.  Elise’s perceptions 
of herself as a teacher moved from idealism, to reality, and then to consolidation (Anspal 
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et al., 2012).  At first, Elise believed that she would be “some kind of teacher prodigy” 
and would be exceptional at teaching right off the bat; however, in the reality of teaching, 
she realized that she had many things to learn and was not the teacher she thought she 
would be.  Elise’s idealism concerning her ability to be a “perfect” teacher diminished as 
she spent time in her placement. Through consolidation she accepted that she still has 
areas where she needs to improve but also was able to appreciate how much she has 
grown (Anspal, 2012). 
Career Satisfaction and Outlook.  When Elise’s self-perceptions were lowest at 
the mid-point of her yearlong clinical placement, she questioned whether she wanted to 
become a teacher.  Although she previously thought that she could be an effective teacher 
through hard work and preparation, she found that this was not accurate many times 
when she spent hours planning lessons that did not go as she had hoped.   
Elise begins to perceive herself as having a lack of natural ability she believed 
was necessary to become a good teacher.  Other studies have found similar findings.  
Hong (2012) found that teachers who left the profession experienced diminished self-
efficacy beliefs and attributed their lack of ability to handle classroom management to 
their own personality characteristics.  Similarly, Elise believed that she was not 
authoritative enough and could not command a classroom because it did not fit with her 
personality.  Consequently, Elise began to question her commitment to the teaching 
profession midway through her residency year.  Elise’s low self-efficacy beliefs 
contributed to her uncertainty about going into the teaching profession, and other 
research corroborates these findings (Chestnut & Burley, 2015; Hong, 2012). Self-
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efficacy is associated with declining career optimism about the teaching profession 
(Chestnut & Burley 2015). Similarly, Elise began to think teaching was not for her when 
her confidence in teaching was at its lowest.  Negative emotions tend to be a contributing 
factor when teachers call into question themselves as teachers (Nichols et al., 2017). Elise 
experienced many negative emotions when she could not manage student misbehavior 
and when she was not able to teach the way she imagined. 
Elise’s negative emotions were the result of her feeling like a failure in several 
aspects of her teaching; however, she was able to learn from her mistakes.  Because Elise 
spent an entire year in her residency placement, she was able to have many opportunities 
to learn from her mistakes, which is similar to other research in yearlong residency 
programs (Marshall et al., 2020).  Additionally, Elise was able to enjoy many more 
successes with teaching as she spent more time in her placement.  When she encountered 
successes with teaching, such as when students enjoyed an activity she planned, she 
attributed this to her ability to plan engaging lessons. Consequently, the longer residency 
placement afforded her more opportunities for positive emotions related to teaching, 
which helped her to improve her outlook on her future as a teacher. 
Similar to other research studies, Elise did begin to attribute some of her 
difficulties teaching to the students she was teaching, which is considered external 
agency attributions (Nichols et al., 2017). External agency attributions occur when 
teachers believe challenging episodes are due to reasons that are not under their personal 
control.  For example, Elise believed that the age of her students made it difficult to 
control the classroom because they were too close to her own age.  Additionally, she 
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believed that by the time students get to high school, they are apathetic about learning 
science.  External agency attributions often result in teachers feeling frustrated and 
helpless since those things are out of their control (Nichols et al., 2017), and Elise often 
felt those same negative emotions at times during her residency experience.  
Consequently, at the end of her residency placement, Elise decided that she would teach 
younger middle-school students who she believed would not be as apathetic or difficult to 
manage.  Elise began to feel hopeful about teaching again and was excited about the 
possibility teaching a new age group of students would bring.  
Beliefs 
 Elise’s identity content's belief component refers to the knowledge that she holds 
as true about teaching that she constructed from her personal, formal, informal and 
vicarious experiences (Kaplan & Garner, 2018).  Beliefs include the knowledge, 
assumptions, and beliefs regarding how students learn science best and the instructional 
strategies that are most effective in specific contexts (Kaplan & Garner, 2018). Elise’s 
central beliefs that were present before, during, and after her yearlong residency 










Dominant Beliefs Identified Throughout the Yearlong Clinical Placement 
 
Beliefs   Time in Yearlong Clinical Placement 







Try to incorporate guided 
inquiry but challenging to 
do with younger students 
and with physical science 
content; Teacher should 
be facilitator; Students 
should be constructors of 
their own knowledge 
AND 
 Student-centered teaching 
practices 75% of time 
with traditional practices 
25% of time; should only 
use direct instruction 
(lecturing) a minimal 
amount of time  
 
 
Try to incorporate guided 
inquiry but challenging to 
do with younger students 
and with physical science 
content; Teacher should 
be facilitator; Students 
should be constructors of 
their own knowledge 
AND 
A class consisting of 
mostly direct instruction is 
necessary at times; 
Students need time for 
independent practice to 
work on practice problems 
 
Try to incorporate guided 
inquiry but challenging to 
do with younger students 
and with physical science 
content; Teacher should 
be facilitator; Students 
should be constructors of 
their own knowledge 
AND 
Students need 
opportunities to ask 
questions and test them in 
science; Students need to 
understand the nature of 
science  
 
What Should be 
Taught 
 
Focus on teaching content; 
Students need to be able to 
solve chemistry and 
physics calculations 
 
Focus on teaching content; 
Students need to be able to 
solve chemistry and 
physics calculations  
 
Science is a body of 
knowledge and a process; 
Need to teach the content 
but also need to teach 
science process skills 
(critical thinking, 
problem-solving); Need to 
teach skills to help 









Hands-on instruction is 
best for science learning; 
Students need to see the 
relevance of what they are 
learning to the real world; 




Hands-on instruction is 
best for science learning; 
Students need to see the 
relevance of what they are 






Students need to know the 
relevance of what they are 
learning to the real world; 
Need opportunities for 
collaborative learning 
AND 
Hands-on instruction is 
necessary for science 
learning, but it is essential 
to differentiate instruction 
more and use multiple 
strategies to change 
students’ thinking; Have 
students make models and 
draw out their ideas 
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Beliefs  Time in Yearlong Clinical Placement 





A positive learning 
environment where 
students feel safe and 
comfortable is necessary 
for science learning; 
forming relationships is an 
essential part of good 
teaching; students should 
have fun learning science 
 
A positive learning 
environment where 
students feel safe and 
comfortable is necessary 
for science learning; 
forming relationships is an 
essential part of good 
teaching; students should 
have fun learning science 
 
A positive learning 
environment where 
students feel safe and 
comfortable is necessary 
for science learning; 
forming relationships is an 
essential part of good 
teaching; students should 
have fun learning science 
 
 
The major themes from Elise’s beliefs component of her identity include general 
beliefs about science teaching and learning, what should be taught in the science 
classroom, science instructional strategies that are most effective, and classroom 
environment beliefs.  Change or persistence in elements within these categories is 
described next. 
General beliefs about science teaching and learning.  Elise entered the 
residency placement with beliefs about students and her role as a teacher (Hong, 2010) 
that she acquired from her experiences learning science and what she was taught in her 
university methods classes.  At the beginning of the yearlong placement, Elise’s 
expressed reformed-based science teaching beliefs.  She believed that science teaching 
and learning should be student-centered, where students have opportunities to be 
constructors of their own knowledge as the teacher facilitates learning. These beliefs 
were consistent with what she learned in her science methods course.   Elise recognized 
that some teacher-centered instruction, such as direct instruction, was necessary, but 
predominantly, her beliefs centered around reformed-minded science teaching principles. 
During her residency year, Elise began to place more value on using direct instruction, 
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although she continued to find value in student-centered instruction.  Elise fluctuated at 
times between her student-centered teaching beliefs while at other times, she seemed 
uncertain and questioned whether teacher-centered science teaching and learning was 
better for the students she was teaching.   
After her first takeover, Elise was exhausted from planning and felt disheartened 
and was left feeling ineffective as a teacher.  The dissonance between what she expected 
science teaching to be like and how it actually was resulted in Elise teaching the way her 
mentor teacher wanted, a similar finding in a previous study (Carnipe, 2020).  The results 
from Carnipe (2020) found that preservice teachers often prioritized their mentor 
teacher’s identity at times while prioritizing their own identity at other times.  Elise 
seemed to take on her mentor teacher's beliefs when co-teaching, but when she had 
complete control over instruction as during her takeover, she persisted in her own identity 
beliefs. Elise’s mentor teacher emphasized teaching with direct instruction to stay on 
schedule because it is more challenging to teach all the curriculum content if class time is 
spent with open-ended investigations.  Elise began to believe that direct instruction is 
necessary at times; still, she maintained her beliefs in student-centered instruction at the 
end of her residency placement, which aligns with the coursework taught by her methods 
instructors.  Research suggests that methods courses do have an effect on preservice 
teacher’s beliefs about student-centered teaching (Bulder, 2017), and Elise’s beliefs in 
this are consistent throughout her residency placement despite the dissonance she 
encountered between her identity beliefs about science teaching and her mentor teacher’s 
identity beliefs.   
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Beliefs regarding what should be taught in the science classroom.  Elise’s 
beliefs remain unchanged in many areas; however, she does show change in her beliefs 
regarding what she believes should be the focus of what is taught in the science 
classroom.  Regarding what she believes should be taught, Elise changes from her firm 
belief that learning science content should be the focus of science teaching to thinking 
that learning science process skills is equally important.  Elise begins to question her 
original premise of the importance of the content she is teaching if it does not help 
students make informed decisions, such as determining fact from fiction when presented 
with information in social media.  Elise began to incorporate new nature of science 
beliefs that teaching science process skills, such as communicating science ideas and 
engaging in scientific arguments to make decisions, are also essential components of the 
science curriculum that need to be taught.    
Elise’s strong emerging beliefs in teaching the nature of science become more 
salient at the end of the residency placement due to the pandemic that is happening 
throughout the world.  Elise believes that it is her duty to teach students the science skills 
necessary to make informed decisions in society, such as deciding to wear a mask.  Her 
focus on science as a process and conceptual change is indicative of more informed 
science beliefs (Kind, 2016). Preservice science teachers generally hold mainly naïve and 
partially informed beliefs about science, even those who have significant science 
experiences (Kind, 2016); however, findings from this study seem to contradict this with 
Elise.   
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Elise also incorporates beliefs that science teaching also includes teaching her 
students how to become better people.  She believes that it is her role as a science teacher 
to teach students how to work with others, show respect, and these beliefs have emerged 
directly from her experiences working with students in her placement.  Coming into her 
yearlong placement, Elise did not express ideas that she should be responsible for 
developing her students as people; however, she began working with students and saw 
what she believed were areas of shortcomings and weaknesses. Consequently, she begins 
to incorporate these beliefs into her teaching identity. 
Beliefs about the most effective science instructional strategies.  Elise’s beliefs 
regarding the type of instructional strategies that are most effective became more 
sophisticated and developed and incorporated additional ideas.  Elise continued to believe 
that hands-on instruction is essential in science teaching after finding that students “had a 
blast” and had fun whenever she implemented these types of activities.  The positive 
emotions she feels when implementing hands-on instruction reinforce her beliefs, and it 
is often during field experiences that preservice teachers’ beliefs are reinforced or 
challenged (Hancock & Gallard, 2004).  Reactions from students where they are engaged 
in learning and exhibit enjoyment are influential in shaping the kinds of learning 
experiences preservice teachers plan (Nickel & Zimmer, 2019).  “A perceived application 
of teaching methodologies produced deeply positive experiences” (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 
2010), and these positive emotions reaffirm beliefs about instructional strategies and their 
effectiveness. 
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Although Elise’s beliefs about the necessity of using hands-instruction persists, 
she also began to incorporate new beliefs about instructional strategies into her teaching 
identity.  For example, Elise realizes at the end of her residency placement that she needs 
to incorporate a variety of instructional strategies, such as modeling, in addition to hands-
on instruction.  Differentiating instruction becomes more salient in her beliefs as she 
gains more experience teaching. She realizes that using a variety of activities that allow 
her to see students’ thinking and assess their understanding is vital in science teaching.  
 Moreover, after completing a conceptual change assignment in her capstone 
secondary science course, Elise indicates that she now realizes how difficult it is to 
change students’ thinking to correct understandings in science.  The assignment in her 
methods courses reaffirms what she has found in the reality of classroom teaching.  
Through her experiences teaching science and the information taught in her methods 
courses, Elise’s beliefs become more developed and sophisticated throughout her 
residency placement regarding science instructional strategies.  
Beliefs about the classroom environment. As depicted in Table 6, Elise’s 
beliefs regarding the type of classroom environment necessary for optimal student 
learning persisted throughout her yearlong experience.  She maintained firm beliefs that 
creating a positive classroom learning environment where students feel safe and 
comfortable is essential for students to learn.  She also continued to believe that forming 
relationships with her students is of utmost importance and that students should have fun 
learning science.  Elise approached her residency placement with firm beliefs in place 
about the classroom environment, which were consistent with her experiences learning 
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science and the environment that her teachers established in the past.  Elise’s positive 
experience learning science influenced the belief component of her teacher identity 
formation (Flores and Day, 2006). 
Elise’s beliefs about the classroom environment showed no change at all 
throughout her residency placement.  Similar to other research findings (Coward et al., 
2015), Elise began the year with beliefs about how she should be as a teacher in regard to 
caring for students and having good interpersonal relationships with them, and these 
beliefs never wavered despite negative or positive experiences she had in her placement.   
In summary, Elise’s beliefs related to science teaching and learning, science 
instructional strategies, and the classroom environment did not change except when they 
became more sophisticated and developed.  Nickel & Zimmer (2019) also found that 
teacher candidates in their study demonstrated little change in their core ideas after their 
student teaching experience. Still, they better understood how to achieve the ideas they 
have.  Elise was similar in this regard, as evidenced by her more sophisticated beliefs that 
student-centered instruction involved students having opportunities to ask questions and 
participate in investigations that provided them with a better understanding of the nature 
of science.  The only modification in Elise’s beliefs occurred in what she believed should 
be taught in the science classroom.  She changed her beliefs in the value she placed on 
teaching science content and placed more usefulness in teaching science process skills 
and teaching students to become better people. 
Purpose and Goals 
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 Elise's identity's purpose and goals component refers to her specific goals and 
objectives in teaching, which may include intrinsic, extrinsic, mastery, and performance 
goals (Garner & Kaplan, 2019). Table 7 represents the major themes that emerged from 
























 Time in Yearlong Clinical Placement 






Improve society through 
science learning 
Improve society through 
science learning 
Improve society through 
science learning 
AND 
Students can make 
informed decisions when 
presented with 
information in the media; 
Students will see 
themselves as scientists; 
Promote students’ 




Teach with hands-on 
instruction; Students will 
see what they are learning 
as relevant 
AND 
Focused on teaching 
science content; Engage 
students in scientific 
inquiry; Allow for 





Teach with hands-on 
instruction; Students will 
see what they are learning 
as relevant 
AND 
Give clearer instructions 
when teaching; Focus on 
teaching content and 
helping students solve 
mathematical science 
problems 
Teach with hands-on 
instruction; Students will 




inquiry; Focus equally on 
teaching content and 
teaching science as a 
process; Teach critical 
thinking skills; Teach 
students to develop 
character (values of 











Create a positive learning 
environment; Build 
relationships with 




Be more consistent at 
enforcing rules and 
procedures; be the person 
who determines the 
atmosphere of the 
classroom; earn respect 
 
Create a positive learning 
environment; Build 
relationships with 




Students feel safe in her 
classroom; Students feel 
connected to their 
classmates; students 
respect each other; feels 
students feel the teacher 
cares for them 
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Time in Yearlong Clinical Placement 





Students have fun 
learning science  
AND 
Students are passionate 
about science; Obtain 
skillsets of scientists 
Students have fun 
learning science 
AND 
Students become less 
apathetic about learning 
science; Students begin to 
care about learning in 
general 
Students have fun 
learning science  
AND 
Develop a growth 
mindset; Obtain the 
skillsets of scientists; 
Recognize themselves as 
scientists; Students learn 
how to work together, 
Show respect to each 
other  
 
The major themes from Elise’s purpose and goals component of her identity 
include her purpose for teaching science, science teaching goals, classroom environment 
goals, and goals for students.  Change or persistence in elements within these categories 
are described next.   
Purpose for teaching science.  Elise’s purpose for teaching science remained 
consistent through her residency experience: to improve society through science learning.  
Elise believed that if students had a better understanding of the world around them, such 
as plants undergoing photosynthesis, students will appreciate the scientific complexities 
involved and would want to protect those things.   Elise’s purpose did become further 
developed as she progressed through her placement.  She incorporated more specific 
purposes for teaching science over time.  For example, she believed that through science 
teaching, students will be able to make informed decisions, see themselves as scientists, 
and become curious about the world around them.  The more specific purposes will serve 
to improve society, her persistent purpose for teaching science. 
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Science teaching goals.  Change in her purpose and goals were most evident in 
Elise’s instructional goals.  At the beginning of her clinical placement, Elise’s instruction 
goals include teaching the science content, which is the main focus of the lessons she 
plans.  As she gains more experience teaching science, Elise begins to change her goal to 
include teaching students science content and science process skills, including critical 
thinking, problem-solving, asking questions, and investigating.  Elise also wants to 
include character skills during instruction to help develop students as people.  Before her 
residency experience, Elise focused entirely on teaching science, but she includes 
teaching students to become better people at the end of her placement.  Developing 
students into better people and teaching science process skills are all instructional goals 
aligned with her central purpose of teaching science- to improve society.   
Classroom environment goals.  Elise also continued in her goals to create a 
positive, safe classroom learning environment where students enjoy learning through 
teaching with hands-on instruction. Still, these also show greater specificity throughout 
the year.  At the end of the residency placement, she includes goals that students should 
feel connected to their classmates, respect each other, and know that she cares for them as 
people.  During her residency placement, she also incorporated more specific classroom 
management goals, such as being more consistent in enforcing rules and procedures.  
New specific goals were integrated into Elise’s existing goals when faced with the 
classroom’s realities because she finds that managing a classroom is difficult for her.   
Goals for students. Change in her purpose and goals is also evident in her goals 
for students, which aligns with her instructional purpose and goals.  She wants her 
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students to obtain the skillsets of scientists and recognize themselves as scientists, which 
is congruent with her instructional goals to teach science process skills.  She also wants 
students to learn how to work together, show respect, and develop a growth mindset, all 
goals for students aligned with her instructional goals.  Lamote and Engels (2010) also 
found that preservice teachers attached more importance to an instructional approach that 
encouraged students to problem-solve and cooperate after workplace experience.   
Changing student goals is also evident when Elise changes from hoping to get her 
students passionate about science to hoping she can simply get them to be less apathetic 
about science learning and learning in general.  Elise changes her goal when she gains 
experience working with students and realizes the students are not like what she 
imagined.  Elise pictured her students as being similar to herself as a student, which 
included an intrinsically motivated student passionate about learning.  Consequently, 
Elise makes a new goal for her students to develop a growth mindset, which encourages 
an intrinsic motivation to learn. 
Perceived Action Possibilities 
 Elise's identity content's perceived action possibilities component refers to her 
intentions and perceptions regarding what she can and cannot do (Garner & Kaplan, 
2019).  Action possibilities include actions Elise perceives as being available or 
unavailable in pursuit of her teaching goals in light of reality and how she sees herself in 
that reality (Vedder-Weiss et al., 2018).  Table 8 summarizes Elise’s action possibilities 
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Focus on instructional 
routines and general 
instructional strategies:  
bell ringer, direct 
instruction, group 
work, whole class 
discussion, exit tickets 
 
 
During Co-Teaching:  
Focus on covering the 
content and staying on 
schedule with long range 
plan; more teacher-centered 
instruction; forming 
relationships with students 
 
During Takeover:  Focus on 
instructional routines and 
classroom management; 
forming relationships with 
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Teach with mostly 
hands-on instruction 
and labs with 15 




Incorporate only one 
lab/investigation per unit; 
independent student work 
with time to solve practice 
problems; direct instruction 
for majority of class time; 
play review games before 
tests; try to incorporate a 
station activity if there is 




teach with mostly hands-on 
instruction and labs with 15 
minutes of direct instruction; 
use station activities, begin 
units with anchoring 
phenomenon, plan with 
backward design; play 
review games before test; 
collaborative group work 
assignments 
Teach with mostly hands-
on instruction and labs 
with 15 minutes of direct 
instruction; use modeling 
to draw out what students 
know; use problem-based 
and project-based 
learning; bring in current 
events about science; 
bring in real scientists as 
guest speakers; first day 
activities to get to know 
students; plan a 
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Open inquiry will be 
difficult to implement so 
will try for guided 
inquiry; will be difficult 
to teach the science 
content and incorporate 
science skills as well 
During Co-Teaching:  
Labs and inquiry 
investigations because 
there is not enough time 
after teaching the content 
 
During Takeover:  Labs, 
station activities, group 
work are difficult to 
manage effectively 
Open inquiry will be 
difficult to implement so 
will try for guided inquiry 
 
 In the beginning of her residency placement, Elise’s action possibilities were 
primarily manifested as a general description of how she plans to structure routines and 
instructional strategies in her classroom.  For example, she described beginning class 
with a bellringer while she walks around and talks to students about non-academic things, 
followed by direct instruction for 15 minutes, then a hands-on activity or lab, followed by 
a whole-class discussion, and ending with an exit ticket.  Elise also describes actions she 
believes will be difficult for her to do, such as the successful implementation of open 
inquiry instruction and teaching science skills while teaching all of the content that needs 
to be taught.   
 At the end of her residency placement, Elise’s action possibilities manifest as 
more specific descriptions of the instructional strategies she plans to implement and 
reasons why she will do these things.  Elise maintains action possibilities that students 
will engage in hands-on activities during a class period of instruction, but she also 
describes other “research-based strategies” like project and problem-based learning and 
developing and revising models where students will have a chance to “develop their 
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thinking and express themselves.”  Elise’s action possibilities also include clear 
intentions regarding her teaching practice.  She describes teaching actions that will help 
her “draw out what they know” to plan future instruction based on this.  She has action 
possibilities that she will plan lessons that are relevant to students by bringing in current 
events and students’ interests and having a real-life scientist speak about their work.  
Elise’s action possibilities manifest in descriptions of what she has been taught in her 
university methods courses and how she was able to teach during her yearlong placement 
during her takeover experience.   
 Another specific area of perceived action possibilities described by Elise at the 
end of her residency placement is her actions to get to know her students and form 
relationships with them.  Elise describes first-day activities that include ice breakers and 
interest surveys to help her get to know students.  She wants to use her knowledge of 
students to then plan a “meaningful and relevant curriculum.”  Elise’s action possibilities 
at the end of her placement depict a teacher who has specific ideas regarding the actions 
she is going to take in her classroom and the reasons she is going to take these actions.   
Summary of Change in Elise’s Identity Content During the Yearlong Placement 
 Throughout the yearlong placement, there was evidence of variation in Elise’s 
identity content.  Variation in identity content refers to the change or difference in the 
amount, kind, or complexity in Elise’s identity components and the change or difference 
in importance she places on the content (Garner & Kaplan, 2019).  In Gunersel et al. 
(2016) study on identity content change, they describe change in identity content as 
dramatic change, moderate change, no change, or reversed change.  To summarize the 
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change in Elise’s identity content throughout the residency placement, the categories 
created by Gunersel et al. (2016) are used to describe the overall changes in Elise’s self-
perceptions, beliefs, purpose and goals, and action possibilities.   
 Dramatic change describes elements of Elise’s identity components that were 
non-existent at the beginning of her residency placement but became highly elaborated by 
the end of her residency placement (Gunersel et al., 2016).  Moderate change describes 
elements of Elise’s identity content components that were already developed at the 
beginning of residency but were further elaborated and enhanced and became more 
sophisticated at the end of her residency placement (Gunersel, 2016).  No change is used 
to describe elements of Elise’s identity components that did not become more 
sophisticated or developed nor was information removed (Gundersel, 2016).  Reversed 
change describes when information was removed from elements in Elise’s identity 
components.  Table 9 provides a description of change in elements of Elise’s identity 
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As evidenced by the summary of changes in Elise’s identity components depicted 
in Table 9, each identity component resulted in some type of change throughout her 
residency experience.  It is in line with other studies’ results on change in teaching 
identity when researching student-teachers’ identity development throughout student 
teaching.  Change in teaching identity was found in the majority of student teachers in 
Coward et al. (2015) study.  Like Elise, student- teachers in their study demonstrated a 
greater sense of certainty in themselves as teachers and placed greater importance on 
certain dimensions of their identity.  For example, they placed a greater value on creating 
positive relationships with their students and on improving instructional quality (Coward 
et al., 2015).  Elise began to place a greater value on teaching science process skills in 
addition to science content and continued to place value on forming relationships with 
students.   
The Interplay between Content Components, Variation, and Structure 
 Elise’s identity system content cannot be reduced to any one component because 
the components are interrelated and interdependent; consequently, one must consider the 
interplay of the components together across the system (Kaplan & Garner, 2017).  The 
structure of Elise’s identity is the level of alignment (i.e., harmony or tension) between 
the system’s components (i.e., beliefs, self-perceptions, purpose and goals, and action 
possibilities) and the degree of integration between her central science teacher identity 
and other identities such as her student-teacher identity. 
 At the beginning of her residency placement, Elise’s science teacher identity can 
be described as tentative.  A tentative identity is used to describe mostly aligned identity 
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components, but some level of incongruency and tension among the components is 
present.  Elise’s identity consists of beliefs and purposes, and goals in harmony with each 
other and shows integration between her science student and science teacher identity.  
She believes that science teaching should be student-centered (beliefs) and that students 
should have fun learning science (goals), which reflects her experiences learning science 
and the methods encouraged by her university methods courses (integration).  She 
believes students need to see what they are learning as relevant (beliefs), which will 
allow them to improve society using science knowledge (goals). She believes that 
students learn best in a positive classroom learning environment (beliefs), and she has a 
goal to build relationships with her students (goals).   
Many of Elise’s identity components are aligned, but there is evidence that there 
is tension between some of the components, which is why Elise’s pre-residency identity 
is considered tentative.  Elise’s self-perception that she is not altogether a “real” science 
teacher influences her perceived action possibilities.  Because she lacks confidence in her 
ability to lead a classroom by herself (self-perceptions), her perceived action possibilities 
regarding the procedures she sets up in the classroom and rules she enforces are aligned 
with her mentor teacher’s action possibilities and not her own.  Because Elise has self-
perceptions that she is still a student-teacher and not yet a professional science teacher 
(self-perceptions), her actions are aligned with her mentor teacher and not her own 
(action possibilities), which leads to tension in her identity.  Elise’s beliefs and goals 
about establishing the classroom environment are misaligned with her action possibilities; 
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therefore, her science teacher identity at the beginning of her residency placement is 
described as tentative. 
During the residency placement, Elise’s tentative identity system shows more 
misalignment and can be described as discordant.  A discordant identity describes 
identity components that are predominantly misaligned, inharmonious, and incongruent.  
Faced with the realities of the classroom and the difficulties managing and engaging 
students, Elise’s lowered self-efficacy resulted in misalignment between her identity 
components.  Elise’s diminished self-confidence and perceptions of herself as a teacher 
became most salient than her other identity components, leading to change in her other 
identity components.  Elise began to follow her mentor teacher's lead and teach more in 
the way she taught instead of teaching with many hands-on activities the way she wanted.  
Elise was exhausted and burned out after her first takeover and was left with negative 
emotions about how she taught because she was focused on the classroom management 
aspects of her teaching.  As a result, Elise followed her mentor teacher's lead for several 
months after her first takeover and did not contribute as many of her own teaching ideas 
as she did before.  For example, Elise taught with much more direct instruction, and she 
believed that students did not enjoy learning this way.  When her students did not enjoy 
learning, she was not meeting her goals for science teaching, and it did not align with her 
beliefs that students learned best when they were engaged and having fun. Consequently, 
Elise’s identity components were misaligned, which resulted in stress, frustration, and a 
negative outlook on herself as a teacher.  A lack of a coherent role identity is a significant 
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barrier to a teacher’s motivation to teach (Kaplan & Garner, 2018), which was evident 
with Elise many times throughout her placement. 
 By the end of Elise’s residency placement, her identity components once again 
become more aligned, and her identity moved from discordant back to a more aligned 
and harmonious state.  She continued to believe that forming relationships with students 
is of utmost importance in effective teaching and that teaching with hands-on instruction 
is the best instructional strategy to implement when teaching science (beliefs).  Because 
she had an improved sense of certainty that she would continue to improve as a teacher 
(self-perceptions), she believed that she would be able to implement hands-on activities 
effectively and once again stated action possibilities of teaching with less direct 
instruction.  Her identity also included action possibilities that focused on forming 
relationships with her students, a persistent goal throughout her residency placement.  
She also added more beliefs that teaching science required more than just teaching 
content and she added goals for science teaching that students would learn the process 
skills of scientists, a goal that is in harmony with her new beliefs.  She began to place 
more importance on student understanding of the nature of science (goals), which became 
more salient when the pandemic occurred.  Elise believed that students would be able to 
make more informed decisions regarding the pandemic (purpose) if they had the skills of 
scientists (goals).   
 Change in Elise’s identity content and structure support research that agrees with 
identity shifting and re-shifting as it is negotiated through experience in different contexts 
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(Beijaard et al. 2004).  The contexts that triggered shifts and re-shifts in Elise’s identity 
will be discussed next when answering research question two. 
Research Question 2: How does the clinical placement context trigger changes in her 
science teacher identity or reaffirm and support her identity? 
 Previous research agrees that the context of one’s experience influences identity 
development (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2006; Coward et al., 2015; Flores & Day 2006).  
Teaching identities are shaped and reshaped within the context of their student teaching 
experiences (Smagorinsky et al., 2004), and exposure to specific contexts can have an 
influence on stabilizing and de-stabilizing teacher identity (Flores & Day, 2006).  
Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate factors within the context of Elise’s clinical 
placement that influenced changes in her identity development or reaffirmed her identity. 
 Several themes emerged regarding the specific context of Elise’s clinical 
placement that triggered changes in her teacher identity or reaffirmed and supported her 
identity: the mentor/mentee relationship, misalignment between personal and 
professional experiences, freedom to practice as a science teacher, and the length of time 
in her clinical placement. 
Mentor/Mentee Relationship  
  Elise approached the residency year hoping that her mentor teacher would support 
her in developing her teaching practice and would provide extensive, constructive 
feedback.  Going into her residency placement, Elise admitted that she takes criticism 
"very personally," but she believed that her more experienced mentor's feedback is 
crucial for her teacher development. Additionally, Elise valued self-reflection as a means 
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to improve her practice but believed reflecting with a trusted mentor would provide 
further insight.  Student teachers have clear ideas about what they want in a mentor 
(Davis & Fantozzi, 2016), which was clear in conversations with Elise going into her 
residency placement.   
 The mentoring approach that Elise's mentor teacher took throughout the yearlong 
placement was not aligned with Elise's expectations for her mentor.  Similar to other 
findings (Davis & Fantozzi, 2016), Elise wanted her mentor to act as an instructional 
coach and assist her in planning and revising lessons.  Elise hoped she would extensively 
engage in planning lessons with her mentor teacher and that they would be able to talk 
through all the logistics of each lesson daily during planning periods and after school 
hours if needed.  This rarely occurred.  Elise planned mostly in isolation and spent many 
hours after school and on the weekends working alone.  Once planned, Elise would share 
her teaching activities with Mrs. Paisley, who often changed the activities in a way that 
aligned with her teaching identity instead of Elise’s own identity, which was not 
beneficial to Elise.  She also discouraged her to not teach with so many hands-on 
activities and instead teach with more direct instruction.   
 Elise also felt that Mrs. Paisley spent little time reflecting with her on the lessons 
she taught.  She wanted to spend time deconstructing her lessons and discussing the 
positive and negative aspects of the lesson.  She wanted specific advice and support in 
dealing with the management problems she was facing and implementing the lessons she 
planned more successfully.  Like Elise, preservice teachers want their mentor teachers to 
have more time for them and give them more attention and support to deal with problems 
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(Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012).  Even students who are successful believe they need the 
mentor teacher to back them up with advice and assistance (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012). 
Elise's mentor teacher gave negative feedback more than positive feedback and did not 
engage Elise in "supportive conversations" that would have helped her (Davis and 
Fantozzi, 2016, p. 257).  Supportive conversations focus on supporting preservice 
teachers’ feelings about teaching rather than just focusing on development (Davis and 
Fantozzi, 2016, p. 257).   
 In Chen and Mensah's (2018) study, mentor teachers either empowered preservice 
teachers or discouraged them from participating fully as teachers and science teachers, 
which positively or negatively shifted their teaching identity.  Student teachers often took 
the positions the mentor teachers placed on them (Chen & Mensah, 2018), and this was 
similar to Elise's actions when she was finally able to plan with Mrs. Paisley.  Elise often 
scaled back what she wanted to do because of the time it would take to implement 
instructional strategies, such as investigations and experiments.  She worked under the 
constraints of Mrs. Paisley's time schedule for covering the content.  This contributed to 
Elise teaching in more teacher-centered, traditional ways than she wanted to teach.  It 
also went against how she was taught to teach by the university.  Like Elise, Rots et al., 
(2013) found the mentor’s teaching practices are often not aligned with the student 
teacher’s teaching beliefs. Teaching in ways that were in opposition to her science 
teaching beliefs contributed to Elise feeling frustrated with teaching and unfulfilled as a 
teacher.   
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 Mrs. Paisley took a situated learning approach" to mentoring where she was 
"directive and evaluative" and focused on the procedural aspects of teaching (Orland-
Barak & Wang, 2020, p.5).  With this approach, the mentor teacher is considered the 
expert and demonstrates their teaching practices to their mentee for them to emulate 
(Orland-Barak & Wang, 2020).  Elise, however, did not have the same teaching 
philosophy as Mrs. Paisley and struggled to emulate her teaching practice.   
 Mrs. Paisley wanted Elise to manage the classroom the way she did and to be as 
firm with students as she was.  Elise felt that Mrs. Paisley was meaner to the students 
than she believed was necessary.  She also thought that her personality did not allow her 
to discipline students the way Mrs. Paisley did.  Moreover, students often became 
distracted and talked to one another while Elise was teaching.  Mrs. Paisley would then 
step in during this time to address the student's behavior, which contributed to Elise not 
appearing to be an actual teacher.  Elise struggled to maintain a "compassionate, nice" 
teacher identity when she was expected to take on a "firm, authoritative" teacher identity.  
Research indicates that a quality mentor should support the preservice teacher in 
developing their teacher identity, which includes their own teaching style (Ellis et al., 
2020), and Mrs. Paisley failed do to do this in the area of managing a classroom. 
 Additionally, Mrs. Paisley "was not someone who easily gives praise.”  
Consequently, Elise experienced negative emotions related to the critical feedback she 
received from her mentor teacher.  The negative mentoring experience led to a decrease 
in Elise's confidence as a teacher, which has been shown to occur in other studies as well 
(Izadinia, 2015).  Timoštšuk & Ugaste (2012) found in their study that negative emotions 
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that student teachers experienced were often due to the teachers they worked with who 
provided "superficial criticism" (p. 428).  Mentoring teachers' criticism was a major 
source of disappointment for them even when the student teachers agreed that the 
feedback was warranted.  Moreover, their results indicated that mentor teachers often left 
out positive feedback and focused on negative feedback (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012), and 
this was typical of Mrs. Paisley's feedback to Elise.  Elise felt negative emotions about 
teaching due to the nature of Mrs. Paisley's feedback.  Consequently, she lost motivation 
to try new things because she was worried it would not end up working out if she was 
unable to manage the classroom the way Mrs. Paisley expected.  
 Research suggests that the most significant factors in a mentoring relationship are 
emotional support, an open, trusting relationship, and feedback (Izadinia, 2016). Elise did 
not believe that she received emotional support from her mentor teacher.  In fact, Elise's 
mentor teacher would become angry and frustrated with her if she became emotional and 
cried, which she often did after receiving critical, harsh feedback from her. Elise became 
uncomfortable sharing her emotions with her mentor teacher because she believed Mrs. 
Paisley's unemotional nature did not allow her to understand how Elise was feeling.   
This led to Elise not being open with her mentor teacher.   
 Power differences between preservice teachers and their mentor teachers can 
force preservice teachers to disguise their emotions and control them, which is a form of 
emotional labor that can have a "detrimental effect on identity development" (Yuan & 
Lee, 2016, p. 834). Consequently, Elise failed to communicate to Mrs. Paisley the 
support she needed, and Mrs. Paisley falsely believed that Elise did not need her support.  
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She often let Elise fully plan lessons without any input, support, or feedback because she 
was unaware of the support that Elise needed.   If mentor teachers provide ongoing 
emotional support, research suggests that preservice teachers' self-confidence will 
improve (Izadinia, 2018).  In contrast, Elise's self-confidence continually eroded for a 
greater portion of her residency experience, which negatively impacted her identity 
development. 
 A lack of emotional support, an open relationship, and positive feedback 
contributed to Elise's teaching identity changes. Overall, Elise did not have a positive 
mentoring experience, which research suggests produces more confident student-teachers 
Izadinia, 2015).  Student teachers also report that the impact of the mentoring relationship 
is significant to their identity development (Izadinia, 2015).  Interestingly, mentor 
teachers in Izadinia's (2015) study seemed to disagree that mentoring played the most 
significant role in teacher identity development.  They argued that the experience itself 
(i.e., being there and teaching) played a more substantial role in development (Izadinia, 
2015), and Mrs. Paisley seems to take this stance since she placed more importance on 
Elise gaining experience in the classroom than with being mentored. 
Misalignment of Personal and Professional Experiences 
  In her residency placement at Douglas High School, Elise realized just a few short 
weeks in that her students were different than she had imagined they would be.  Despite 
spending twice a week for a year in her previous practicum placement at the school, Elise 
was still surprised to find that students did not seem motivated to learn and seemed 
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apathetic about science.  She found students challenging to engage, which is a common 
experience for preservice teachers (Gaudelli & Ousley, 2009).   
 Elise's professional experiences with students did not align with her personal 
experiences being a science student.  As a student, Elise enjoyed learning and had a 
passion early on for science that she attributed to the science teachers who taught her.  
Elise and her friends were motivated to learn and were interested and engaged in their 
classes.  Elise entered her residency placement with certain beliefs about her students that 
were based on her own experiences as a student.  Most preservice teachers enter their 
student teaching placement with pre-existing beliefs about teaching and learning that are 
based on their personal experiences (Gallchóire et al.; Wall, 2016; Wall, 2018).  Other 
studies show that preservice teachers, like Elise, assume their students are like them 
(Wall et al., 2016) and envision themselves teaching as they were taught (Cook, 2009).   
 Elise experienced cognitive dissonance when the classroom's realities challenged 
her idealistic conceptions of teaching.  Cognitive dissonance is a conflict that occurs 
between opposing thoughts like the expectations she has with how students will be and 
the realities of how the students she teaches are (Pearce and Morrison, 2011).  Like other 
preservice teachers in Wall et al. (2016, 2018) studies, Elise experienced dissonance as 
she "wrestled with" what she thought teaching would be based on her experiences in 
school (Wall, 2016, p. 374).   
 The mismatch between Elise's experiences brought about tensions in identity 
development.  It was more difficult to engage students than she imagined, which brought 
about anxiety (Gauldelli & Ousley, 2009).  Elise became frustrated because no matter 
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how much effort she put into planning engaging lessons, she realizes she still could not 
change "apathy from the students.”  She realized it was harder to make a difference as a 
teacher than she imagined, similar to preservice teachers in Wall's (2018) study.  Like 
other preservice teachers in Wall's (2018) study, Elise was forced to "face their own 
human limitations as teachers," which resulted in "discouragement and diminished 
idealism" (Wall, 2018, p. 40). 
 Elise reinterprets what it means to be a teacher in light of her experiences, which 
is evidence of an identity shift (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2011).  Coming into her 
residency placement, Elise believed that with enough hard work, she could become a 
great science teacher, but she quickly begins to question if her work ethic will be enough.  
Elise experiences tension related to her conception of self and who she is in the 
professional role (Anspal et al., 2019).  Elise has always been victorious in her endeavors 
because of hard work and dedication, but in her professional role, Elise finds this is not 
true.  
 Preserve teachers' reflections in Gallchóire et al.'s (2018) study showed they 
experienced "identity unease" (p. 145) as a result of the dissonance they experienced 
between their expectations and their actual experiences.  Early on in her placement, Elise 
also shows "identity unease," where she begins to question who she is as a teacher and 
how to be a teacher.  Evidence of Elise's identity shift can be seen in her changing goals 
for her students compared to the beginning and middle of her residency.  Elise changes 
from her goals that students will become passionate about science to making a goal that 
students become less apathetic. Elise's changing goals result from the identity shift that 
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occurs when faced with the understanding that students are unlike who she is and who 
she imagined they would be. Her incoming identity included goals that students would be 
passionate about science, but she experienced an "identity emotional episode" when she 
realized her goals were not aligned with the reality of the students in her classroom 
(Nichols et al., 2017, p. 416).  She attributes students not being engaged in her science 
lessons to their apathy towards learning.  Consequently, she makes an "identity 
adjustment" where she has new goals that students will be less apathetic and care about 
learning in general (Nichols et al., 2017, p. 416).   
 Elise also experienced dissonance because the science teaching methods used by 
her mentor teacher in practice were not what she had been taught in her university 
methods courses.  Elise had been encouraged to teach with student-centered instructional 
methods that promoted active, collaborative learning.  Mrs. Paisley, however, liked to 
teach with traditional-centered methods.  Elise felt torn at times between teaching the 
way she believed was best and teaching how her mentor teacher did.  Unless she planned 
student-centered activities and presented them to her mentor teacher for them to do, they 
defaulted to lecturing and providing notes to students followed by independent practice.  
Elise's theoretical learning in her university courses did not align with the practical 
understanding she was engaged in, another common mismatch for student teachers (Rots 
et al., 2013; Yuan & Lee, 2016).  Elise also felt that her mentor teacher was not aware of 
the research-based best teaching methods because she was an alternatively certified 
teacher and was not trained to teach with the same techniques that Elise was trained to 
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use.  This mismatch between her personal experience learning how to teach science and 
her professional science experiences was also misaligned.   
 Although the dissonance Elise experienced brought about tensions that resulted in 
negative emotions, results from previous studies found that intermediate dissonance in 
the student teaching experience is actually beneficial to learning to teach and teacher 
identity development (Danielowich, 2012).  Elise wrestled between teaching with direct 
instruction and providing independent practice for students with implementing hands-on 
activities and collaborative group work.  She felt that she needed to teach the way her 
mentor teacher wanted when they were behind schedule and needed to cover more 
content, which was aligned with her mentor teacher's goals and not her own.  She realized 
when she taught as her mentor teacher did, she nor the students were having fun, which 
reaffirmed her beliefs that instruction should have hands-on instruction where students 
are engaged.  When she taught the way she wanted, there was more alignment between 
her science teaching beliefs and goals.  Students seemed to enjoy learning, which resulted 
in positive emotions for Elise.  These positive emotions triggered positive feedback loops 
that reaffirmed her student-centered, hands-on teaching identity.   
Freedom to Practice Being a Science Teacher 
 Although Elise often taught the way her mentor teacher did, Elise did have the 
freedom to practice being a science teacher.  Mrs. Paisley was willing to let Elise try any 
idea that she wanted during her first two-week takeover and again during her second 
three-week takeover.  During that time, Elise could freely implement any instructional 
method she chose and plan how she wanted.  When she was able to practice on her own 
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as a science teacher freely, Elise's action possibilities were very different from when she 
was co-teaching.  Instead of teaching with direct instruction and providing more 
independent student work time like she did when co-teaching, Elise implemented various 
instructional strategies.  She used videos on social media to engage her students, set up 
stations where students rotated through different investigations that allowed them to 
investigate the particular phenomenon, and she created review games for students to play.  
She developed hands-on activities with manipulatives to help students understand the 
abstract concepts she was teaching.  When Elise taught in the way that she wanted and 
that was aligned with her beliefs, goals, and action possibilities, Elise felt more positive 
emotions about teaching.  When her students enjoyed learning from the lessons she 
planned, her teaching identity was strengthened.  Elise was able to see her students react 
and respond positively to what she was doing as a teacher, which was empowering to her.   
 Reactions from students are particularly influential in shaping the kinds of lessons 
preservice teachers plan (Nickel & Zimmer, 2019), which led Elise to choose the same 
types of activities for her second takeover as she did her first takeover despite how 
exhausted she was from planning and implementing student-centered activities.  When 
Elise was able to co-plan with her mentor teacher, she often encouraged her to implement 
her teaching ideas because she believed they were more effective for engaging students, 
and her mentor teacher often went along with Elise's suggestions.   
 In Chen et al.'s (2018) study, the strength of their student teachers' identity 
formation depended on how freely they were able to practice being a science teacher.  
When the student teachers had a least restrictive teaching environment where they were 
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able to develop their teaching practice, it was most affirming to their teaching identity 
development (Chen et al., 2018).  When Elise enacted her own identity instead of her 
mentor teacher's identity, her identity was strengthened. Having free range to do what she 
wanted allowed Elise to enact her science teaching identity in a way that was aligned 
with how she was taught science and how the university encouraged her to teach science.   
 As Elise was given more time to implement her ideas and practice teaching the 
way she believed was best, she was able to experience more failures, which also helped 
to shape her teaching identity (Marshall et al., 2020).  If Elise taught a lesson with direct 
instruction the way her mentor teacher wanted, she found that students were not engaged 
and did not seem to enjoy learning, and she felt little agency in changing student 
outcomes since using her mentor teacher’s methods restricted her.  When students were 
not engaged or did not seem to understand when she implemented what she believed to 
be the best science-teaching strategy, she was much more reflective on her practice, and 
she thought about specific pedagogies that she could implement to change learner 
outcomes.  As a result of failures attributed to her teaching methods, she incorporated 
new beliefs, goals, and action possibilities to help her improve to be the teacher she 
believes she should be.  As a result, her ideas began to become more sophisticated and 
developed over time the more she was able to practice being a science teacher freely. 
 Many preservice teachers often feel constrained by their supervising teachers 
(Wall, 2016) and become frustrated that they cannot teach how they want.  Elise, 
however, did not feel this way.  She believed that she could teach precisely the way she 
wanted during her takeover experience.  Despite feeling some constraint when she co-
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taught with her mentor teacher, she still believed that Mrs. Paisley was open to her ideas 
and would be willing to implement some of them.  Like Elise, preservice teachers in 
Johnston’s (2016) study “particularly appreciated being given the power and 
responsibility to try out their own ideas, take risks and find their own classroom style-
even if this meant making mistakes” (p. 540).   
Length of Time in Clinical Placement 
 A traditional student teaching placement in many teacher preparation programs is 
typically 16 weeks long, the length of one semester. At the university where Elise was 
trained to teach, the traditional student teaching experience includes a period of 
observation for one to two weeks followed by the student-teacher gradually taking over 
classroom activities until eventually taking over entirely for a full takeover experience of 
two to three weeks.  The mentor teacher then gradually takes back over the classroom.  In 
contrast to the traditional student teaching experience, Elise's residency experience 
required two semesters of being in a full-time placement for a total of 32 weeks as 
opposed to one semester for 16 weeks. 
 Some research indicates that the length of time in a clinical placement does not 
significantly affect preservice teacher outcomes (Ronfeldt & Reininger, 2012); however, 
the results of this study suggest otherwise. Elise's self-perceptions regarding who she was 
as a teacher and her career outlook were very low at 16 weeks into her residency 
placement, the time she would have left a traditional student teaching experience to 
become a professional teacher.  At this point, she had little self-confidence in her abilities 
as a teacher, did not feel fulfilled in teaching, and questioned her desire to continue 
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teaching.  Additionally, Elise's identity was distressed and unstable as she continued to 
experience the realities of the classroom, which brought about dissonance, tension, and 
negative emotions about herself as a teacher. Feelings of failures often lead to a teacher's 
decision to leave the profession (Nichol et al., 2017; Pearce & Morrison, 2011), and if 
Elise's teacher preparation had ended at the 16-week point, it is unlikely that she would 
have persisted as a professional science teacher.   
Elise's self-efficacy dropped mid-year to an overall teaching self-efficacy score of 
96, and she felt uncertain that she was cut out for teaching.  Elise wants to be perfect in 
everything she does, especially teaching, which she is passionate about. When she finds 
that she is not as good of a teacher that she thought she would be, it led to many negative 
emotions, including disappointment, stress, and sadness.  As Elise spent more time in her 
placement, she began to have more success with teaching.  As she formed strong 
relationships with students (a teaching goal), she saw this as successful teaching.  When 
students had fun doing the activities she planned (another teacher goal), she also felt 
successful. Student teachers often grow to appreciate relationships with their students, 
which often brings them joy and contentment (Timoštšuk & Ugaste, 2012), and Elise 
experienced positive emotions from the relationships she was able to form with her 
students.   
A longer clinical placement provides more opportunities for success than a shorter 
traditional placement, including a longer time to form relationships with students 
(Marshall et al., 2020). Instead of focusing mainly on her performance and her failures, 
she had more time to focus on her successes, which helped her frame her experiences 
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differently (Coward et al., 2015).  A more extended clinical placement offered Elise more 
opportunities to frame her placement experiences as a "trial run" from which she could 
learn from and grow. 
 Elise renegotiated her identity many times throughout her yearlong experience, 
which included changes in her confidence as a teacher.  Experiences at times seemed to 
be indicators of inability, while at other times, her experiences confirmed that she was 
capable, findings that have been corroborated in other research with preservice teachers 
(Coward et al., 2015).  Spending 32 weeks in her placement instead of 16 weeks offered 
more experiences to confirm that she was capable.   
 As Elise spent an additional semester in her teaching placement, there was more 
time for her to re-examine her identity and validate aspects of her identity that were 
challenged during the first semester.  The more extended clinical placement allowed her 
to experience tensions, which manifested in structural changes to her identity (e.g., new 
self-perceptions, new goals, elaboration of existing beliefs), which led to shifting and re-
shifting of her identity to a more stable state.  The longer Elise stayed in her placement, 
the longer she reflected on her teaching practice and reflected on her growth, which 
helped her improve in self-confidence.  Other research corroborates these findings that 
engaging in a yearlong residency experience increases confidence as residents spend 
more time in their placement (Mourlam et al., 2019). 
 The length of time in her placement also allowed her to form relationships with 
colleagues and gain legitimacy among colleagues in the school community (Wenger, 
1998).  Her relationships with colleagues were pivotal in supporting her when her mentor 
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teacher did not.  Unlike student teachers in shorter teacher practicums (Johnston, 2016), 
Elise had abundant opportunities to form relationships with colleagues during lunch in 
the teacher workroom and after school at "happy hour" socials. Having access to the 
school community and seeing herself as a colleague with other teachers helped Elise to 
gain legitimacy as a teacher (Chu, 2020), which is often not possible for traditional 
student teachers.  Traditional student teachers with shorter placements are often seen as 
guests in their clinical placements since they are only in the schools for half of the school 
year (Johnston, 2016).  Elise was able to navigate communities of practice that offered 
her legitimate peripheral participation (Wenger, 1998), which helped to strengthen her 
teacher identity. 
 Although other studies have found that the length of the clinical placement does 
not significantly affect preservice teacher outcomes (Ronfeldt & Reininger, 2012; 
Spooner et al., 2008), the findings from Elise’s experiences contradict those conclusions. 
Ronfeldt and Reininger (2012) collected pre- and post- student teaching data from over 
1000 preservice teachers and determined that lengthening the student teaching experience 
did not significantly improve teachers’ perceptions of instructional preparedness, 
efficacy, or career plans; however, they did conclude that the quality of the student 
teaching placement had positive and significant effects.  Survey data from their study was 
collected at two time points, the beginning and end of the student teaching placement.  
Looking at two time points fails to consider changes in teacher outcomes throughout the 
clinical placement, and as suggested by Elise’s experiences, there were significant 
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changes that occurred mid-placement that would not have been captured by pre- and 
post- survey data.   
 Spooner et al. (2008) also compared survey data from one time point at the end of 
the clinical placement to compare teacher outcomes from clinical placements of different 
lengths.  They found that there was not a significant difference between preservice 
teachers’ perceptions of teaching ability between the longer and short clinical 
placements; however, they did not compare changes over time.  The holistic, longitudinal 
case study approach of this research study provided a more comprehensive picture of 
identity changes throughout the yearlong placement, suggesting that the length of clinical 
placement did influence teacher outcomes for Elise despite quantitative research of 
distinct time points that suggests otherwise.   
 The context of Elise's placement often challenged her identity while other times 
validated it.  Her identity was challenged when her personal experiences conflicted with 
her professional experiences, which led to tension and dissonance. Dissonance and 
tension influenced the re-examination of her identity while at other times caused her to 
question her teaching identity.  The relationship with her mentor teacher often created a 
negative experience for Elise that resulted in negative emotions, which impacted her self-
perceptions and consequently her career outlook and satisfaction.  The extended time in 
her clinical placement and the freedom to practice being a science teacher provided her 




Research Question 3:  How does Elise’s incoming science teacher identity influence 
her teaching practice in the first semester of professional teaching? 
  There has been limited research in science education that has addressed research 
questions into how one's science teaching identity is enacted into the classroom and 
influences teaching practices (Avraamidou, 2014a).  Some have suggested that a strongly 
developed science teaching identity influences and impacts the decisions a science 
teacher makes, including the instructional practices implemented in the classroom 
(Leuhman, 2016); however, this has been mostly unexplored.  The purpose of research 
question 3 is to determine how Elise's incoming science teaching identity (post-
residency) influenced her teaching practice in her first semester as a professional teacher. 
 In the DSMRI framework, the action is the central component of the four 
components of self-perceptions, beliefs, purpose, goals, and action possibilities and 
anchors the identity system (Kaplan & Garner, 2017a; 2018; Garner & Kaplan, 2019).  
Action is the model's anchor because the teacher will act in a particular situation to 
achieve their teaching goals and purposes in light of their perceived reality (Kaplan & 
Garner, 2017a). Elise's incoming teacher identity components showed alignment and 
harmony in many ways, which allowed her to engage in specific teaching actions she 
believed were available to her and allowed her to be successful in pursuit of her teaching 
purpose and goals in light of her beliefs.   
 Elise believes that students learn best in a safe, positive learning environment 
(beliefs), and she has goals to build relationships with students and help them develop 
character (goals).  Her classroom environment beliefs and goals influenced her teaching 
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practice, evidenced by her chosen rules, how her classroom is decorated, and the 
activities she chose to implement.  Elise began work early to decorate her classroom 
because she believed the space she creates should be welcoming and inviting.  She has 
positive messages hanging around her room, such as "Grow through what you go 
through" and displays "fridge worthy" student work.  The room is filled with plants, and 
curtains hang in the windows to create a "homey" atmosphere where students will feel 
comfortable.   
 Elise also chose classroom rules that encouraged students to have integrity, be 
committed, have awareness, respect each other, and be empathetic, which are meant to 
help students learn to develop character, a major teaching goal.  Additionally, Elise 
provided many opportunities to build relationships with her students through the first-day 
ice breaker activities she chose and the time she spends talking to students as they 
complete the bellringer activity at the start of every class. Moreover, Elise enjoys 
additional teaching duties like lunch duty and Friday activities because she uses the time 
to get to know her students more. Elise's actions are congruent with her interpersonal 
relationship goals and beliefs, and she is delighted and fulfilled as a teacher as a result of 
her aligned teaching identity and teaching actions. 
 Elise's incoming teacher identity also consisted of components that were in 
harmony regarding student-centered, hands-on instruction.  Elise had a goal that students 
will have fun learning science (goals) and believed that students will successfully learn 
science if they are engaged and enjoy learning (beliefs).  Moreover, she believed that she 
could implement research-based best teaching strategies that are student-centered (action 
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possibilities). Elise's teaching practice was influenced by her incoming student-centered, 
hands-on teaching identity.  She taught predominantly with hands-on activities for the 
first two months of school, and she was able to avoid giving direct instruction with 
notetaking.  She is proud that she has been able to go several months without teaching 
with teacher-centered, direct instruction, and she continues to persevere in her dedication 
to setting up lab experiences for her students despite the constraints of the pandemic. 
 Elise's hands-on teacher identity is manifested throughout her first semester of 
teaching in her teaching practice.   She implemented a variety of hands-on instructional 
activities for students to do, often at the expense of teaching science content, which she 
does not believe is essential for middle school students' science learning.  Elise receives 
very positive results from students regarding the types of activities she implements, 
which is reaffirming to her identity.  Consequently, positive emotions contribute to 
stabilize her identity and influence the instructional decisions she makes.  Like another 
early career teacher in Wei et al.'s (2019) study, Elise is inspired by her students' positive 
feedback, which inspires her to continue teaching with hands-on instruction.  Because her 
students enjoy hands-on instruction and student-centered instructional methods, Elise's 
action possibilities for teaching with these activities seem feasible to her. 
 Elise's incoming teacher identity depicts a teacher who is passionate about the 
science subject (self-perceptions) and believes that she can improve society by helping 
her students understand science (purpose and goals).  Elise also has goals that students 
will see themselves as scientists (goals) and believes that providing opportunities for 
students to use the skillsets of scientists will help to accomplish this (beliefs). Elise's 
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science teaching and learning goals have shifted from learning about science to doing 
science, which is necessary for informed decision-making in society, another teaching 
goal. Elise's teaching practice in her first semester is influenced by her nature of science 
learning goals and beliefs.  She plans lessons that involve students investigating, 
experimenting, developing hypotheses, and working together with other "scientists." She 
has students research scientists who look like them, and she is intentional in showing 
students how the skills they use in class are the same skillsets that scientists use.  
Additionally, Elise strives to make every lesson she teaches relevant to her students so 
that they can understand how what they are learning relates to their lives and the world 
around them.   
 Many teachers in their first year of teaching have their beliefs, values, and 
meanings challenged when they enter teaching, which often leads to teaching that 
becomes "more routine, more rule-governed, and less creative" (Flores & Day, 2006), 
which was contradicted by this study's results of Elise's first-year teaching practice. Elise 
continues to develop creative lessons that often took many additional hours after school 
to prepare for.  The extra work that Elise puts in is worth it to her because she enjoys 
when students have fun learning, and she feels that the work is worth it when her students 
are excited to be in her classroom.   
 Elise’s teaching practice was influenced by her incoming teacher identity in 
several ways.  She implemented a majority of hands-on instructional activities that 
allowed students to learn the skillsets of scientists, and she sought opportunities to 
encourage students to think like scientists.  She implemented rules and incorporated 
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activities to help her build relationships with students and decorated her room so students 
would feel welcome.   Elise’s incoming teaching identity consisted of student-centered, 
nature of science, and interpersonal relationship identity elements that composed an 
aligned identity system.  Her aligned identity system allowed Elise to enact instructional 
strategies into her teaching practice that is often atypical of new science teachers who 
tend to teach in more teacher-centered ways once they enter professional practice (Saka 
et al., 2013).   
Research Question 4:  How does her science teacher identity content and structure 
change or persist within the context of her first semester as a professional teacher? 
 Elise’s identity components experience some change throughout the first semester 
of her professional teaching practice.  Table 10 summarizes the self-perceptions, beliefs, 
purposes and goals, and action possibilities at the beginning of the semester (i.e., 





















Comparison of Teacher Identity Content at the Beginning and End of the First Semester 






Point in Teaching Semester 
 Beginning of First Semester  End of First Semester  
Self-
perceptions 
TSES Overall Score:  125 
Feels confident about planning 
research-based science teaching 
strategies; Passionate about the 
science subject; Proud of her 
growth as a teacher; Excited 
about teaching and her journey as 
an educator; Teaches science 
because she is passionate about 
the subject and she believes an 
understanding of science can 
solve the world’s problems 
AND 
Moderate concern about 
classroom management; Unsure 
of what it takes to teach middle 
school students 
TSES Overall Score:  148  
Feels confident about planning research-
based science teaching strategies; 
passionate about the science subject; 
Proud of her growth as a teacher; Excited 
about teaching and her journey as an 
educator; Teaches science because she is 
passionate about the subject and she 
believes an understanding of science can 
solve the world’s problems 
AND 
Shows minimal concern with classroom 
management efficacy; “Moderately 
confident about science teaching;” 
Teaching middle school was the best 
choice for her; Thinks her students see 
her class as fun; Enjoys out of class time 
with students because she feels she has 
built relationships with them; Feels she 
has integrated what she was taught by the 
university into her classroom; Motivated 
to teach because she loves her students 
and believes teaching matters; Teachers 
have more responsibilities than she 
realized (meetings, new students added to 
her class every day);Feels at times that 
she is becoming a teacher who just “gets 
through the content” and encourages rote 
memorization; Doesn’t like that she has 
become a teacher who teaches to the test; 
Feels she is focused on survival at times; 
Her life right now is all about her job but 









Point in Teaching Semester 
 Beginning of First Semester  End of First Semester  
Beliefs 
Students need to know the 
relevance of what they are 
learning; Teacher is facilitator 
while students are constructors of 
their own knowledge; Student-
centered teaching strategies with 
hands-on instruction is necessary 
but also need to use multiple 
strategies to differentiate 
instruction; students learn best in 
a safe, positive learning 
environment where they are able 
to have fun 
AND 
Science teaching involves 
teaching science content and 
science process skills 
 
Same as beginning beliefs 
AND 
Science content is not as important to 
teach middle schoolers as teaching 
science process skills; Sees science 
content in middle school as “pointless” 
because it lacks relevance; Science 
teachers must be creative, have foresight, 
and be dedicated; some days direct 
instruction where students sit and listen is 
okay because teacher and students need a 
break at times  
Purposes 
and Goals 
Improve society through science 
learning; teach critical thinking 
skills so students will see 
themselves as scientists; students 
have fun learning science; help 
students become better people in 
general; create a positive learning 
environment where students feel 
safe; build relationships with 
students; teach students to be 
better people (develop character) 
 






Focus of actions on Forming 
Relationships with students, 
Implementing student-centered 
instruction and hands-on 
activities, and activities on the 
nature of science 
AND 
Actions difficult to implementà 
Open inquiry so will try for 
guided inquiry 
 
Same as beginning action possibilities 
 
AND 
Focus of actions on science specific types 
of professional development 
opportunities she wantsà inquiry-based 
teaching, project-based and problem-
based learning 
 
Focus of actions on specific ways to 
make science instruction more 
effectiveàInstead of focusing on using a 






Point in Teaching Semester 
 Beginning of First Semester  End of First Semester  
using the data from formative assessment 
to base teaching on; making hands-on 
activities and student-centered instruction 
more effective; Need to debrief more 
after labs and activities so students will 
know the purpose of what they did and 
how it connects to what they should have 
learned; Use data from formative 
assessments; Does not want to be a 
teacher who “just gets through the 
content” 
 
Actions difficult to implementà Not able 
to implement project-based learning 
because of lack of planning time and 
limited face-to-face time with students 
 
 
 As depicted in Table 10, there was evidence of persistence and change in Elise's 
science teaching identity at the end of her first semester of professional practice.  The 
most dramatic change occurred in Elise's self-perceptions identity component, while no 
change occurred in her science teaching purpose and goals component.  Moreover, Elise's 
beliefs and action possibilities became more elaborate and sophisticated.  A summary of 
the changes, persistence, and elaboration of identity components will be discussed within 
the context of her first semester experiences as a professional teacher.   
Dramatic Change in Self-Perceptions  
 The most change occurred in Elise's self-perceptions identity component, with the 
most dramatic difference occurring in the elements of teaching self-efficacy and her 
career satisfaction and outlook. Elise's overall teaching sense of self-efficacy (TSES) 
score improved from 125 at her incoming identity to 148 at the end of the first semester.  
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Elise says that she feels "moderately confident" about teaching science, and she is proud 
of how much she has improved in her teaching.  Although Elise admits that she still has 
some difficulties managing and controlling the classroom, she is not overly concerned or 
focused on this aspect of her teaching. Instead, she focuses on how well she has been able 
to form relationships with her students and teach the way she imagined in her first year of 
teaching. 
 An increase in self-efficacy in the first years of teaching was also found in George 
et al.'s (2018) study; however, several other studies of first-year teachers contradict the 
results of this study with Elise's rising self-efficacy.  For example, Swan et al. (2012) and 
Woolfolk Hoy and Spero (2005) found that self-efficacy was highest at the end of the 
student-teaching experience and lowest after the first year of professional teaching.  
Teachers often face "praxis shock" in their first year of teaching (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013, 
p. 127); however, Elise had an easy transition into her first year of teaching, which can be 
attributed to the context of her first teaching experience.   
 Elise believed that she had an easier time managing middle school students and 
was pleasantly surprised to find that they were much less apathetic about learning science 
than the high schoolers she taught during her residency placement.  Working with middle 
school students who are much younger than her and who enjoy her science lessons, Elise 
feels more confident teaching, which strengthens her teaching identity.  She believes that 
she has more control over younger students’ behaviors which strengthens her self-
efficacy in classroom management.   
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 Interestingly, Elise believes that one aspect of teaching during a pandemic may 
have been helpful to her improved self-efficacy about managing the classroom.  Elise has 
approximately 10-12 students in a class at a time for face-to-face instruction.  The other 
half of her students are home for e-learning days.  Typicaly, Elise would have a class of 
24 students at one time for every class period.  Having a smaller number of students to 
monitor and manage behavior has helped Elise to establish classroom management more 
easily than if there had been more students in the class at one time. 
 Additionally, Elise has very supportive colleagues and administrators at her 
school who also contributed to her increasing self-efficacy. Elise's teaching partner, 
Hayley, is open to all of her ideas, and Elise feels that she values her input as they 
collaborate daily.  Elise also receives continual positive feedback from Hayley and 
administrators who have observed her about the lessons she implements.  Her colleagues 
also offer support to Elise in making her teaching ideas more realistic so she can 
implement her lessons more successfully. Moreover, her induction coach provides 
feedback on Elise's perceived improvement areas, such as classroom management.  
 Morrison (2013) found that the professional collaboration and relationships with 
colleagues who support them at pivotal moments and offer feedback and guidance 
contributed to first-year teachers' identity development, findings corroborated by Pearce 
and Morrison (2011).  Even in challenging situations, such as classroom management, 
administrators and colleagues' support help early career teachers maintain strong self-
efficacy beliefs (Hong, 2012).  
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 Because of her teaching partner's willingness to use her ideas and because she 
seems valued, Elise has a sense of agency in her teaching practice.  A sense of agency is 
"empowerment to move ideas forward, to reach goals, or even transform the context" (p. 
183) and helps one to maintain their identity and can shape future identities (Beauchamp 
& Thomas, 2009).  Because Elise has self-efficacy in her ability to implement the lessons 
she plans and support from a colleague who wants to implement her ideas, she has 
agency and is empowered to teach in ways that align with her student-centered, hands-on 
teacher identity.  Elise can maintain her identity due to the support she receives from 
other colleagues. 
 Elise's increasing self-efficacy also influences the career satisfaction and outlook 
element of her self-perceptions identity component.  Elise is fulfilled, satisfied, and 
hopeful about her teaching career.  Morrison (2013) looked at early career trajectories of 
teacher identity influenced by the context of their professional teaching environment.  He 
describes an upward identity trajectory called "emerging teacher identity," where the 
beginning teacher has found success in teaching and sees hope and promise with their 
future (Morrison, 2013, p. 97).  Elise depicts an emerging teacher identity due to the 
success she has experienced in her first year of teaching. She is excited and hopeful about 
her future with science teaching. 
 Although most of the changes in Elise's self-perception identity component are 
positive changes that contribute to a more aligned, stable teacher identity, there is some 
evidence of some potentially negative self-perception changes occurring that may lead to 
a shifting of her identity to a more unstable state as the year progresses.  At times, Elise 
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questions the type of teacher she is becoming.  She does not want to turn into the teacher 
who teaches to the test and encourages students to memorize science content that is 
transmitted to students as facts that need to be covered.   Becoming a "teach to the test" 
kind of teacher can be described as a feared possible self (Hong & Greene, 2011), leading 
to a shift in her identity to a more unstable state. 
Moderate Change in Beliefs 
 During the first semester of professional teaching, there is evidence that Elise's 
belief component of her identity has remained persistent in some ways and has become 
more elaborate and sophisticated in others. Elise's beliefs about establishing a positive 
classroom environment and the importance of interpersonal relationships with her 
students have not changed throughout the first semester.  Moreover, these beliefs have 
been reaffirmed and become more salient.  Elise has formed positive relationships with 
her students, which she believes has helped her to meet her goal of developing students 
into better people.  She has been able to get to know her students and talk to them about 
their lives outside of school and has been able to encourage, motivate, and support her 
students in ways other than science learning.  For example, Elise encourages her students 
who struggle in reading and math to focus their time and effort on improving in those 
subjects as opposed to the science subject she teaches.   
 Elise's strong emphasis on relationships with students was evident at the 
beginning of the semester, and these beliefs have helped her have an easier transition into 
her professional life.  Many of Elise's students do not have support at home to help them 
complete assignments, nor do they have someone to assist them in e-learning on days 
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when they do not come face to face.  Instead of being frustrated by students not 
completing their work, she believes that she needs to find other ways to support her 
students.  Like another early-career teacher in Ruohotie-Lyhty's (2013) study, Elise's 
beliefs about caring for students are "well-suited to the realities of the school," and this 
has "enabled purposeful agency" (p. 217).  Elise gives students time in class to complete 
activities that otherwise would not be completed. Additionally, she chooses to implement 
lessons for at-home learning that require minimal time and effort from her students in 
light of her beliefs that she must care about students as people in addition to science 
students. 
 Other beliefs that have remained consistent in Elise's identity are her beliefs that 
science instruction should be hands-on and fun for students.  She has positive emotions 
when her students "have a blast" learning, and these emotions have reaffirmed her beliefs 
that hands-on instruction is much more engaging for students.   
 At the end of the semester, Elise maintains her belief that it is essential to teach 
the process of science, including the nature of science principles and skills necessary for 
students to think like scientists.  At the end of the semester, her beliefs do show some 
change.  Elise has strengthened her belief that science process skills should be taught, but 
she shows uncertainty in previous beliefs that science content is also essential to teach.  
As she spends more time teaching middle school students, Elise finds it challenging to 
make the content she teaches relevant and meaningful.  She also believes that they will be 
re-taught the material in high school; consequently, she believes it is not necessary for 
her to teach lots of scientific facts that have no meaning to their lives. Elise's beliefs at 
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the end of the semester place much less importance on teaching science content than she 
did at the beginning of the semester. 
No Change in Purpose and Goals 
 Despite changes in all other components of Elise's identity, she showed no change 
in her purpose and goals for teaching.  Elise maintained goals to improve society through 
science learning and that her students will think critically like scientists to make informed 
decisions.  Her goals continue to include building relationships with her students and 
creating a safe, positive learning environment.  At this point in her career, Elise believes 
that it is possible to achieve her goals in light of the reality of the middle-school 
classroom, so she maintains these goals throughout the first semester of teaching. 
Moderate Changes in Action Possibilities 
  Elise's action possibilities showed moderate change throughout her first semester 
of teaching.  The actions Elise perceived as possible for her at the beginning of the 
semester were actions focused on forming relationships with students (e.g., icebreaker 
activities on the first day to get to know students) and actions focused on implementing 
hands-on, student-centered instruction (e.g., use modeling, project-based, and problem-
based learning activities).  Elise also focused on actions to promote student understanding 
of science's nature (e.g., presentations from real scientists, reading current events about 
science in society).   
 Elise's action possibilities continue to be described as student-centered and attend 
to student's needs in developing relationships; however, other research has found that 
teachers often become more teacher-centered in their first year of teaching (Flores & 
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Day, 2006). The context of Elise's first semester of teaching was conducive to supporting 
her student-centered action possibilities.  Her administration and fellow colleagues 
encouraged her to continue implementing these instructional strategies, which reaffirmed 
teaching actions that were possible for her.    
 There was some change noted in Elise's action possibilities at the end of the 
semester.  Elise began to include actions that focused on specific ways to make science 
instruction more effective for science learning.  For example, Elise's identity action 
possibilities included using formative assessment data to help guide her in planning 
future lessons.  Moreover, she incorporates actions to debrief with students more 
thoroughly after hands-on instruction to ensure that students learn from their activities.  
Through reflection, Elise realizes that students are having fun learning with hands-on 
activities (goals), but she is uncertain that they are learning from them in the way she had 
hoped.   
 In the context of her first semester of teaching, Elise’s identity self-perception 
component experienced dramatic change while the belief and action possibilities 
components experienced moderate change.  No change in Elise’s purpose and goals 
identity component was noted.  Although change was found in Elise’s identity 
components, her components are aligned and congruent which allows Elise to have a 
strong and developed identity at the end of her first semester of teaching.   
Summary of Findings 
 This study sought to gain an understanding of how the context of a yearlong 
clinical placement influenced Elise’s science teacher identity development (research 
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questions one and two).  Additionally, the study sought to explore how Elise’s incoming 
science teacher identity influenced her teaching practice in her first semester of 
professional teaching and how her identity changed in the context of the workplace 
(research questions three and four).  The results of this study found that Elise’s identity 
components changed throughout her clinical experience as a result of the contextual 
influence of her yearlong placement.  The contextual influences of the mentor/mentee 
relationship, misalignment between her personal and professional teaching and learning 
experiences, freedom to practice being a science teacher, and the length of time spent in 
her clinical placement triggered changes in Elise’s identity.  These contextual factors led 
to some change in all of her identity components (i.e., self-perceptions, beliefs, purpose 
and goals, and action possibilities).   
 Elise’s incoming teacher identity influenced her teaching practice during the first 
semester of professional practice in several ways.  Her professional practice included 
implementing hands-on instructional strategies the majority of time, incorporating nature 
of science principles into lessons, teaching science process skills, and establishing strong 
interpersonal relationships with students and colleagues.  Elise was able to teach in 
predominantly student-centered ways aligned with the methods taught by her university 
coursework and in a way that aligned with her identity beliefs and purposes and goals.  
The age group of her students and supportive colleagues and administrators were key 
aspects of the context of her workplace that supported her teacher identity development.  
The most dramatic changes occurred in the self-perception component of her identity 
with the most noticeable changes found in her self-efficacy and career satisfaction and 
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outlook.  Moderate changes were found in her teaching beliefs and action possibilities, 
while no change was found in her purposes and goals for science teaching.  At the end of 
Elise’s first semester of professional teaching, there is alignment between the components 
of her teaching identity showing a strong teacher identity leading to Elise’s improved 
career satisfaction and a positive outlook on her future as a science teacher. 
Limitations 
 The interpretation of the findings of this study have to be seen in light of some 
limitations.  The limitations of the study are factors beyond the researcher’s control 
which may have affected the results of the study or how the results were interpreted.  
This section will discuss the major limitations of the study and how these may have 
influenced the findings presented.  The steps taken to alleviate impacts of the limitations 
is also included. 
Role of the Researcher 
 It is essential to consider and report on how my role as the researcher may have 
affected what I observed, the data collection process, and how the findings were 
interpreted in light of my role.  I served in the role of the teacher residency coordinator 
for the teacher residency program throughout the duration of the research study.  As the 
coordinator of the program of which Elise was a participant, I am aware of an inevitable 
personal bias regarding design and implementation of the program.  I have been involved 
in many aspects of the program including program evaluation, and I have a significant 
interest in the success of the program.  Negative and positive findings from this study 
have potential implications for the future of the program.  It is possible that my bias for 
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the residency program impacted how the results were interpreted; however, I tried to 
minimize the impact of my personal biases by engaging in reflexivity throughout the 
study and continually engaging in member reflections with Elise regarding the accuracy 
of my interpretations of what she was feeling and experiencing.   
 Reflexivity is “an attitude of attending systematically to the context of knowledge 
construction, especially to the effect of the researcher, at every step of the research 
process” (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006, para 1).  I engaged in reflexivity by keeping a 
reflective journal where I recorded regular entries during the research process, which 
included critically inspecting the entire research process and the methodological 
decisions made and the reasons for them (Schwandt, 2007).  Critical self-reflection was 
done where I examined my own personal biases and how these biases may have 
influenced interpretations of the findings.  From the reflective journal, I identified 
specific interpretations that needed verification through “member reflections” to ensure 
that my interpretations were accurate depictions of Elise’s feelings and experiences 
(Tracy, 2010).   For example, one interpretation that was made while I was observing 
Elise teach was that she did not appear to enjoy teaching, which was written in my 
reflective journal.  When I conducted an interview with Elise later, I brough this up to her 
and asked if my interpretation was accurate. Elise was able to confirm my interpretations 
or refute them and often further elaborated on my interpretations. 
 Member reflections were an important component of this research study for 
corroborating and verifying my findings in light of my personal biases and assured that 
the research study met the criteria of confirmability (Schwandt, 2007).  Through member 
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reflections, I could share and dialogue with Elise about the study’s findings and provide 
her opportunities to ask questions, confirm my interpretations, or dispute them (Tracy, 
2010).  Through reflecting together, Elise was also able to elaborate on various aspects of 
the findings which provided deeper and richer analysis (Tracy, 2010).  
 My other role during the research process was being the instructor of record for 
several courses where Elise was my student.  I taught Elise in the science methods course 
her senior year of her undergraduate education and the teacher residency seminar course 
in the last semester of her 5th year while in the residency program.  In my role as 
instructor of these courses, I encouraged teaching with student-centered methods, using 
hands-on instruction, and other specific research-based best teaching strategies for 
science teaching and learning.  With our student-teacher relationship, it is possible that 
Elise’s responses in interviews where I was the interviewer depicted beliefs, purpose and 
goals, and action possibilities that she believed I hoped and expected her to have based on 
my instruction in the courses she took.  To help encourage Elise’s honest responses, I 
began every interview assuring her that she could be completely honest with her feelings 
and that I did not expect her to have the same teaching philosophy I had nor did I expect 
her to agree with everything I taught during the methods courses.  I always encouraged 
her to speak freely, and I believe that Elise felt comfortable giving honest answers based 
on the student-teacher relationship I had developed with Elise.   
 When Elise agreed to be a participant for this study, we had already established a 
trusting relationship through the time I spent teaching and mentoring her.  I believed that 
Elise would be more open and honest with her responses because of the relationship we 
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had established, which would contribute to the trustworthiness of the study.   Because of 
our close relationship, Elise was also committed to being a participant in this study for 
multiple years even after graduating from the university.  The longitudinal, holistic nature 
of this case study required a participant who was willing to fully participate in the study 
through many extensive interviews, classroom observations, and email correspondence 
and would be willing to share lesson plans and confidential reflection journal entries.  
Establishing a strong, trusting relationship with Elise helped her to be willing to engage 
in this study fully; however, the relationship I had with her could have also influenced the 
outcomes of the study.  
Relationship with the Participant 
 Throughout the research study, I developed a personal relationship with Elise, 
which is typical of case study researchers as “persons studied are studied in depth” 
(Stake, 1995, p. 135). Elise often reached out to me for advice and support when planning 
lessons for her practicum placement, and we engaged in extensive conversations about all 
aspects of teaching. Through these conversations, I became a teaching mentor to Elise.  
My relationship with Elise can be described as a “tertiary mentor,” and her identity 
formation was likely affected by the collective activity of her mentor teacher in her 
yearlong clinical placement, the students, and me as the tertiary mentor (Nguyen & Yan, 
2018. p. 629).  My role as the tertiary mentor was not considered in this research study; 
however, it may have impacted the outcomes unintentionally. 
 Additionally, Elise did not feel close to her university supervisor and did not 
reach out to him throughout the residency placement experience for advice or help when 
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she struggled.  In interviews with Elise, she rarely mentioned the university supervisor 
and suggested that he did not influence her development as a teacher.  The university 
supervisor served as an evaluator but did not serve as a support for Elise. Elise did not 
feel close to the university supervisor because he was much older than her and had been 
retired from teaching for some time.  Instead, Elise reached out to me as the instructor of 
the course and I served the role of mentor.  In my role as Elise’s mentor, it is likely that I 
took on the role of the university supervisor.  Research indicates that key tasks of 
university supervisors includes helping preservice teachers cope with stress during the 
clinical placement and serving as the link between the clinical placement and the 
university (Burns et al., 2016).  A limitation of this study is that the role of the university 
supervisor on Elise’s identity development was not studied as the university supervisor 
played a small role in the context of Elise’s placement; however, I did take on the role of 
the university supervisor inadvertently, which likely influenced Elise’s identity 
development. 
 Elise and I often met for coffee or dinner or went on runs together, and during 
those times, I listened to Elise talk about her experiences learning to teach science, and I 
offered advice to her using my own personal experiences teaching science.  Elise was 
able to reflect on her teaching practice with me as a trusted mentor and instructor during 
data collection for the yearlong clinical placement.  Research indicates that reflecting on 
one’s teaching practice with a trusted mentor or university instructor is beneficial in the 
development of a science teaching identity (Leuhman, 2007).  Reflection is a “key means 
by which teachers can become more in tune with their sense of self,” a factor in shaping 
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identity (Beauchamp & Thomas, 2009, p. 182).   Although my reflecting with Elise was 
not studied, it may have impacted her identity development and led to different outcomes 
than would have occurred without the reflective conversations we often engaged in. 
Considering Culture on Identity Development 
  
 According to the DSMRI framework of identity development, the control 
parameters of social context, subject domain, personality dispositions, and culture all 
influence the identity system and lead it through patterns of possible states (Kaplan & 
Garner, 2017a).  This research study focused primarily on the social context parameters 
influencing Elise’s identity development and did not consider the role of culture, 
including how Elise’s ethnicity or gender influenced her science teaching identity.  As a 
female in science, Elise’s gender may have acted as a frame for interpreting and 
evaluating her experiences; however, her gender identity nor ethnicity was considered in 
this research study.   
Elise’s experiences learning to teach did not reveal aspects of her ethnicity or 
gender influencing her science teaching identity development; however, it is possible that 
Elise may not have been aware these factors and their influence on her.  Similar to 
Avraamidou’s (2019) study, Elise described positive experiences learning science from 
young women who influenced her teaching philosophy, but gender was not explicitly 
addressed or given special attention to during data collection.  Gender and its role in 
identity development of a science teaching identity has been largely unexplored.  Most 
research has focused on gender and its role in assuming a general science identity 
including exploring women scientists’ identities and science teaching identities of women 
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of color (Avraamidou, 2019).  There is evidence in some research that it is important to 
consider one’s “positional identity” and examine how specific social markers (i.e., 
gender, religion, age, ethnicity) influence science teacher identities (Avraamidou, 2014).  
For example, Moore (2008) found that social markers did influence preservice 
elementary teachers’ identity and their views of teaching, science, and students. 
Considering the previous research that social markers influence identity development, it 
is likely that Elise’s gender or age may have influenced her science teacher identity. 
 Chapter five provided an analysis of the findings in order to answer the research 
questions that guided the study and an acknowledgement of additional limitations of the 
study previously discussed in chapter three. In light of the findings and the imitations of 
the study, chapter six will discuss the implications of these findings to teacher educators 
on future practice and the implications for future research.   
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS 
 This research sought to gain an understanding of how one preservice science 
teacher's teaching identity changed throughout the context of her yearlong clinical 
placement in a teacher preparation program.  The research also intended to understand 
how incoming identity influences a beginning science teacher's teaching practice in her 
first semester of professional practice in the science classroom.  Further understanding of 
how identity formation continues to develop in the professional workplace context in the 
first semester of teaching was also pursued.   
 Based on a holistic, longitudinal, single case study analysis of one preservice 
science teacher's identity development throughout a yearlong clinical placement, it can be 
concluded that teachers' identities are continually shifting and re-shifting in the context of 
the clinical placement.  Elise continually reconstructed her identity by interpreting her 
experiences within the context of her yearlong clinical placement (Schutz & Pekrun, 
2007).  
 Elise's identity components (i.e., self-perceptions, beliefs, purpose and goals, 
action possibilities) changed throughout the clinical experience where certain identity 
elements became more salient, others were removed, while others became more 
elaborate. Elise's identity structure became more aligned at times or misaligned at others 
depending on the context.  The mentor/mentee relationship, misalignment between 
professional and personal experiences, the length of the clinical placement, and freedom 
to practice being a science teacher were contextual influences of her yearlong clinical 
placement that triggered changes in Elise's identity development.  At times, her residency 
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placement context strengthened her identity while at other times weakened her sense of 
self and career satisfaction and outlook.   
 Elise's incoming teacher identity included beliefs, purposes and goals, and action 
possibilities aligned with a student-centered teacher identity, which included hands-on 
instruction and an emphasis on teaching science as a process in addition to science 
content. Elise's other salient identity components were focused on interpersonal 
relationships with students and establishing a positive classroom environment. Elise's 
incoming identity influenced her first semester of professional teaching practice in 
several ways.  She provided many opportunities for students to conduct experiments, see 
themselves as scientists, and learn science process skills.  Elise designated a limited 
amount of instructional time for direct instruction and teaching scientific facts.  She 
planned activities that allowed her to build relationships with students successfully.  Elise 
was able to teach the way she imagined because of her improved teaching self-efficacy, 
which increased throughout the semester due to supportive colleagues and administration 
at her school, who made Elise feel valued.  Elise had positive emotions associated with 
her teaching practice, which was in harmony with her identity.  Elise ended her first 
semester of teaching with a more robust, developed teacher identity than when she 
entered, which contributed to her positive outlook on her future as a teacher and her 
science teaching career satisfaction. 
 Based on the research study's conclusions, implications for teacher education 
programs are presented next, followed by implications for future research on teacher 
learning through the lens of teacher identity. 
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Implications for Practice 
 Although generalizability is not the goal of a single case study, a thick, rich 
description of the case was provided to deliver sufficient detail so that transferability is 
possible.  Therefore, insights gleaned from this research study offer implications 
regarding teacher preparation and induction programs that can strengthen science teacher 
identity development in beginning teachers. 
Implication 1:  Encourage Reflection on Identity Development in Education 
Coursework 
 University coursework in teacher education has traditionally been focused on 
pedagogy (Garner & Kaplan, 2019; Kaplan & Garner, 2016). Courses often encourage 
preservice teachers to reflect on their teaching practice and how it has impacted student 
learning; however, reflection often does not include reflecting on their teaching sense of 
self or the emotional aspects of teaching (Anspal et al., 2012).  Preservice teachers should 
be encouraged to discuss their beliefs, purpose and goals, self-perceptions, and action 
possibilities to become aware of their sense of self.  Understanding who they are as 
teachers and who they want to be is an integral part of reflection.   
 Seminar courses during clinical placement that provide time for thoughtful 
discussion around the dissonance that preservice teachers negotiate when faced with the 
realities of teaching will help support preservice teachers during often emotional times 
when teaching contexts are not aligned with their expectations (Danielovich, 2012).  
Emotional episodes throughout their clinical placements trigger identity work, which can 
lead to a fragmented, misaligned teaching identity and dissatisfaction with teaching 
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(Nichols et al., 2017).  Preservice teachers like Elise often experience "disequilibrium, 
instability, and a sense of vulnerability," so teacher educators should create a safe space 
where preservice teachers can reflect on their identity development and the tensions they 
face (Hong et al., 2017, p. 96). 
 When Elise began her clinical placement, she experienced many emotional 
episodes when teaching was not as expected, nor was she as good at teaching as she 
thought she would be.  Elise attributed her troubles to her own personality and that she 
was not well-suited for teaching because she believed other preservice teachers were not 
experiencing difficulty as she was.  Elise thought her experiences were unusual, and 
reflection on her teaching identity and the dissonance she faced in her clinical placement 
would have been helpful support as she renegotiated her identity and sense of self. 
 Teacher educators' support during teacher preparation can help strengthen identity 
development by assisting preservice teachers in framing their experiences differently 
(Coward et al., 201).  Many preservice teachers focus predominantly on their teaching 
mistakes and areas of weaknesses (Coward et al., 2015) when their ideal teaching self is 
not aligned with their actual teaching self.  During teacher education, preservice teachers 
are evaluated continually throughout their placement and receive constant feedback from 
mentor teachers, university supervisors, and the students they teach, which may be more 
negative than positive.   Consequently, preservice teachers like Elise may frame their 
experiences as confirmation that they are failing.  How experiences are framed will affect 
the direction of change in professional identity development (Coward et al., 2015).  
Through reflection, teacher educators can help preservice teachers to focus on the totality 
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of their experiences, which includes growth, successes, and failures.  Consequently, it can 
contribute to preservice teachers reframing their experiences more positively, which 
strengthens their teaching identity.  How preservice teachers frame their experiences may 
be more important than the experience itself (Coward et al., 2015), and teacher educators 
can play a vital role in helping preservice teachers re-frame their experiences differently.  
As evidenced in this study of Elise, learning to teach is an emotional experience, and 
support from teacher educators can be influential in helping preservice teachers to 
navigate the emotional complexities of becoming a teacher. 
Implication 2:  Train Mentor Teachers in Specific Strategies that Support Teacher 
Identity Development 
 One area of Elise's clinical placement context that often led to unfavorable 
changes in her identity development was the nature of interactions with her mentor 
teacher.  The negative mentoring experience contributed to Elise's insecure teaching 
identity many times throughout her yearlong clinical placement and triggered changes in 
identity components that led to misalignment between her identity components.  For 
example, the negative feedback given continually to Elise throughout her placement 
resulted in diminished teaching self-efficacy, which prevented her from teaching in ways 
that aligned with her teaching beliefs and purposes, and goals.   
 Mentor teachers need to be trained on the type of feedback they provide and how 
their feedback can positively or negatively influence teacher identity development 
(Izadinia, 2016).  Providing positive feedback often in addition to the negative feedback 
provided is integral to a positive mentoring relationship.  Some mentor teachers describe 
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themselves as not being "touchy-feely" and believe that it is not helpful to provide 
constant encouragement; however, this study's results provide evidence that 
encouragement is a necessary component of mentoring.  As seen with Elise, there are 
many emotional ups and downs while learning to teach (Yuan, 2016), and positive 
emotional support and feedback from mentor teachers can be helpful for preservice 
teachers' feeling of competence, well-being, and success (Ellis et al., 2020), which is an 
essential component of teacher identity development.  
 Additionally, lack of reflection time where the mentor teacher helped Elise 
interpret the events in the classroom did not occur. Elise's mentor teacher was not the 
instructional coach she expected her to be, nor did she offer the positive support that Elise 
felt she needed. Elise's mentor teacher expectations were not aligned with her experiences 
being mentored.  From the beginning of the mentoring relationships, mentor teachers 
need to engage in open dialogue with their mentees about their expectations, wants, and 
needs (Izadinia, 2016).  Providing the type of mentoring relationships preservice teachers 
need will better support preservice teachers in the process of learning to teach. 
 Mentor teachers should also be trained in how to co-teach with their mentees to 
encourage their mentees to have more agency (Ellis, 2020).  When co-planning and co-
instructing, Elise's mentor teacher was open to her ideas and was willing to implement 
many of her ideas; however, she often changed her ideas in a way that were more aligned 
with the way she believed it should be done instead of the way Elise thought it should be 
done.  Moreover, she often encouraged Elise to teach with direct instruction and manage 
a classroom the way she did, which was not aligned with Elise's science teaching identity 
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beliefs or purposes and goals.  It was difficult for Elise to feel she had a sense of control 
over her teaching practice at times because she felt little agency over many aspects of the 
classroom when co-teaching because of the power differential that existed between her 
and the mentor teacher.  For example, she defaulted to using her mentor teacher's rules 
and procedures instead of her own, which led to classroom management issues that she 
felt unable to resolve.   
 In a true co-teaching relationship, the mentor teacher and the teacher resident co-
plan lessons, and both teachers collectively brainstorm ideas with the teacher resident and 
mentor teacher engaging together as equal partners; each teacher's voice should have 
equal value and importance as they generate lessons with the collective goal of improving 
student learning (Scantlebury et al., 2008).  If Elise and her mentor teacher had engaged 
in co-teaching as equal partners, Elise would have felt more agency regarding her 
teaching practice, which is likely to influence her teaching identity development 
positively. 
 As evidences in this study, which corroborates other research on mentoring 
(Ellise, 2020; Izadinia, 2015) the mentoring relationship is a crucial component of 
preservice teacher identity development.  Training mentor teachers to provide 
consistently positive feedback in addition to negative feedback, taking time to engage in 
reflection, dialoguing about mentoring expectations, and implementing a co-teaching 
relationship consisting of an equal partner could help to support preservice teachers in 
strengthening their identity development. 
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Implication 3:  Re-Examination of the Clinical Placement 
 This research study suggests that a re-examination of the clinical placement and 
how it is structured should be considered in teacher preparation programs.  The findings 
of this study indicate that extended time in the clinical placement was beneficial to Elise 
as she had more opportunities to experience success and learn from her failures, form 
relationships with students, and form relationships with teaching colleagues in a 
community of practice.  The longer clinical placement gave her more time to practice 
being a teacher and to experience dissonance between her actual self and ideal self, which 
usually does not occur until the first year of teaching when there is traditionally less 
support for early career teachers (Webb, 2015).   
  In a traditional student teaching placement, Elise would have finished her 
placement at 16 weeks as opposed to 32 weeks, a time where her self-efficacy was the 
lowest, and she was the most dissatisfied with teaching.  Most preservice teachers have 
an inflated teaching self-efficacy at the end of their teacher preparation program and 
experience "reality shock" when they enter professional practice. The first year of 
professional teaching can result in a "crisis of identity" (Flores and Day, 2006, p. 226); 
however, Elise actually encountered this in her yearlong clinical placement, which was 
very similar to the first year of professional teaching.   
 A more extended clinical placement "invites richer identity development" because 
there are more experiences and opportunities to reflect on emerging identity within a 
workplace context (Nickel & Zimmer, 2019, p. 153) while being supported by the mentor 
teacher, university supervisor, and university course instructors. Elise's transition to 
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professional teaching was easier because of the length of time she spent in her yearlong 
placement and the strength of her teacher identity that resulted from those experiences. 
 The findings of this study also suggest reconsidering the takeover experience 
during the clinical placement.  The takeover experience is when the preservice teacher 
has complete control in planning, instructing, and assessing student learning while 
managing the classroom.  Although Elise's takeover experience left her exhausted 
because she needed more support from her mentor teacher, she could practice freely 
being a science teacher.  Consequently, teaching the way she wanted was influential in 
strengthening her science teaching and learning beliefs. Elise's mentor teacher did not 
teach in the same student-centered, reformed-minded ways encouraged by the university 
and in line with Elise's beliefs, so she felt constrained in teaching in these ways while co-
teaching with her mentor teacher.  The takeover experience empowered Elise to have 
agency over her teaching practice and allowed her to teach science using research-based 
best science teaching strategies that she believed were best for learning.  Consequently, a 
longer takeover experience could be beneficial for preservice teachers in their identity 
development as it provides opportunities for their identity to be enacted without 
constraint.   
 Additionally, providing preservice teachers with multiple takeovers spread out 
throughout their yearlong clinical placement may ease the transition to full-time 
professional teaching.  Elise looked forward to a second takeover where she felt she 
would be better prepared.  She learned from her mistakes during the first takeover and 
was hopeful that she would not make the same mistakes during the second takeover.  
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Having multiple takeover experiences allows the preservice teacher to practice 
professional teaching while having agency in enacting their teacher identity but provides 
for some time for reflection before taking over again.  There is often little time to reflect 
during the takeover period when preservice teachers are busy trying to control the 
classroom fully.  Having time between takeovers provides more opportunities for 
preservice teachers to engage in thoughtful self-reflection about their teaching identity. 
 Improving the takeover experience's length in itself will not be beneficial if the 
mentor teacher does not continue to provide support during this time (Marshall et al., 
2020).  Continuing to provide positive feedback and encouragement and offering specific 
advice to help preservice teachers during the takeover is an integral part of the success of 
an effective takeover experience.  Engaging in reflective dialogue at the end of each day 
or the end of the week regarding the takeover experience provides guidance and support 
while developing their teaching practice. 
Implication 4:  Assign a Supportive, Collaborative Teaching Partner for Early-
Career Teachers 
 In Elise's first semester of teaching, one of the most influential aspects of the 
teaching context that strengthened her science teacher identity was the collaborative 
teaching partner with whom she was partnered to teach seventh grade Life Science. 
Elise's teaching partner, Hayley, planned daily with Elise and was open to her teaching 
ideas, and as a result, Elise felt that she was valued.  Often, induction teachers are paired 
with a more experienced mentor teacher in the school. Still, this study's findings suggest 
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that it is also beneficial for teachers to teach alongside a collaborative colleague in their 
specific subject area.   
 Science teachers often become less creative and more teacher-centered in their 
first professional teaching experience (Flores & Day, 2006) because they are discouraged 
from their more experienced colleagues who favor teaching in less reform-minded ways 
(Bradbury, 2010). Being partnered with a more experienced science teacher is not 
necessarily beneficial to early career teachers if the teacher partner is not open-minded 
about implementing novel science teaching strategies the novice teacher suggests.    
 An effective, supportive, collaborative working relationship with another teacher 
is influential in new teacher identity development (Webb, 2015), leading to greater career 
science teaching satisfaction and outlook.  Selecting a teaching partner colleague who has 
less experience teaching science but is willing to collaborate with a novice teacher fully 
may be more critical for induction support than expertise.  Working in a supportive, 
collaborative partnership in a community of practice can play a pivotal role in 
determining whether novice teachers can enact teaching practices, such as reform-minded 
teaching practices, in school settings that may be contradictory (Avraamidou, 2014b; 
Webb, 2015). 
Implications for Future Research 
 
 To better understand the implications of this study's findings, there are specific 
areas of future research identified.  First, when considering teacher identity with the 
framework of the DSMRI, the content of Elise's identity is framed and influenced by the 
integration of culture, context, subject domain, and personal dispositions (Kaplan & 
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Garner, 2017).  This research study's focus was primarily targeted on how the context of 
Elise's yearlong clinical placement and first semester of teaching influenced her science 
teacher identity development.  Further research should consider how her personal 
dispositions framed her identity development.  Beginning teachers negotiate their 
experience differently in part due to personality differences (Gaudelli & Ousley, 2009), 
and Elise had specific personality traits such as dedication, work ethic, and grit that 
allowed her to persist and remain resilient in the face of major negative emotional 
episodes and tensions in her identity.  Future research should ask how personal 
dispositions influence teacher identity development and impact persistence in the 
teaching profession despite workplace contexts.   
 Additionally, future research should consider the role of culture on identity 
development as this was another largely unexplored framing parameter of Elise’s identity 
system.  Future research should examine how one’s ethnicity, gender, and cultural norms 
of society may influence their science teaching identity development.  Although Elise’s 
gender did not seem to influence her science teaching identity, other female teachers in 
particular subject domains, such as chemistry and physics, that are often male-dominated 
science fields may experience identity shifts as a result of one’s culture and particular 
subject domain. 
 Future research should also consider following early-career science teachers for 
several years into their teaching practice after completing their teacher preparation 
programs to determine how their science teaching identities change after being in the 
profession several years.  Does a reform-minded science teacher identity become 
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weakened or strengthened as teachers gain more experience with teaching?  What are the 
contexts of their professional practice that continue to change their teaching identity?  
Longitudinal case studies of science teacher identity can offer more insight into teacher 
identity changes than the "snapshot" approach that often occurs when researchers 
investigate identity at a single point in time in a teacher's career. 
 The DSMRI framework used to study science teacher identity in this study is 
relatively new in science education. Future research using this framework can be 
beneficial since the DSMRI considers important constructs in identity development such 
as self-efficacy, beliefs, and goals while looking holistically at identity as an iterative, 
dynamic process where the components are interrelated and interdependent.  The DSMRI 
framework captures identity formation's complexity, which is essential when studying 
science teacher learning and the contexts that influence becoming a science teacher.  
 Additionally, further research should be conducted to determine how a yearlong 
teacher residency clinical placement influences the science teacher identity development 
and, consequently, persistence in the science teaching profession.  Teacher residencies 
are a relatively new way of science teacher preparation, and there are limited studies 
specifically on the impact of teacher residency programs on science teaching.  What 
aspects of teacher residency programs are most influential in developing future science 
teachers in ways aligned with reformed-based science teaching and learning? 
 Finally, future research should include a study of more than one participant in a 
multiple case study design. Initially, there were three participants that were a part of a 
multiple case study design, and data was collected for the entire yearlong clinical 
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placement and first semester of teaching.  The data collected from all three participants 
should be analyzed to employ a cross-case comparison.  Multiple case study research 
provides rich data to determine what cases have in common and what sets them apart; 
consequently, making case comparisons provides the researcher with an opportunity to 
discover meaningful patterns and themes across cases (Patton, 2015).    
 Comparative case methods will compare the similarities and differences among 
the cases, and with-in case patterns can be compared and contrasted between each case.  
A multiple case study will help determine if Elise's experiences with identity 
development throughout the yearlong placement and first semester of teaching are unique 
or common to other secondary science teachers.  Additionally, comparing different 
contexts and how these contexts trigger changes in identity development will be useful to 
gain further understanding of teacher identity while learning to teach. 
Summary 
 Conclusions from this study expand knowledge of how to better support 
preservice and early-career science teachers to develop a stronger sense of science 
teacher identity during their final student-teaching experiences and into their induction 
year of teaching. Identity work is often an overlooked aspect of teacher preparation, and 
induction programs tend to focus predominantly on pedagogy (Kaplan & Garner, 2016).  
However, a strongly developed teaching identity is vital for beginning teachers because 
professional identity influences how they will teach (Beijaard et al., 2004) and if they will 
persist in the teaching profession (Hong, 2010).  Additionally, very few studies have 
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focused specifically on science teachers and how the context of their teacher preparation 
experiences influences science teacher identity (Avraamidou, 2014a).    
 This research sought to address the charge to study the "procedures, processes, 
contexts, discourses and interactions [that] support or rupture the enactment of teachers' 
identity in practice" (Avraamidou, 2014a, p. 165), which is useful knowledge for teacher 
preparation programs to better support teacher identity development.  Science teacher 
identity research has been mostly unexplored in science education, especially in the 
context of a yearlong clinical placement and into the first year of teaching.  This 
dissertation has contributed knowledge to the field by offering an understanding of how 
the context of a yearlong clinical placement influenced changes in science teacher 
identity and how one's incoming identity influenced science teaching practice in the first 
year of teaching.  A greater understanding of science teacher identity development 
gleaned from this dissertation will provide the knowledge needed to better support novice 
science teachers throughout teacher preparation and professional practice, ultimately 






























Appendix A  
Description of Data Sources 
Description of All Data Sources Collected During Phase 1 and Phase 2  
 
Phase 1 Data Sources Collected 
Date 
Collected 
Type of Data Description 
December 
2018 
Reflection First semester working with MT during senior year 
April 2019 Interview 1 Expectations about residency year; reflecting on working 
with MT during senior year placement; Teaching 
Philosophy 






Evaluations from teaching observations from the mentor 











Reflecting on week of professional development, first days 





First administration of the Beliefs About Reformed Science 





Observation of co-teaching on metric conversions 
September 
14, 2019 





























Prompt: Tell me about a time this year that you felt really 
good about a science lesson you taught.  What made you 










Dinner with Elise and her teaching friend from undergrad 
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Phase 1 Data Sources Collected 
Date 
Collected 






















Prompts: Describe your personal teaching philosophy.  Do 
you think it has changed from the start of the school year 
until now?  If so, why? 
What do you hope to do differently as a teacher next 
semester? 
What are your top 3 teaching goals for next semester? 
December 2-
20, 2019 
Unit 5 and 6 
Reflections 
Reflections on teaching bonding and chemical reactions 
January 6-
24, 2020 






Prompt: Recall a moment this week that was particularly 
meaningful to you.  This could be a moment where you 
had a stroke of insight, felt conflicted in some way, were 
excited or frustrated, or had to make a challenging choice 
or decision.  The moment should be related to your 
placement and/or teaching practice in some way. 
a.  Describe the moment that you selected.  What was the 
activity or what was happening during that moment? 
b.  Why was your experience in that moment meaningful to 
you? 
2. What are your goals for yourself as a student teacher or 
teacher resident this semester? 










Second administration of the Beliefs About Reformed 














Prompt:  Think about the learning and developmental goals 
you would like your students to achieve by the end of the 
year in the course you will be teaching next year.  List a 
few of the most important goals to you. 
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Phase 1 Data Sources Collected 
Date 
Collected 





Prompt: How would family and friends describe your 
general personality?  How would you describe your 
personality? What aspects of your personality do you want 
to include in your professional teaching identity? Why? 
Which aspects of your personality do you think you should 
leave out of your teaching identity?  Why? What, 
generally, triggers strong emotions (positive or negative) in 





Prompt: Think about a science lesson you taught or 
planned this week.  How do you feel about the science 
lesson you implemented (or planned)? How do you feel 
about the strategies you used for teaching your content? 
How do you feel about the science content you discussed 
with the students (or in the lesson plan)? 
March 5-26, 
2020 
Unit 9 Reflection 
*Second 
Takeover and 
Move to Fully 
Online 
Instruction 





Prompt:  Think about a science lesson you taught or 
planned this week.  How do you feel about the science 
lesson you implemented (or planned)? How do you feel 
about the strategies you used for teaching your content? 
How do you feel about the science content you discussed 











Prompt: What things are going well for you in your 
placement?  What are you pleased/happy with? What 
things are not going well for you in your placement?  What 
are some things that are frustrating, upsetting, etc? Please 
discuss one specific issue/concern that you are dealing with 
in your placement.  How are you dealing with this issue?  






Prompt:  What is your plan for teaching online for the next 
couple of weeks?  Please provide specific details.  For 
example, how are you and your mentor teacher planning to 
teach students?  What is your role going to be?  What 
concerns do you have about your student teaching 
experience now that this has happened?  How are you 
feeling?   
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Phase 1 Data Sources Collected 
Date 
Collected 





Prompt:  How would you describe your own beginnings in 
the classroom as a teacher resident?  What parts have been 
(or were) painful?  What parts have been easy?  What 
specific issues have been the most pressing for you?  What 
are some ways in which your own personal history has 
helped your teacher development?  What are some ways in 
which your personal history has hindered your 
development?  As a first-year teacher, you will enter your 
first job as a teacher with incoming beliefs, goals, self-
perceptions, teaching philosophies, etc. about science 
teaching that will often be challenged when faced with the 
realities of the classroom.  For example, you may believe 
that all students learn science best when they are able to 
engage in hands-on activities, but you find yourself team 
teaching with a group of teachers who are not willing to 
teach with hands-on activities and says that resources and 
supplies are not available for you to teach in that way.  
How do you plan to persevere when your teaching identity 
(beliefs, goals, etc.) get challenged?  Do you think it is 
always negative to have your science teaching identity 





Prompt:  What are your purposes, goals, and beliefs about 
science teaching?  What do you consider to be the major 
responsibilities of a science teacher?  How does learning 





Elise wrote her science teaching philosophy guided by 
these questions:  
1.  What are your beliefs, conceptions, and responsibilities 
regarding science teaching and learning that guide your 
teaching practice?  How does learning best occur?  How 
will you teach to facilitate student learning?   
2..  When thinking about your goals for science teaching, 
what are you hoping to accomplish?  What should students 
know about science? 
3.  What is your personal growth plan?  What areas would 
you like to learn more about or improve in your teaching 
practice? 
4.  Why do you teach?  What is your motivation for science 
teaching? 
April 16 , 
2020 
TSES Survey 3 Third administration of the Teaching Self Efficacy Survey 
May 4, 2020 Interview 3 Interview reflecting back on the residency year (See 
Appendix for questions) 
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Phase 2 Data Sources 
Date 
Collected 
Date Collected Date Collected 
August 15, 
2020 
Interview 4 Interview about how Elise is feeling about the beginning of 





Drive of Lesson 
Teaching Plans 
Includes daily bell ringers, lesson plans for each unit, 





What has gone well for you the first week(s) of teaching? 
What specific science teaching strategies have you been 
implementing?  How have they been working out? 
Has anything surprised you?   







On a scale of 1-10 with 10 but the most satisfied and 1 
being the least satisfied, how satisfied are you with your 
career as a science teacher right now?  Explain your 
choice. 
What difficulties have you encountered so far, if 
any?  How are you dealing with these difficulties? 
What is going really well for you so far?  
How do you like your school (students, parents, faculty, 









What does a typical day in your classroom look like?  For 
example, what instructional strategies do you use most 
often and why? 
What do you like the most about science teaching?  What 
parts of teaching are you happy with? 
3.  How have you changed as a science teacher this year 
compared to your residency year?  For example, have your 
teaching goals changed?  Your beliefs about 





Observed Elise teaching a lesson on balancing equations 
balancing equations and molecules 
December 3, 
2020 
Interview 6 Clarifying interview and member checking of case study 





Elise wrote her teaching philosophy again. 
January 1, 
2020 






Third administration of the Beliefs About Reformed 







Phase 2 Data Sources 
Date 
Collected 
Date Collected Date Collected 
January 4, 
2021 





Interview 8 Clarifying interview and member checking of case study 
report interpretation of first semester of teaching. 
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Appendix B 
 Semi-structured Interview and Focus Group Protocols 
 
Semi-structured Interview Protocol 1 
 
1) How do you describe yourself as a teacher?  What kind of teacher do you want to 
be? 
2) What has influenced you in determining the type of teacher you want to be? 
3) What do you hope to gain from your participation in the teacher residency 
program? 
4) How do you think your experiences in the teacher residency program will be 
different from the experiences you would have had as a student teacher in the 
traditional program? 
5) What kind of teacher do you want to be in the classroom next year during your 
teacher residency? 
6) How do you want the classroom learning environment to look? 
7) What type of relationship do you hope to have with your master teacher?  
8) What do you think co-teaching will be like?  Follow up: Do you have concerns 
about co-teaching?  If so, what are those concerns? 
9) Suppose your master teacher has a very different teaching style than you and your 
ideas about how you want to instruct conflicts.  How do you think you would 
handle that? 
10) Anything else that you want to share?  Other concerns? 
 
Semi-structured Interview Protocol 2 
 
1) What did you find was the best method for you to learn?  To learn science 
specifically? 
2) Can you share any memorable science experiences from elementary school? 
Middle school? High school? 
3) What made you decide to become a teacher? 
4) Tell me about your favorite teacher.  Why was he/she your favorite? 
5) Describe an ideal learning environment for students taking science. 
6) How do you think students learn science best? 
7) How do you feel about using the reform-based science teaching strategies you 
were taught in the methods course?  Do you agree with them?  Do you have plans 
to incorporate those teaching practices into the classroom during residency? 
8) How would you describe the teaching style of your master teacher?  How does it 
align with your teaching style? 
9) Does your master teacher engage in reform-based science teaching practices? 
10) Specific Questions Regarding First Week of School Workdays and PDs 
11) Tell me about your first week. 
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12) What did you learn from the week? 
13) What things did you find difficult or frustrating? 
14) Did you master teacher ask for your input in establishing rules, procedures, 
classroom set up, etc?  Tell me about it. 
15) Were you able to contribute ideas in planning for the beginning of school?  How 
did the master teacher receive your ideas? 
16) What are you most nervous or concerned about for the first week of school? 
17) What are you most nervous or concerned about for the yearlong residency? 
18) Do you feel like a “real” science teacher?  Why or why not? 
19) Describe for me what a perfect teaching day for you would look like.  What 
would you be doing?  What would the students be doing?  What would make it so 
perfect? 
 
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol 3 
 
1)  Describe your overall experience teaching science while in your year-long 
clinical placement. 
2) What was the most meaningful part of your year-long placement?  Why do you 
consider it the most meaningful? 
3) What part of your year-long placement was most difficult?  Why? 
4) Describe a dilemma you encountered during your placement.  How were you able 
to resolve the dilemma or if it was not resolved, why not? 
5) What are your beliefs about science teaching?  How central are those beliefs to 
who you are as a science teacher? 
6) Do you think your beliefs about science teaching have changed since you started 
in August?  Why have or why haven’t your beliefs changed? 
7) What are your purpose and goals for science teaching? Have these changed since 
the beginning of the year?  Why or why not? 
8) How confident do you feel in science teaching?  What do feel good about?  What 
would you like to improve? 
9) How do you feel about yourself as a science teacher? 
10)  How are you feeling about next year? 
11) How do you envision the first semester of teaching will look like? 
 
Semi-Structured Interview Protocol 4 
 
1) Describe your experiences teaching science for the last two months.     
2) Did you feel your year-long clinical experience prepared to you to teach?  What 
areas did you feel most prepared?  In what areas did you feel least prepared? 
3) What things are going well for you?  What things are difficult? 
4) Are you able to teach science the way you envisioned?  Why or why not? 




Semi-Structured Interview Protocol 5 
 
1) Describe your overall experience teaching science for your first semester. 
2) What was the most meaningful part of your first semester of teaching?  Why do 
you consider it the most meaningful? 
3) What part of the first semester was most difficult?  Why? 
4) Describe a dilemma you encountered during your first semester.  How were you 
able to resolve the dilemma or if it was not resolved, why not? 
5) What are your beliefs about science teaching?  How central are those beliefs to 
who you are as a science teacher? 
6) Do you think your beliefs about science teaching have changed since you started 
in August?  Why have or why haven’t your beliefs changed? 
7) What are your purpose and goals for science teaching? Have these changed since 
the beginning of the year?  Why or why not? 
8) How confident do you feel in science teaching?  What do feel good about?  What 
would you like to improve? 
9) How do you feel about yourself as a science teacher? 
10)  How are you feeling about next year? 





Narrative Writing Prompts 
 
General Narrative Writing Prompt Examples 
• Tell me how the first day of school with students went. 
• Tell me about a time this semester that you felt really good about a science lesson 
you taught.  What made you feel good about it? 
• Tell me about a time that you were frustrated with co-teaching with your master 
teacher (for example, maybe you didn’t agree on how to teach a certain topic, 
discipline, etc.) 
• What you do think you have learned the most from your master teacher so far? 
• Tell me about a time this week/month/semester when you felt like a good science 
teacher? 
• Describe your greatest strengths and weaknesses as a secondary science teacher. 
• Do you have any worries or fears related to your performance as a science 
teacher? If so, what are those? 
• Is being a full-time science teacher what you imagined?  Why or why not? 
• Describe your personal teaching philosophy.  Do you think it has changed from 
the start of the school year until now?  If so, why? 
• What do you hope to do differently as a teacher next semester?   
• What are your top 3 teaching goals for next semester? 
• What are your beliefs about science teaching? 
• What are your main goals for yourself as a science teacher? 
 
 




As a science teacher, one of my main beliefs is that in order for students to learn science 
well... 
On a scale of 1-5, how central is this belief to who you are as a science teacher? 
1=Not central 
2= Not very central 
3= Moderately central 
4= Quite central 
5= Highly central 
As a science teacher, one of my main goals is... 
On a scale of 1-5, how central is this goal to who you are as a science teacher? 
1=Not central 
2= Not very central 
3= Moderately central 
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4= Quite central 
5= Highly central 
As a science teacher, one of my most apparent personal attributes is… 
On a scale of 1-5, how central is this attribute to who you are as a science teacher? 
1=Not central 
2= Not very central 
3= Moderately central 
4= Quite central 
5= Highly central 
As a science teacher, one of my main modes of practice is… 
On a scale of 1-5, how central is this practice to who you are as a science teacher? 
1=Not central 
2= Not very central 
3= Moderately central 
4= Quite central 
5= Highly central 
My overall feeling about who I am as a science teacher is: 
 1=Strong Dissatisfaction 
 2= Moderate Dissatisfaction 
 3= Mild Dissatisfaction 
 4= Neutral 
 5= Mild Satisfaction 
 6= Moderate Satisfaction 
 7= Strong Satisfaction 
 
If you chose any answer other than Neutral, what is the source of how you are feeling? 
 
Why did you enter the teaching profession?  Are these reasons still important to you 
know? 
 
How might these reasons for entry have shaped the ways you currently view teaching? 
 
How would you describe yourself as a teacher? What are the primary characteristics of 
your current teacher identity? 
 
Prompt 2 (Modified from DSMRI, Kaplan & Garner, 2016, p. 78) 
 
Recall a moment today that was particularly meaningful to you.  This could be a moment 
where you taught a great lesson, felt conflicted in some way, were excited or frustrated, 
or had to make a challenging choice or decision.  The moment should be related to your 
day as a science teacher in your classroom. 
 
Please describe the moment that you have selected.  What was the activity (what was 
happening in your classroom) at that moment? 
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Please explain in detail why your experience in that moment was meaningful to you 
 
Please describe exactly what you were doing at that time (your actions, thoughts, 
statements). 
 
What were your goals at that moment?  What were you aiming for and why? 
 
What personal attributes were most expressed at that moment and why? For example, 
what were your personality characteristics, abilities, etc.). 
 
Why do you think the moment or activity unfolded the way it did? 
 
What emotions did you feel at that moment and why? 
How relevant is what you experienced in that moment to your role as a science teacher?   
 
Please consider the following four aspects of who you are as a science teacher-your 
beliefs, your goals, personal attributes, and mode of practice.  Did your experiences in 










Teachers’ Sense of Efficacy Scale (TSES) (long form) (Tschannen-Moren & Woolfolk 
Hoy, 2001) 
 
Participants respond with Likert scale responses from 1 (nothing) to 9 (a great deal). 
 
1. How much can you do to get through to the most difficult students? 
2. How much can you do to help your students think critically? 
3. How much can you do to control disruptive behavior in the classroom? 
4. How much can you do to motivate students who show low interest in 
schoolwork? 
5. To what extent can you make your expectations clear about student behavior? 
6. How much can you do to get students to believe they can do well in schoolwork? 
7. How well can you respond to difficult questions from your students? 
8. How well can you establish routines to keep activities running smoothly? 
9. How much can you do to help your students value learning? 
10. How much can you gauge student comprehension of what you have taught? 
11. To what extent can you craft good questions for your students? 
12. How much can you do to foster student creativity? 
13. How much can you do to get children to follow classroom rules? 
14. How much can you do to improve the understanding of a student who is failing? 
15. How much can you do to calm a student who is disruptive or noisy? 
16. How well can you establish a classroom management system with each group of 
students? 
17. How much can you do to adjust your lessons to the proper level for individual 
students? 
18. How much can you use a variety of assessment strategies? 
19. How well can you keep a few problem students from ruining an entire lesson? 
20. To what extent can you provide an alternative explanation or example when 
students are confused? 
21. How well can you respond to defiant students? 
22. How much can you assist families in helping their children do well in school? 
23. How well can you implement alternative strategies in your classroom? 
24. How well can you provide appropriate challenges for very capable students? 
 
 
Efficacy in Student Engagement Items 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 14, 22 
Efficacy in Instructional Strategies Items 7, 10, 11, 17, 18, 20, 23, 24 





Beliefs About Reformed Science Teaching and Learning (BARSTL) (Sampson et al., 
2013) 
 
Participants respond with Likert scale responses of Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Agree, 
or Strongly Agree. 
 
Subscale 1:  How People Learn About Science 
 
1.  Students develop many ideas about how the world works before they ever study 
about science in school. 
2. Student learn in a disorderly fashion; they create their own knowledge by 
modifying their existing ideas in an effort to make sense of new and past 
experiences. 
3. People are either talented at science or they are not, therefore student achievement 
in science is a reflection of their natural abilities. 
4. Students are more likely to understand a scientific concept if the teacher explains 
the concept in a way that is clear and easy to understand. 
5. Frequently, students have difficult learning scientific concepts in school because 
their ideas about how the world works are often resistant to change. 
6. Learning science is an orderly process; students learn by gradually accumulating 
more information about a topic over time. 
7. Students know very little about science before they learn it in school. 
8. Students learn the most when they are able to test, discuss, and debate many 
possible answers during activities that involve social interaction. 
 
Subscale 2: Lesson Design and Implementation 
 
9. During a lesson, students should explore and conduct their own experiments with 
hands-on materials before the teacher discusses any scientific concepts with them. 
10. During a lesson, teachers should spend more time asking questions that trigger 
divergent ways of thinking than they do explaining the concept to students. 
11. Whenever students conduct an experiment during a science lesson, the teacher 
should give step-by-step instructions for the students to follow in order to prevent 
confusion and to make sure students get the correct results. 
12. Experiments should be included in lessons as a way to reinforce the scientific 
concepts students have already learned in class. 
13. Lessons should be designed in a way that allows students to learn new concepts 
through inquiry instead of through a lecture, a reading, or a demonstration. 
14. During a lesson, all of the students in the class should be encouraged to use the 
same approach for conducting an experiment or solving a problem.   
15. During a lesson, all of the students in the class should be encouraged to use the 
same approach for conducting an experiment or solving a problem. 
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16. Assessments in science classes should only be given that instruction is completed; 
that way, the teacher can determine if the students have learned the material 
covered in class.   
 
 
Characteristics of Teachers and the Learning Environment 
 
17.  Students should do most of the talking in science classrooms. 
18. Students should work independently as much as possible so they do not learn to 
rely on other students to do their work for them. 
19. In science classrooms, students should be encouraged to challenge ideas while 
maintain a climate of respect for what others have to say. 
20. Teachers should allow students to help determine the direction and focus of a 
lesson. 
21. Students should be willing to accept the scientific ideas and theories presented to 
them during science class without question. 
22. An excellent science teacher is someone who is really good at explaining 
complicated concepts clearly and simply so that everyone understands. 
23. The teacher should motivate students to finish their work as quickly as possible. 
24. Science teachers should primarily act as a resource person, working to support 
and enhance student investigations rather than explaining how things work. 
 
The Nature of Science Curriculum 
 
25. A good science curriculum should focus on only a few scientific concepts a year, 
but in great detail. 
26. The science curriculum should focus on the basic facts and skills of science that 
students will need to know later. 
27. Students should know that scientific knowledge is discovered using the scientific 
method. 
28. The science curriculum should encourage students to learn and value alternative 
modes of investigation or problem solving. 
29. In order to prepare students for future classes, college, or a career in science, the 
science curriculum should cover as many different topics as possible over the 
course of a school year. 
30. The science curriculum should help students develop the reasoning skills and 
habits of mind necessary to do science. 
31. Students should learn that all science is based on a single scientific method- a 
step-by-step procedure that begins with “define the problem” and ends with 
“reporting the results.” 
32. A good science curriculum should focus on the history and nature of science and 






 Observation Protocols 
 
Co-Planning Observation Protocol 
When observing co-planning, look for the presence or absence of the following: 
1) Is the teacher resident contributing her ideas in the planning process? 
2) Is one teacher taking the main lead for planning? 
3) Does the teacher resident defer to the master teacher often while planning? 
4) Describe any tensions, arguments, or disagreements that may occur. 
5) How do they deal with any tensions, arguments, or disagreements. 
6) Record if there is separate planning sessions (i.e. teacher resident is planning 
independently while master teacher is planning independently). 
 
 
Co-Teaching Observation Protocol 
When observing co-teaching, look for the presence of absence of the following: 
1) Co-teaching strategy used? (One teach-one observe; one teach-one assist; parallel 
teaching, station teaching; alternative teaching; team teaching; second teacher not 
engaged in instruction; second teacher not in class) 
2) Both teachers participate in the presentation of the lesson 
3) Students ask questions of both teachers. 
4) Both teachers are engaged in classroom management. 
5) Teachers are not identified as assigned to specific students. 
6) Teachers jointly share and use classroom space. 
7) Instructional resources are shared equitably. 
8) Teacher resident has a good rapport with students. 
 
Teaching During the Takeover Experience and the First Semester of Full-Time 
Teaching Observation Protocol 
 
1) South Carolina Teaching Standards Rubric 4.0 
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